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ComMrrus ox WAYS AND MYANO,
Waangton, D.C., Jauary 9, 199.

Hon. DAVID M. Kvi xum,

Secretary of the Treamry.
DL%* MR. SacarrAaR: As you know, by letter to tho Speaker of the

House of Representatives dated Deember 31, 1968, President John-
son formally advised the Congress of the existenwe of the studies and
propomls for tax reform which were developed bv the staff of the
Treasury Department, pursuant to the Revenue and Ixpenditure Con-
trol Act of 1968, and of his decision to make no recommendations to
the Congrws in the light of the fact that he would be leaving office
on January 20. This communication also referred to the fact that the
material contained in the studies and proposals would be made avail-
able to the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Represwnt-
atives and to the Finance Committee of the U.8. Senate at such time
as those committees might request such material.

You will also recall the meeting which we had some days ago at
which time the senior members of our respective committees dis-
cussed with you the procedures which might be followed with regard
to obtaining these studies and proposals.

The purpose of this letter is to request, on behalf of the Committee
on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives and the Com-
mittee on Finance of the Senate that you make available to our re-
spective committees the studies and proposals to which reference is
made. It would be appreciated if you could provide a copy to each
committee at your earliest convenience.

With kindest regards,
Sincerely yours, WnUrA D. MI.I,

Chairman, Committee on Ways and Mean., House of Repre-
sentataves.

Russa. B. LoNe,
Chairman, Committee on Finance, U.8. Senate.

THz SERETARr or TZ TRASUYt,
Washigton, D.C., January S0, 1969.

lHon. Wn~auu D. Mute,

Chairman, Conmittee on Ways and Mean.,
Howe of Representatives,
Wasuigton, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: In response to our earlier understanding and
your request in the letter of January 29 from both you and Chairman
IRussell B. long Committee on Finance, U.S. senate I enclose here-
with a co of the tax reform studies and proposals ior the Commit-
tee on W'ays and Means of the House of Representatives. As you
know, these studies and proposals for tax reform were developed by
the Treasury. Department during the administration of President
,Johnson and were transmitted to me by then Secretary Joseph W.
Barr on January 17, 1969.

Sincerely yours, DAv M. KENNWY*

(M)
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Tn Sacari.- or raa Tuuxsuu.

Hon. DAVM M. K NXDW , Waingtes , r II, 'WED

PI.Redtary-D 0swe
US. TiwtW Whmeat,
WaAkinjti D.C.

Dr uUMa. KZxxm: The attached ar the studies and proposal
regarding tax reform which were reviewed by Secrntry Fowler prior
to-is leaving the Treasury Depamwent, together with his acompany-
ing statement which was approved by him. The lst p ph of tha
statement state as follows:

WO have bem -aductiTrsu staf studies as repetin
propmals for 1 • parteular Industrims However, they ar not mflcsutly
mature or compete to support pec pm a at tW time The. tmdie ar
gig forwas an abu be availal to Ongre In the out n uaLo

Since that dat mome of the material referred to in that last
paragraph has been completed. The staff studies are therefore
attached het as suppleientary matil, as backound for the

development and assemment of propesls in the areas with which they
deal.

Sincerely yours, Jm . BAt.
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I. STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE HENRY H. FOWLER,
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY, FOR THE CONGRESS
OF THE UNITED STATES, ON THE TAX REFORM PRO-
GRAM

(December 11, 1968)

We present to the Congress proposals for comprehensive reform of
the Internal Revenue Code of 19. This program contains proposals
for tax reform developed by the Treasury Department over more than
2 years and meets the request of the Cbngress in section 110 of the
Revenue and Expenditure Control Act of 1968.

Most of our individuals, families, and business firms are paying
their fair share of the Federal tax bill which yielded $150 billion in
fiscal 1968. They do this primarily by a process of voluntary self-
assessment, under a system of tax administration that employs the
most modem technology and methods of management, and operates
efficiently and at low cost. Furthermore, as a result of major steps that
have been taken in recent. years-through the Revenue Acts of 1962
and 1964, the Excise Tax Reduction Act of 1965, the Foreijn Investors
Tax Act of 1966, the Tax Adjustment Act of 1966, the federal Tax
Lien Act of 1966, the Revenue and Expenditure Control Act of 1968,
and administrative reform of depreciation procedures-our tax sys-
tem is today better attuned than ever before to the requirements of
high-level investment and economic growth.

We can take pride in these fact&
At the same time, however, we must recognize that there are other

facts about our tax system which we cannot, by any means, view
with pride. On the contrary, as believers in justice and fairness we can
only deplore circumstances like these:

Under present law, 2.2 million families with incomes below
the poverty level are required to pay Federal income taxes. These
persons of all our taxpayers are least able to pay taxes. For ex-
amI a mramed couple with an income of the poverty limit of
;;c would generally pay an income tax of $84. Such a tax bur-
den on these low-income individuals and families is inconsistent
with a tax based on ability to pay and a national commitment
to eliminate poverty.

On the other hand, there are a sizable mumber of individuals
with very high incomes who pay little or no income tax. Indeed,
although the-Federal income tax is designed and understood to be
prgressmve, the fact is that many persons with incomes of $1
million or more actually pay the same effective rate of tax as do
persons with incomes only one-fiftieth as large.

In contrast to the group just described, there are other persons
with high incomes who are fully taxable on all their income and
thus pay effective rates 'of tax in the 60- to 70-percent range, well
above the average effective rate on persons at these income levels.

(8)
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There are many billions of untaxed capital gains income in.
eluded in the assets owned by persona who die each year-in 1968
about $15 billion. Simply because the owners found it neither
necessary nor desirable to sell the assets during lifetime, them

gains are not and will never be subject, to income tax under present
law, unlike other wealth accumulated during lifetime out of taxed
income, such as wages.

When a husband dies, his widow may be subject to tax on a
substantial part of the property which he leaves to her. This may
mean a heavy burden of estate taxes on the widow, even though the
property has been accumulated in part through her efforts and is
intended to provide for her old age. The burden on the widow will
be accentuatfd if there are minor children. The problem is espe-
cially difficult if the property is in the form of a family business or
farm.

There are a number of large business organizations, with mil-
lions of dollars of wealth subject to overall common control which
pay tax almost entirely at the special rate designed for small busi.
nesses-not at the substantially higher rate applicable to large
corporations-by organizing their businesses in the form of a
chain of small corporate units, and claiming multiple exemptions
from the corporate surtax rates. An enterprise with total assets of
many millions can divide itself into hundreds of separate corpora-
tions with the aim of achieving an annual tax saving of mil ions
of dollars.

Some tax-exempt private foundations are being used to accumu-
late assets and wealth. Over a period of years, such foundations
do not realize any appreciable amount of income and consequently
do not distribute any significant percentage of their resources to
charity. Thus such foundations accumulate wealth, and thereby
deprive charitable activities of funds which the tax-exempt status
accorded the foundation (and contributions to it) was designed to
accomplish. This abuse is compounded when the motivation of the
accumulation is to further personal or business purposes of the
donors of the foundations and their families.

Through situations such as these, and other types as well, a minority
of the population pays far less than its share of tax while others may
bear special hardships to meet their tax liabilities. Many of these spe-
cial benefits and devices are intricate, subtle, and difficult for the aver-
age person to understand. But all of them flaw our tax system and
undermine the standards of justice and fairness which should prevail.
For the minority who benefit, these special advantages add up to sub-
stantial windfalls.

There is no comfort to be found in the view that, after all, no tax
system is perfect. The flaws are too severe, too widespread, and-in
some cases-too notorious for that.

As indicated earlier, much has been done by the four Congresses
since 1961 to improve our revenue laws. Some examples of the impor-
tant reform provisions in individual and corporation income taxes
enacted in the Revenue Acts of 1962 and 1964 would include:

Introduction of the minimum standard deduction to lighten the
income tax burden on the poor.



Corrections of abum that arose through the use of deductible
epneaccounts for personal expew

Ifmation returns on dividends and interest to improve com
pliane in revort'. then item.

Repealofihe dividend credit.
Recpture of pins on depreciable personal property.
Fulle tuation of foreign tax-haven corporation, and other

forms of foreign income*
Fuller taxaion of mutual casualty insurance ompmes and

oopaM.tvL.
Limitations on tax-free reserves of mutual thrift It on
Revised taxation of certain employer-financed fringe s,

such as sick pay, group life insurance, and stock options
Introduction of averagin under the individual income tax.
Introduction of deduction for employee moving expense
Limitation on use of multiple properties for computing

depletion.
Strengthened personal holding company provisions.

Further tax reforms were accomplished ii 1965,196, and 1968. The1965 Excise Tax Reduction Act provided equity, simplification, andreuIin byuty simpealingon and f
reduction, by repealing most of he discriminatory excise taxes levied
by the Federal Government. The 1966 and 1968acs introduced gradu.
ated withholding and also completed the structure for shifting Ithe pay.
ment of corporate income taxes to a current payment basis, consist
with payments by individuals.

To -build upon what has been done, this effort must be continued.
Toward this end the Treasury submitAerewith for congrmional con*
sideration a program of comprehensive reform of the Internal Revenue
Code. The program of reform we are recommending will accomplish
the following major objectives:

For te indIv l income tue it wo--
Take a major step, through increasing the minimum standard

deduction, toward lifting the anomalous burden of income taxation
from families and individuals who live on the m.argn of poverty.

Assure that those who are financially able will pay at leat a
miniMum tow in support of their Government, covering that
minority of high-income individuals who are able to arrange their
sources of income so that they pay little or no tax under present
law.

Assure that the system of deductions for personal expenses and
the provisions excluding certain sources of income operate con-
sistently and do not provide a double benefit. This would be accom-
plished by allocating itemized deductions between table income
and exweludd income for taxpayers who have large amounts of
excluded income, rather than y allowing the full amount of the
deductions to be offset only against tauabts income, as is now
permitted.

Establish a mawimum tax to assure that henceforth no individual
will pay more than half his total income in Federal income tax.

Simplify greatly the income tax by raising the standard deduc-
tion limits to bring them more closely into line with current pat-
terns of personal deduction outlays and current levels of personal

S
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income, thereby restoring the use of that deduction to the level
which prevailed when it was established in our tax system.

Revise the structure of the charitable contribution deduction
to retain and even increase the encouragement for charitable
giving while still achieving simplification through the expanded
use of the standard deduction.

Simplify the income tax for the elderly and channel the tax
relief to tie taxpaying elderly who need it most.

Limit the deductibility of "fam loses" from nonfarm income
to correct the abuse of farm accounting rules by wealthy non-
farm taxpayers and corporations.

Liberalize the tax treatment of moving expenses for the steadily
increasing number of our workin force who change residence
because of a change in the place of their employment.

Correct other defects and provide important simplifications
of present law.

For the death/ and gift taxes ft will-
Achieve fundamental revisions of an area which has not been

thoroughly reexamined or revised since 1942.
Reduce rates of estate taxation by 20 percent over a period of

time.
Change present law income tax treatment of appreciation in the

value of assets transferred at death or by gift, so that in the future
such appreciation, to the extent. it occurs after the date of enact-
ment, will be taxed at death or gift under the income tax in the
saine manner as other capital gains. Only the net value of the
assets after deducting the income tax will be subject to the estate
tax.

Permit transfers of property between husband and wife by gift
or by bequest to be entirely tax free.

Replace the present dual system of treating lifetime gifts sepa-
rately from transfers at. death, by a single unified system for
taxing ith. The unified system will eliminate a source of very
considerable tax advantage now accorded to those fortunate
enough to be abje to distribute wealth by gift during life as com.
pared to those who, for various reasons, are not in a position to
make lifetime gifts

Deal with the tax advantage now available through the use of
long-term trusts to avoid estate tax for a generation or more.

Provide special estate tax relief where property is left to
orphaned children.

Provide liberalized rules for the payment of death taxes to
avoid pmsible forced sile of closely held businesses and farms.

Provide additional structural improvements.
For t.x-&rempt orgaedisaion the program tol-

Carry out the recommendations made in the Treasury Depart-
ment report on private foundations to the Congress on February
2,19 M, to eliminate serious abuses which have arisen among some
private foundations and their donors.
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Remove the marked inducement which present law provides for
tax-exempt organizations to purchase businesses and other in.
come-producing property withborrowed funds.

Expand the tax on unrelated business income to cover addi-
tional tax-exempt organizations.

Tax the investment income of social clubs and certain otler
tax-exemlt membership organizations.

For the corporate income tax the program will-
Restrict the use of the $25,000 exemption from the corporate

surtax so that it serves the purposes for which it was intended-
relief for truly small business-and thereby end the advantage of
multiple exemptions now obtained by corporations operating in
chain form.

Correct a defect in the 196'2 legislation reforming the tax treat-
ment of mutual savings banks, so that such banks will be paying
the amount of tax expected from them under that legislation.

Correct the tax treatment of mineral production payments
prevent avoidance of the limits on the allowance for depletion and
eliminate distortions arising from the mismatching of income and
expenses.

Some of the recommendations I now submit to implement this pro-
gram will increase revenues; others will decrease them. Together, their
revenue effects are balanced; they produce no significant net revenue
gtain or loss. This balanced approach reflects the conviction that the
basic work of tax reform need not await general tax increases or de-
creases involving an overall adjustment in rates, nor should the basic
work of tax reform be tied to temporary tax changes for counter-
cyclical purpose%

The proposals recommended have been framed to provide a fair and
orderly transition in those cases where individuals and businesses have
made their arrangements based on existing law. We do not intend to
have the harsh impact of abrupt changes. On the other hand, we do
not want to be frozen into the status quo where it causes special inequi-
ties or preferences.

Tax refor is used here to mean structural tax reform-revision of
those provisions of our law which slmpe the tax structure through
defining the taxable base, rates of tax, and the administrative require-
ments of reporting and payment.

This program 1thereftre does not extend to fiscal policy measures
designed to influence economic stability and the level of economic
activity (such issues as possible continuation of the tax surcharge andauthorization for the Preident to make discretionary chagesin tax
rates), nor does it include programs to spend or distribute revenues
(such its the negative income tax and other income-maintenance pro-
gram, and revenue sharing with State and local governments).

In working on the structure of our tax system, one is confronted
with the suggestiois for tax incentives to enlist private initiative to
meet our social] and economic problems. We have given careful con-
Mideration in this proposed revision of our tax system to such possible
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solutions to these problems. We believe that our social and economic
needs can better be served through direct measures outside the tax
system, rather than by tax credits and other forms of tax incentives.
Consistent with this conclusion, we have also attempted to minimize
distortions caused by existing special tax provisions.

Indeed, it has been our experience that when the proposed tax in.
centives are viewed as alternatives to budget expenditures there are
direct nontax methods available which are feasible and helpful and
which give greater benefits for the budgetary costs involved than do the
tax incentives. Examples of effective nontax methods of achieving ob-
jectives that had been sought through the tax system include guam-
teed loans, equal opportunity grants, and other programs to assist
students and their amilies with the costs of higher education; direct
pants for water pollution control projects' rent supplements and
interest subsidies to increase the suppl of low. and iddle-income
housing; and Government contracts with private employers to train
hard-core unemployed for jobs. These methods achieve the important
objectives in a manner consistent both with an equitable tax system
and with careful and responsible budgetary control by the executive
and the Congress.

Also adoption of tax credits and other special tax provisions, which
generally are inefficient in accomplishing their objectives, would cause
fn unnecessary loss of revenue and thereby delay or make less likely
general reduction in income tax rates. General rate reduction is the
most equitable and most neutral form of tax reduction.

T e proposals I am recommending represent a minimum but compre.
hensive program for tax reform which the Treasury Department ures
Congress to act upon in the coming session. These pmposals are im.
prtant, specific, positive, carefully researched, and fully documented.
They merit prompt action by the Congress. They represent significant
improvements over existing law.

Let me emphasize that we are recommending a minimum plan with
the hope that it will receive widespread support and be enacted into law
as promptly as possible. We are therefore not covering areas and issues,
whose inclusion might delay prompt consideration and approval of
the proposals recommended here.

More specifically, the recommendations do not extend to the taxation
of certain industries tractive industries, timber, real estate finan-
cial institutions-which receive special tax preferences to such an ex-
tent that the effective tax rates on these industries are far below the
average for all industries. The omission of recommendations for these
industries affects mainly the corporate income tax, and not the indi-
vidual income tax. The proposals for taxation of appreciated prop-



erty transferred at death, the minimum tax, and allocation of deduc-
tions will go far to prevent the treatment accorded particular indus-
tries from distorting the application of the individual income tax in a
manner contrary to tie ability-to-pay concept.

The lack of specific proposals, however should not be taken to mean
that the current tax treatment of these inAustries is necessarily correct.
For example there are many proposals by Members of Congress and
others regarding the current taxation of the extractive industries es-
pecially olI and gas which deserve consideration.

The tax treatment of this industry, however, is only one aspect of
many relating to our energy industries and therefore bears a relation-
ship to our overall energy policies. These' policies are of importance
to national security, our balance of payments, foreign trade, and other
important areas o public concern in addition to tax airness.

President Johnson almost 2 years ago directed his science adviser
and his Office of Science and Technology to sponsor a thorough study
of energy resources and to engage a staif to coordinate energy policy on
a Government-wide basis. The study was to include examination of
and recommendations concerning, the tax treatment of our natural
resources, including petroleum, nonenergy minerals, and timber. Un-
fortunately the appropriation recommended by the President to finance

is study has not been approved by the Congress.
We have been conducting Treasury staff studies as background re-

specting propals for these particular industries. However, the are
not sufficient mature or complete to support specific proposals this
time. These studies are going forward and should be available to Con-
gress in the next session.

In addition to this statement of mine, the Treasury Department pre-
senta the following materials to describe the tax reform proposals and
the reasons and data which support them:

Part II.--Generl description of proposals.
Part III.-Concise summary of proposals and summary tables.
Part IV.-The case for and the dimensions of tax reform.
Parts V-VItI.--General and technical explanations.

The program here presented represents a major step in the continu-
ing task of tax reform. The proposals will materially strengthen the
structure of our system of income and estate and gift taxes.

We recommend this program to the Congress for prompt action in
the next session.

I

I
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II. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSALS
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II. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSALS I

IxDIVwU IxcoI TAX
RBEIE FOR PFUON8 IN POVERTY

M~d~m~tanddedtw
Under today's law single individuals and all but the laret fam.

ilies may be subject to income tax even though they are iving In
poverty. This results from the fact that the present individual exemp-
tions and standard deduction are lower than the povery income level
There is thus a clear case of the need for tax relief at these income
levels. The most effective way to provide relief at low income levels
and to concentrate the associated revenue loss at such levels is through
an increase in the minimum standard deduction.

TA.. Treasto recovm nd that the minimum standard deduction
be increased fr6m the present $200 plus $100 for each allowable ex-
emption to $600 plus $100 for each allowable exemption (subject to
the same overall limit of $1,000 that exists under present law). Out of
the 2.2 million families in poverty who are sub ect to Federal income
tax under present law, about 1/ million would become nontaxable
and the remaining 1 million would receive tax reductions.

ELIMINATION OF UNACOEABLU TAX ABUSM

A number of the recommendations relate to the elimination of un.
acceptable tax abuses or advantage which are primarily available to
higher bracket individuals especially those who can choose their in.
come sources. These provisions have the effect of creating considerable
variation in effective tax rates among taxpayers in these Income levels,
causing considerable unfairness in the allocation of the tax burden.
A. Mimitn indidd inoom tw

Tax reform must come to grips with the fact-that under present law
it is possible for some individuals with very large incomes to pay little
or no tax, while other individuals with far lessincome are required to
pa a higher percentage of their income in tax and persons with low
and modest incomes are required to pay a significant share of their
income in tax. This situation is indefensible. t arises because certain
& pes of income enjoy a favored tax status under the Internal Revenue

Cde. Whatever may be the merits of each of these tax preferences, of
overriding importance is the principle that every individual With
substantial income should pay a minimum tax toward the cost of
Government that in itself bears a relationship. to the income involved.

The preferential provisions and the resulting exclusions- from in-
The text contains a Cor duc=ptol tbJ el, W $ool. Aeonci" summaryo

thooeaOStoee m venue umat summr tam the eets of thepropeeals appeall,.t[

(18)
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come that contribute mo.qt significantly to this disparity in treatment
among individuals are:

The exclusion of one-half of the taxpayer's net long-term capital
gains, with the alternative of taxation ot the entire gain at a maxi-
mum rate of 25 percent.

The exclusion of interest received on State and local govern-
ment bonds.

The exclusion resulting from percentage depletion in excess of
the capital invested in the ownership of minerals or other natural
resources.

The exclusion of the appreciation on charitable gifts of appre-
ciated property, such as stocks, to the extent that this appreciation
is taken as a dQuetdion.

The Treanw ' reeommendt an minimum tax to be applied to an income
base broadened to include the amounts now omitted because of the
exclusions referred to above. The schedule of rates for the minimum
tax would be graduated from 7 to 35 percent. The tax is designed so
that when applied to the expanded income base it yields t tax equal
in amount to the tax payable render the regular rates on half as much
income. Thus the minimum tax would have the effect of placing a 50-
percent ceiling on the amount of an individual's total income which
may be excluded from tax. The individual would be required to pay
this minimum tax whenever it exceeded his liability under present law
definition.

An individual would ordinarily not be subject to the minimum tax
(that is, he would not find the minimum tax to be larger than his
regular tax) unless the sum of his excluded items exceeds the amount
of his regular taxable income. In no event, however, would ant iII-
dividual need to be concerned at all with the minimum tax computation
if his total income-coniputed on the expanded basis-is less than
$10,000 (or $,000 for a married individual filing a separate return).

As examples, a married couple:
With $5,000 of wage income (i.e., adjusted gross income) and

$4,500 of the excluded type income, would not. come under the
minimum tax. Their total of regular plus excluded income is below
the $10,000 exemption.

With $25,000 of regular taxable income, after deductions and
personal exempt ions are allowed for, would not be subject. to mini-
mum tax so long as excluded type income was also $25,000 or less.

With $150,000 of regular income, after deductions and exemp-
tions, and $400,000 of completely excluded income, would be sub-
ject to minimum tax. Present law tax would be $76,980--only 14
percent of total income. The minimum tax on their total income
of $5 0,000 would amount to $163,280, $86,300 more than present
law tax, and would equal 30 percent of total income. This is a
proximately the same amount of tax as would be paid on $275,z
of regular taxable income (equal to half their total income of$550,000).

B. Allocation of dediwton
Under the present structure of deductions and its relationship to

the composition of income, taxpayers are able to obtain a double bene.
fit from items of excluded income and thereby significantly reduce
their tax burdens. This situation occurs amolg those taxpayers who
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lave appreciable amounts of excluded income together with personal
deductios, and who thus escape a fair tax because their deductions are
applied against only the taxable part of their income.

The unfairness oi the present system is illustrated by the following
case:

An individual -had a total income of $1,284,718 of which $1,210,426
was in capital gains, the remaining $74,292 from wages, dividends, and
interest. He excluded one-half of his capital gains, which he is allowed
to do under present law, thereby reducing is present law (adjusted
gros) income to $670,405 (after allowing for the $100 dividend ex-
clusion). From this income he subtracted all his personal deductions,
which amounted to $676,419 and which included $587,698 for interest
on funds borrowed presumably for the purpose of purchasing the
securities on which the capital gains were earned. As a result, after
allowing $1,200 of personal exemptions his taxable income was re-
duced to $1,786 and he paid a tax of $274. His overall tax rate, there-
fore, was about two hundredths of one percent.

Deductions which reduce taxable income are justified only to the ex-
tent that they are properly assignable to that income. When an in-
dividual receives income in forms that are excluded from taxation-
such as the items discussed above in connection with the minimum
tax-it is not consistent or proper to permit him to subtract all of his
eligible deduction items from that part of his income which is subject
to tax and ignore the excluded part.

77w Treasury recommend. that an individual's itemized deductions
be allocated between his taxable income and his excluded income, with
only the part allocable to the taxable income to be permitted as deduc-
tions in computing tax. The excluded income to be taken into account
for this allocation is represented by the items that would be added to
the tax base in applying the minimum tax. An exemption would be
provided to insure that taxpayers with less than $5,000 of excluded In.
come need not make this allocation.

The application of this allocation proposal to the example aust cited
would produce a taxable income for the individual of $319,094 rather
than $1,786, and a tax of $208,856 rather than $274.1

In this c~ae, the tax due after the allocation requirement is such
that the individual would not be liable for the minimum tax. In other
cases, however, the tax computed in accordance with the allocation
rule may still be below the minimum tax. The individual would then
pay the minimum tax rather than the tax computed by the allocation
rule, but in computing the minimum tax the individual would be able
to utilize all his deductions including those allocated to excluded
income.
(7. COretion of abuses by nonfamers of famim tax t"des

Farmers are permitted to apply liberal tax accounting rules for the
computation of income and deductions associated with farming. These
liberal departures from good accounting practices are permitted for

This is derived an follows: 'he adjusted gross income euals58.09 wreent of AGI after
t In expanded to Include the excluded halt of capital gains less the scal $5.000 exemption
(679.405 divided by too sum of $679.405 plus 8605 218 minus $1.000 equals 53.09 -pe.
cent) : this prcentsge is applied to allowable personal deductions ($676.419) which gives
the amount of dMduetono allowed against adjusted gross Income ($859,111). This ditaliown$317.80$ of deductions permitted under present law: thus taxable Income It Increase to
$319,094 from $1,786 under prent law
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farm operations in order to spare the ordinary farmer the bookkeep-
ing chores associated with the taking of inventories and accrual
accounting. Briefly them rules permit farmers:

To use the cash accounting method and ignore their yearend
inventories of crops, cattle, etc.;

To depart from the normal treatment for capital expenditures,
such as those associated with the development of breeding herds
or of citrus groves, fruit orchards, vineyards, or similar ventures,
and instead obtain current deductions for these expenditures.

Over the years more and more high-bracket taxpayers, whose pri-
mary economic activity is other than farming have exploited these
rules for the purpose of gaining tax advantages. By electing the special
farm accounting rules which allow premature deductions, many of
these high-bracket taxpayers show "farm losses" which are not true
economic losses. These "tax losses" are then deducted from their high-
bracket nonfarm income resulting in large tax savings. Moreover
these "tax losses" which arise from deductions taken because of capital
costs or inventory costs usually thus represent an investment in arm
assets rather than funds actually lost. This investment quite often will
ultimately be sold and taxed only at low capital gains rates. Thus
deductions are set off against ordinary income, while the sale price of
the resulting assets represents capital gain.

In addition to creating these important escapes from the individual
income tax, these practices are leading to a distortion of the farm
economy and are harmful to the ordinary farmer who depends on the
farm for his livelihood. The attractive farm tax benefits available to
wealthy persons have caused them to bid up the price of farmland
beyond tht which would prevail in a normal farm economy. Further.
more, because of the present tax rules, the ordinary farmer must com-
pete in the marketplace with these wealthy farmowners who may con.
sider a farm profit-in the economic sense-unnecessary for their
purposes.

There is, therefore, a clear need to prevent exploitation of the farm
tax rules by taxpayers who were never intended to benefit from them.

The Treauy reemmend that the deduction of "farm losses" against
nonfarm income be limited to $15,000 in any taxable year (but with
the opportunity to carry losses back for 8 years and forward for 5
years). This limitation would not apply in those cases where the net
income from farming is computed by normal business methods of
accounting with the use of inventories and proper capitaliza-
tion of preparatory and development costs. These rules would apply to
both individuals and corporations.

This proposal would affect fewer than 14,000 individual tax returns,
and would have little or no effect on taxpayers with less than $15,000
of nonfarm income. About two-thirds of the revenue gain from the
proposal would come from individuals with nonfarm income of more
than $100,000.
D. Taxa*n of mtilpk t oueta and accumdakd iw t in twt

One premise of our present tax system is a progressive rate scale for
individuals. This system is abused when taxpayers create additional
entities for the purpse of spreading income among several "tax-
payers" thereby lowering the overall tax rate. One marked abuse is the



creation of trusts to accumulate income at low rates and to distribute
that income with little or no additional tax even where the beneficiary
is in a high tax bracket. In such a case unwarranted tax reduction is
achieved because the trust's income is taxed separately from the
beneficiaries' to whom it is ultimately distributed. Present law contains
the so-called "throwback" rule which taxes to the beneficiary the trust
income earned in the 5 years preceding distribution. This rule, how.
ever is subject to exceptions whidh have permitted abuse.

Moreover, in some cases, taxpayers are seeking to compound the
abuse by creating multiple similar trusts with a view to dividing the
total income among numerous taxpaying entities.

The Treury reommnd. that the throwback rule be applied to all
trust distributions without being limited to the last 5 years income and
without the various exceptions now contained in the code. Some minor
exceptions will be provided for administrative convenience. The effect
of this change will be to treat all taxpayers receiving distributions
from trusts as if they had received the income over the years it was
earned. Credit would be given for taxes paid by the trust. Also, sim-
plified methods of computation will be provided. To reach the special
situation where, on the termination of a trust accumulating income, the
property is to be returned to the grantor and the accumulated income
distributed to his wiRe the rules would provide that the grantor of the
trust be taxed currently on all income accumulated for eventual dis-
tribution to his spouse. This is consistent with the present rule that
income accumulated for eventual distribution to the grantor is taxed
currently to him.

LIMITATON ON TAX BUDEN

Maximum individual income tax
As part of a program for achieving tax fairness among higher in-

come individuals, it is appropriate to consider not only those who pay
too little tax in relation to others, but also those who pay too much tax.
The former group consists of individuals whose true income includes
substantial amounts of excluded income. A minimum tax has been
proposed for them under a rate schedule that could raise their effective
rate of tax on true income up to nearly 85 percent.

The latter group consists of individuals who enjoy few, if any, tax
preferences. For example, of those with taxable income of $500,000
or more, about 29 percent would pay-after the other reforms included
in the program-more than 50 percent of their true incomes in tax.
This tax burden is high in relation to what others in their income class
py or are being asked to pay under the reform program.

.Ae Trea y recomnmnd , as a component of an overall program
to improve the equity of the income tax at the higher bracetsa, that
no individual be required to pay more than one-halfof his total income
(including presently taxable income plus the major sources of excluded
income) in income tax to the Federal Government. This would be ac-
complished through the introduction of an optional, alternative mawi-
mum tax. In making this recommendation the Department stresses
the concept of "total income," for the maximum tax approach is valid
only if there is assurance that an individual's total receipts are realis.
tically and fully taken into account In computing the tax.

334-8120- $1 -pL. I -
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This alternative maximum tax would be computed at the rate of 50
percent on the same concept of income proposed in connection with
the minimum tax with the addition of the value of stock options at
the time of their exercise. Taxpayers would have the option of paying
this maximum tax if it were lower than their regular tax under present
law*

It is necessary to emphasize that the establishment of such a maxi-
mum tax is feasible only in conjunction with the recommended treat-
ment for the taxation of appreciated assets transferred at death or by
gift. A high proportion of those who would benefit from the maximum
tax proposal are also large holders of appreciated assets. They, there.
fore, now benefit from the permanent exclusion from income taxation
of the appreciation on these assets, which is possible under present law.
Unless this special tax benefit is removed, it would be unfair to provide
additional benefits through any reduction in the tax rate applicable to
annual dividends, interest, and other income mainly derived from
those assets. Indeed, such treatment. would be inconsistent with the
concept of the maximum tax as setting a limit on total tax paid in rela-
tionship to total income including capital gains.

INCREASED SIMPLIFICATION AND EQUITr IN TREAT3MNT OF DEDUTONS
A number of the proposals are aimed at a restructuring of the treat-

ment of deductions, primarily the itemized deductions, in order to
achieve increased simplification in that treatment and to improve the
equitable distribution f the tax burden.
A. Lieralkation of the etaonlrd dAWion

Under present law, an individual taxpayer is entitled to deduct cer-
tain personal outlays from his net income before he computes his tax
liability. Included among these personal deductions are such items as
nonbusiness interest, taxes, charitable contributions, medical expenses,
and casualty losses. To obtain the benefit of personal deductions, the
taxpayer may either itemize the actual amounts of his various deduc-
tions or claim the so-called "standard deduction." Present law allows
the standard deduction in an amount equal to 10 percent of the tax-
payer's income, with a maximum of $1,000 and a minimum of $200 plus
$100 for each allowable personal exemption.

A careful reexamination of the policies underlying the present limits
on the standard deduction and the relationship of the standard deduc-
tion to itemized deductions has suggested major changes in the present
treatment of personal deductions. " I

The standard deduction is one of the most helpful and desirable
features of our tax system for combining simplification with equity.
It is used bv almost 40 million people, or 57 percent of our individual
taxpayers. For these individuals the standard deduction vastly simpli-
fies the problems of maintaining records and computing a number of
separate deduction items. Tax fhbility is, therefore, easily computed.
By the same token, the simplicity of fhe standard deduction-a boon
to so many taxpayers-also reduces the auditing problems of the Gov-
ernment and, in doing so, makes an important contribution to the
orderly and uniform operation of the taxing system.
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The present limits on the standard deduction were established when
typical income levels were lower and when personal deductions were
much lower in relation to income than they are today. When estab-
lished, the standard deduction was used by more than 80 percent of
our individual taxpayers. It is time to bring the standard deduction
closer into line with today's income levels and with today's relative
cost and expenditure patterns for deduction items, and thereby to
restore the coverage of the standard deduction to about the same
percentage of taxpayers which eixstcd at its adoption.

Th reoauwry recomnends that the amount of the allowable standard
deduction be increased from 10 to 14 percent of adjusted gross income,
and the dollar limitation on the standard deduction be increased from
$1,000 to $1,800.
B. Revslion of charitable contribution dediwtion

1. Allowance of deduction in addition to standard dedixtion
The tax deduction for charitable gifts is designed to serve as an

incentive to individuals to contribute to charitable organizations.
When Individuals utilize the standard deduction, they may not now
separately claim a deduction for their charitable gifts. In a separate
recommendation, the Treasury has proposed that the standard deduc-
tion allowance be liberalized. This, in itself, would significantly re-
duce the incentive effect of the charitable deduction since many addi.
tional taxpayers would no longer have sufficient other personal de-
ductions to warrant itemization and thus will receive no tax benefit
for their charitable contributions.

The TreaAur reeomnnen that those using the standard deduction
[ be permitted also to claim a deduction for charitable contributions.

R. Chartable deduction threshold
Although it is desirable to remove the charitable contribution deduc-

tion from the scope of the standard deduction so that the incentive
effect of the charitable deduction is not impaired, it is not possible
to allow the deduction for all amounts. The complete extension of the
charitable deduction to those claiming the standard deduction would
result in virtually every individual income tax return claiming chari.
table deductions many of them small in amount. Verification of these
millions of small contributions would pose an unacceptable and costly,
and indeed, impossible, enforcement problem. Moreover, the complete
extension of the deduction would represent a move away from simpli-
fication and ease of compliance for the taxpayer.

The Treaury reeomends, as a companion proposal to allowing
the charitable deduction outside the standard deduction, that the chari-
table deduction be limited to those amounts in excess of S percent of
adjusted gross income. The limitation would apply both to taxpayers
using the standard deduction and those using itemized deductions.

The increase in the standard deduction and the adoption of the 3-
e recent threshold for the charitable contribution deduction will re-
uce significantly the number of returns reuiring auditing for per-

sonal deduction items while maintaining the tax incentive for more
than routine charitable gifts. This will permit release and realloca.
tion of revenue agents' time with a resulting increase in revenue to be
expected.



. Immr o f ued o mg
The effect of permtting charitable deductions only to the extent they

exeed a 8-peet threisold focuses the tax deduction where an in-
centive for charitable giVin is meaningul--gift, of more than routineamounts. The incentive could b their strengthened by raising the

80- of income limitation on the maximum amount of
charitable gifts which may be ded ucted.

The Tfreaury recomvfe that the present 80-percent limitation
on deductible charitable contributions be increased to 50 percent.

4. Co,.etion ol certahs chatae dedtion ab"t..
a. Avoidawe of pementa limitatiom.-Since the adoption of the

original deduction-for individual charitable contributions in 1917
Congress has maintained percentage limitations upon the ability oi
taxpayers to reduce their tax base by charitable gift. These limits
reflect a fundamental judgment that charitable contributions should
not enable taxpayers to escape making a reasonable contribution to
the costs of Government,

Two provisions of present law, however, conflict with these princi.
plee and permit avoidance of the general percentage limitations on
the charitable contribution deduction.

One provision permits charitable deductions without limitation if
certain conditions are met. This provision is used by less than 100
very-high-income individuals and grants them special tax savings
of approximately $25 million each year.

The unlimited charitable deduction requirements ostensibly require
that the donor give most if not all of his income to charity. Thus, it
is often assumed that persons using the unlimited deduction are turn-
ing over their entire annual incomes to charity. In fact their contribu-
tions typically consist of greatly appreciated property for which de-
duction based on fair market values are claimed. In this way they
retain their annual incomes untaxed, since the appreciation in value
of the property contributed is not subject.to tax.

TA. Treaowy reommend. that the unlimted charitable contribution
deduction be repealed and that these taxpayers be made subject to
the same percentage ceilings on charitable deductions as apply to other
taxpayers. However, because present law requires a period of quali-
fying contributions before the benefits of the unlimited deduction
becime available, and some taxpayers have undertaken the actions
necessary to qualify upon the assumption that the unlimited deduction
would be in effect when their qualification is complete, a pace period
of 10 years would be allowed before the repeal of the unlimited charita.
ble contribution deduction becomes effective.

The second special provision, which permits avoidance of the per.
centage limitation, allows a person to eitablish a 2-year trust for the
benefit of charity. He may thereby exclude the income from his tax
base and donate it to charity without regard to the limitations that
would have applied had he oven the income directly.

Th. Trwmq rcommend that the special 2-year charitable trust
provision be repealed.

b. Other ehaitable deduction abuee.--Several recommendations are
included to correct other abuses of the charitable deduction provisions.
The following are the principal areas of concern covered by these
recommendations,
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When property is transferred to a trust in which a charity has
either an Income or remainder interes4 the contributor often receives
a deduction for an amount considerably in excess of the amount that
the charity ultimately realizes. This occurs because the method for
valuing the charitable interest may have little relation to investment
policy as regards income versus capital growth.

The Treauri recommends that for gift, in this form the charitable
deduction be allowed only under arrangements which guarantee that
the charity will actually receive an amount equivalent to the amount
for which the deduction is allowed.

Persons owning appreciated propery which would be taxed at
ordinary income rtes if sold, are able'to realize a greater after-
tax profit by contributing the property to charity than by selling the
property and keeping the proceeds. Obviously, the charitable con.
tribution deduction is not intended to generate tax savings detached
from charitable motives.

The Tm a recommended that there be included in income theamount of ordinary income or short-term capital gain that would
have resulted had property donated to charity Ieen sod at fair market
value. The full value of the prope ty would continue to be deductible.

Significant tax savings can b effected by selling a preciated prop.
erty a charity for less than its value, or example at an amount
equal to its cost (tax basis). This allows the donor to obtain a tax-
free recovery of his cost and at the same time to secure a deduction
for the full amount of dhe untaxed appreciation.

The T ra recommen that in any case when property is sold
to charity for ess than its fair market value, a proportionate part
of the appreciation be allocated to the sale element of the trnsaion
and be subject totax.
C. Repeal of gaeoU tax dedwtion

State gasoline taxes paid as personal expenses are deductible in
determin'ing an individual's Federal income tax. Like the nondeduc-
tible Federal gasoline tax, the State gasoline tax is essentially a direct
charge by the State for the highway facilities it provides to those
on whom the tax is imposed. W's deductibility is inconsistent with
the user charge character of the tax in that it serves to shift part of
the cost from the highway user to the general taxpayer.

TA. Treaewr mv end *o that State galine taxes paid as per-
sonal expenses no longer be deductible. However, gasohne taxes paid
as a business expense would continue to be deductible.
D. (/o niten of Capital gen and lSe Me

Under present law, net capital gain income is taxed at preferential
rates, while net capital losms may be claimed as ordinary deductions
against regular income subject to an annual limitation o $1,000. This
inconsistent treatment affords an undue advantage to investors who
are able to realize their gains and losses in alternate years since the
C ins are taxed at a maximum of 50 cents on the dollar while each dol-

loss offsets a dollar of fully taxable income.
TA. Treae ry ecommetda that each dollar of net long-term capital

los be permitted to offset only 50 cents of ordinary taxable income,
sub ect to the present $1 000 overall limitation on the amount deduct.
ble In any one year. If the total net long-term loss for a year exceeds



$2,000, a deduction of $1,000 would be permitted for the year in which
the loss is realized and any excess over $2,000 may be carried over and
treated as a long-term capital loss in the succeeding year.

In some instances, married couples pay the same amount of tax
whether they file separate returns or a joint return. When this is the
case, a couple may double its maximum capital loss deduction to $2,000
a year by filng separate returns instead of following the normal prac-
tice of filing a joint return.

The 7reasury rennmends that the annual limitation on the capital
loss deduction be lowered to $500 in the case of a married person filing
a separate return.
E. Libetulization of moing e.xpeme rules

An individual who moves his residence because of a change in the
location of his employment may frequently incur substantial expenses.
Under present law, in this situation a tax deduction or exclusion is
granted for the cost of transporting the employee, his immediate fain-
ily, household goods, and personal effects. Some liberalization in the
tax treatment of employee moving expenses is justified, particularly
in view of the increasing mobility of our working force. However,
since these expenses are both business and personal in nature, it is not
appropriate to allow their deductability without limit.

Phi Treant.y recommenml that the tax allowance for moving ex.
penses be liberalized to include--

The cost of house hunting trips;
The temporary living costs at a new location while awaiting

permanent quarters; and
Certain costs incurred in selling a house;
But with all these items subject to a combined dollar limitation

of $1,500.
In the future, all tax allowances for employee moving expenses

would be in the form of a deduction from gross income.

REVISED TAX TREATMENT OF THlE ELDERLY

The tax laws now contain a variety of complex income tax benefits
for the elderly. Social security and railroad retirement benefits are ex-
cluded from income; a complex retirement inome credit (at a maxi-
mum of 15 percent of the first $1,524 of eligible retirement income for
a single mrson) is provided to grant somewhat comparable tax bene-
fits to individuals with pension or investment income who are not cov-
ered or are only partially covered by the social security or railroad re-
tirement programs; and all persons ace 65 or over are accorded 4a ex-
tra $600 personal exemption and an additional $100 minimum standard
deduction. Wage income is not eligible for the retirement income credit
and, in addition, wage income reduces the amount of that credit avail-
able for investment and pension income.

These tatx provisions am inequitable and inefficient in distributing
financial aid to the elderly. They discriminate unfairly against those
who need to continue working after reaching 65. The retirement in-
come credit is so complicated on the tax return that many senior citi-
zens do not understand it and therefore lose the benefits to which they
are entitled. Finally the provisions are of greatest benefit to those with
the highest incomes.



The TreasuiTy recommended that the income tax treatment of the el-
derly be revised to eliminate these complex features of existing law
and to provide, instead, a simple and uniform method of equitably tax-
ing all aged taxpayers, -.

In place of the existing benefits, a special exemption of $2,500 would
be allowed to all single taxpayers who have attained the age of 65 and
a special exemption of $4,200 would be allowed to a married couple
where both spouses are over the age of 65. In order to limit their ap.
plicabilty to Situations which warrant financial help, these special ex.
emptions would be reduced dollar for dollar for income (including
social security and railroad retirement benefits) received during the
taxable year in excess of $6,500 in the case of a single individual and
$11,500 in the case of a married couple. However, in order to reflect
the retiree's own contributions to the social security or basic railroad
retirement system, the amount of his special exemption would, in no
case, be reduced below an amount equaF to one-third of the amount of
these benefits included in his income for tax purposes.

VOLUNTARY WITROLDING ON INDIVIDUALS

The existing system of income tax withhold4g provides most em-
plyees with a convenient and efficient method of currently paying
their income taxes, By providing for automatic current taxpayment
evenly over the year, withholding obviates the need for employees hav-
ing to make large lump-sum payments of tax at any one time. As a con-
sequence, withholding Also greatly simplifies rtOe Government's collec-
tion problems.

There are, however, various payments of wages, and payments in the
nature of wages, bhichi are bylaw excluded from the withholding sys.
ten. Tie excluded items include wages paid to agriciltural and do-
mestic employees, as well as retirement pa ment8 made to an employee.
These payments cannot be voluntarily subjected to withholding even
though the employee and employer desire it.

fWe Treawry recomnwnde that the present system of withholding of
income taxes be extended to those situations not covered by the manda-
tory system if both the employer and employee voluntarily agree.

CoRuomiTz Icoum TAX

Four of the recommendations relate particularly to 'corporations
and involve situations where the existing provisions of the law produce
unintended results.

ELIMINATION OF MULTIPLE SURTAX IXF.MPTIQNS

The income of corporations is subject to tax at the rate of 22
percent on the first $25,000 and 48 percit on all Income in excess
of $25 000 This lower'rate on the first $25,00 of income--referred
to as tie surtax exemption-is the most importailt of several provi-
sions df the tax laws designed 'to ielp small corporate businesses.

Contrary to the iiitent o the proVislon, a number of large Pusi-
nessis have taken advantage of the surtax exemption by organizing
themselves in chains of separate corporations, each claiming to qual-
ify for a separate surtax exemption. In this manner, large business
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enterprises seek to cover most if not all of their income under the
a.erent rate I and thus secure sigificant tax reduction. Congress
i 1964 dealt particularly with this situation but the provisions have
proved largely Ineffective.

The Trraqiry rweomm#e that these distortions of the fundamental
purpose of the surtax exemption be eliminated by ultimately limiting
each commonly controlled business enterprise to one surtax exemption.
To accomplish this result in an orderly fashion, curing the worst
abuses firt, the number of permissible surtax exemptions available
to a single controlled group of corporations would be reduced from
50 to one over a 7-year period. Similar limitations would be applied
to limit the extent to which other small business provisions may be
claimed by large corporate chains.

MINERAL P ODUOTrON PAYMENTS

In recent years the use of mineral production payments has in-
creased substantially, primarily for tax reasons. By the use of carved-
out production payments, the limitation on the depletion allowance
which Congress has provided has been distorted. Under present rules,
the depletion deduction with respect to a mineral property is limited
to 50 percent of the net income for the taxable year from that prop-
erty. However, by the sale of a production payment, this limitation
an be avoided since the seller of the payment takes the proceeds of
the sale into account as depletable income in the year of the sale.
The seller excludes from income amounts used to pay out the pro-
duction payment, but nevertheless claims a deduction for the expenses
relating to the production payment.

In A C transactions, the production payment is used as a financing
device. But the tax consequences of the transaction are distorted
because the owner of the niineral interest excludes from income the
amounts used to pay the production payment, but claims a deduction
for the expenses attributable to the production payment.

In each case, there is a mismatching of income and expenses which
distorts the tax liability of taxpayers in the extractive industries.

TA. Trea~~r eoomm n that these distortions be eliminated by in
general treating production payments as loan transactions. The result
will be that income and expenses relating to the production payments
will be matched in the same taxable year and the abuses now being
encountered will be corrected.

CURING OF DEJ IN 1962 RULES REGARDING MUTUAL SAVINGS BANS

There is a considerable degree of overlap in the functions performed
by the various types of banks and savings institutions and they often
provide essentially similar services. In t]is situation it is particularly
important that the tax laws do not unreasonably favor one type of in-
stitution over another.

In 1962, Conre took an important step in reforming the tax treat-
ment of mutual thrift organizations. However, due to defects in the
assumptions underlying the legislation passed at the time, one group

tIn many of thss cam, a 6.pertnt penalty rate applies, thus making the tax rate 28
percent.

V.
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of thrift institutions, the mutual savings banks, have been able to con.
tinue to conduct their oprations so as to make tax-free additions to
reserves of an amount which has permitted them to remain virtually
exempt from tax. In other words, they are not paying the tax which
Congress fully intended they should pay when action was taken in
1962.

T A Trwary .wommend elimination of the particular alternative
(i.e., the 8-percent method) for computing bad debt deductions which
has resulted in the current undertaxation of mutual savings banks
Also the Treasury suggests that consideration might be given to add.
ing exibility to the other special formula for computing bad debt
deductions for all mutual thrift organizations.

-- I ION O1F U RMENT OF SUCHT S COFORTONS

In 1958, Congress enacted a new provision-c)mmonly referred to as
subchapter S-allowing small corporations to elect not to be subject to
the regular corporate income tax. Instead, they can elect to have their
income taxed directly to their shareholders in somewhat the same man-
ner as a partnership. This special alternative has generally worked
well over the 10 years it has been in the law. However, as with any new
concept, experience has revealed certain difficulties which should be
corre6td. On the one hand, the somewhat complex rules have produced
unintended hardships in certain areas-frequently because the share-
holders were unfamiliar with one or another of the many provisions.
On the other hand, these provisions have sometimes couferred unin-
tended benefits on certain taxpayers.

TAe Treat reomiwnde a revision of subchapter 8 that would
make the rules for these corporations and their shareholders conform
more closely to the rules governing partnerships and partners and
make them easier and simpler to comply with. Certain of the tax bene-
fits these corporations now receive would be conformed to those avail-
able to partnerships. For example, a shareholder-employee owning
more than 10 percent of the corporation's stock woulc; be taxable on
contributions made to a pension plan on his behalf to the extent the
contributions exceed those allowable to a partnership.

TAx-Exmnr ORGANIZATIONS

Examination and review of the operation of organizations which
qualify for tax exemption, indicate that certain of these organizations
carry on activities which are incompatible with the purpose of their
exemption. Three of the recommendations concern these situations.

PvATE FOUNDATIONS
Generous provisions for tax exemption of private foundations and

for the tax deduction of contributions to such foundations have long
been provided in the tax laws However, since this tax treatment
diverts amounts from the public treasury to private foundations, it is
imperative that the tax laws insure that these private foundations put
these funds to philanthropic purposes that benefit the public.

In order to determine if private foundations are indeed discharging
the philanthropic obligations which justify their tax benefits, the
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Treasury Department at the request of the tax committees of the House
and Senate, conducted a study into the operations of private founda-
tions. This study revealed that the preponderant number of private
foundations are performing their functions without tax abuse. How-
ever, the study also revealed that a minority of such organizations
are being operated so as to bring private advantage to certain individ.
ual, to delay passing on directly benefits to charity for extended pe-
riods of time, and to involve the foundation too greatly in the owner-
ship and management of commercial enterprises. The study revealed
that the restricions in present law dealing with these problems have
been difficult and expensive to administer, hard to enforce in litiga-
tion and otherwise insufficient to prevent these abuses.

The Treasury Department submitted to the Congress in 1965 a re-
port recommending action to deal with these foundation abuses. The
Ways and Means committee of the House has already secured public

comments upon the Treasury Department report and has published
those comments.

The Treasury recommends that the Congress act on this report
and its recommendations to eliminate the tax abuses in this area.

CURBING OF ABUSES IN DEBT-FINANCING OF ACQUISITIONS

The Supreme Court in1965 approved capital gains treatment for
persons who sold a business to a tax-exempt organization in an arrange-
ment elaborately structured both to avoid payment of Federal income
tax upon the earnings of the business and to immunize the exempt
organization from any liability or risk of loss. By means of the arrange-
ment, the exempt organization undertook to acquire ownership of the
business entirely without investment of its own funds.

The availability of tax exemption for use in transactions following
this pattern creates serious problems. First, where the purchase price of
a business or other income-producing property is to be financed from
the future earnings of the property, tax-exempt organizations are
uniquely situated to pay a considerably higher price than other
purchasers can afford-their exemption makes it possible for them in
effect, to pay to the former owners of the business the money which a
taxable purchaser would have to pay to the Government in taxes. This
advantage to exempt organizations creates a strong incentive for the
sale of businesses to them.

Second, use of the exemption in transactions of this type permits
exempt organizations to grow independent of the amount of con-
tributions or membership fees which they receive from the public.

The Ways and Means Committee in 1966 held hearings on legislative
prposals, developed by the Treasury Department and the staff of the
oint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation, which were addressed

to these problems. Bills reflecting further study of those proposals
have been introduced subsequently.

The Treauwty recommends that the Congress adopt the pending bills.

EXPANSION OF TAXATION OF INCOME FROM UNRELATED BUSINESS AND FROM
INVESTMENTS OF CERTAIN ORGANIZATIONS

Prior to 1950, it became general knowledge that some tax-exempt
organizations were engaging in businesses unrelated to their exempt
purposes. If tax exemption were available to shield tite income from



these unrelated commercial activities, organizations could enjoy, vis-a-
vis their taxpaying competitors, substantial competitive advantages
such as the ability to charge lower prices and to expand their business
operations out of earnings undiminished by taxation. Congress re-
s onded to this problem of unfair competition by the passage, in 190,
of the unrelated business income tax. Under these provisions, with
certain exceptions, income tax is imposed upon the income derived by
exempt organizations from the regular conduct of an unrelated trade
orbusiness.

However, the unrelated business income tax under present law does
not apply to certain tax-exempt organizations, including churches,
social welfare organizations, social clubs and fraternal -beneficiary
societies. Organizations of this type are presently engaged in unrelated
business activities and are otherwise earning tax--hree income from
sources incompatible with the proper scope of their tax exemption.
The Treasury recommends that:

(1) The existing provisions of the unrelated business income tax
be extended to churches and to social welfare organizations

(2) The tax exemption for social clubs be limifed to income from
dues, fees, or other amounts paid by members for providing to such
members or their guests goods, facilities, or services constituting the
basis for the tax exemption Thus, income from sources outside the
membership generated in any manner, and income from the member-
ship generated other than in exchange for goods, facilities, or serv-
ices consistent with the club's exempt functions would be subject to
the unrelated business income tax. Moreover, the present exceptions
to the unrelated business income tax for investment income would be
inapplicable to social clubs, to eliminate the unwarranted benefit now
available to members in these clubs resulting from the fact that pleas-
ure and recreational facilities are provided them out of the untaxed
investment income of these clubs.

(8) Fraternal beneficiary societies be taxed in the same manner as
social clubs, but with an additional exemption for income from prop-
erty permanently committed to providing life, sick, accident or other
benefits to the membership or their dependents.

The possibility of unfair competition resulting from the inap-
plicability of the unrelated business income tax may exist in clauses
of tax-exempt organizations other than those dealt with under this
proposal. Furthermore, unwarranted benefits to members from non-
member income, similar to those encountered in connection with social
clubs and fraternal beneficiary societies, may also exist in other
classes of tax-exempt organizations (including social welfare orga-
nizations). Finally, special problems are raised by the relationship
between the unrelated business income tax and the insurance, banking,
retirement or other business oriented functions of several exempt or-
ganizations (including the insurance function of fraternal beneficiary
societies). The question of the proper tax treatment in all of these
eases is under review and study by the Treasury Department. At a later
date when this study has ben completed, ihe Treasury may have
furtAer recommendations to offer in this area.
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ESTATE AND Gw TAxS
Taxes on property left by an individual to his heirs is one of the

oldest and most widel accepted forms of taxation. Although the
revenue yield of the estte tax is not large in relation to the income
tax, the tax does play an important role in our tax system. Since

ifts d i life are an alternative to gifts at death, taxation of gifts
y the living is a natural companion to taxation of gifts at death.
While the past 8 ,es have seen major reforms enacted in the

corporate and ndividual income tax structure and the repeal or
reduction of most of the excise taxes, our estate and gift taxes have
not been thoroughly reexamined or revised since 194. It is widely
recognized that a complete revision is long overdue. Various provi-
sions of the law produce complexities in estate planning, encourage
dispositions of assets contrary to the best interests of taxpayers, ben-
flclaries, and the economy, and work gross inequities among taxpayers,
Considerable information for such a revision is available t h
substantial studies that have been conducted recently by the Brook-

Institution and the American Law Institute Federal estate and
The foliowmg proposals combine to produce this needed complete

overhaul of these taxes.

TAXATION OF APEIATON OF A51m TRANSFERRED AT DEATH OR BY 0owT

Associat with the needed revision of the taxation of transfers of
wealth at death or by gift is a much needed revision of the income
tax treatment of appreciated property so transferred. Under present
law, accumulation o wealth frm ordinary inome--wages, salaries,
dividends, business profits-is subject to the income tax as the wealth
is accumulated. Similarlyt when a taxpayer sells a capital asset which
has appreciated, the gain is subject to income tax. On the other hand,
if s taxpe yer holds an appreciated asset until he dies, the appreciation
is not subject to the income tax.

As a result of this situation, there is obvious and gross inequality
in the income tax treatment of people who accumulate their estates
by means of untaxed appreciation or value as compared to those who
accumulate out of currently taxable income. Vast portions of capital
gains-416 billion a year--fall completely outside the income tax
system.

When tax liability is allowed to depend on whether or not an ap.preciated asset is sold or kept until death, not only is there a serious
inequity in-the tax law, but particularly in the case of older people,
assets become immobilized. investors become "locked in" by the pros.
pect of avoiding income tax completely if they hold appreciated assets
until death rather than selling them. This freezing of investment
positions curtails the essential mobility of capital in our economy and
deprives it of the fruits of an unencumbered flow of capital toward
areas of enterprise promising the largest rewards.

The Treauty recommendi taxation under the income tax, in a man-
ner similar to that of other capital gains, of the appreciation in the
value of assets transferred at death or by gift. To assure equitable
application of the tax, it is recommended that--
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Only appreciation occurring after the d of be
subject to tax to remove any semblance of unfairnm toward
thois who already hold appreciated assets in anticipation of tax.
free transfer at death Is

The tax on appreciation of transferred assets be allowed as a
deduction for edite tax purpose*

Taxpayers be allowed a minimum basis of $60,000 with the
result that no tax at all would be imposed on pins when the
total value of assets transferred is POO or less;

Complete exemptions be allowed for transfers between spouses
or t charity;

Limited exemptions be allowed for transfers to orphan chil-
dren and transfers of ordinary personal and household effects;

Net unrealized losses on business or investment property be
allowed as an offset against capital gain and, subject to approPri-ate limitations, against ordinary income for the 3 taxable
years preceding the decedent's fifial income tax return;

Gaiis on transferred assets be eligible for averaging.
The adoption of this recommendation to tax appreciation on assets

transferred at death or by gift is essential to permit the reduction in
estate tax rates and the removal of the limit on tax-free transfers
between husband and wife which the Tremury is also recommending.

Imposition of an income tax on appreciamted capital assets at deat
would not result i a doubling up of death taxation. A tax on the
appreciation would be due under the income tax, but the amount of
such tax would not enter the estate of the decedent. The base of the
estate tax would thus be net of the income taxpaid, as is the case for
those who accumulate their estates out of ordinary income or out of
capital gains realized prior to death.

TAx-FI TRANSFSM BETWEEN HUSBAND AND WIF

Present law permits a husband to leave up to half his property to
his wife free of estate or gift tax. The 50-percent limitation upon this
so-called marital deduction is undesirable as transfers of property
between husband and wife are not appropriate occasions for imposing
tax. An especially difficult burden may be imposed by the tax whenproperty passes to a widow with minor children. Instead, when the
surviving spouse dies, the transfer tax can be properly imposed as the
pro pery passes to the heirs. .

Furthermore the distinctions drawn by existing law between trans-
fers which qualify for the marital deduction and those which do not
have generated drafting complexities, artificial limitations upon dis-
positions, and considerable litigation.

Th Treasury recomwn& that the present limit on the marital
deduction be removed. As part of this recommendation, the present
restrictions upon the types of interests which qualify for the marital
deduction would be liberalized. Finally, to add further flexibility to
the planning of transfers between spouses, the spouses would be given
power to determine the extent to whfch they wish the marital deduction
to apply and the extent to which, therefore, the transferred property
would be subject to tax upon subsequent disposition by the transferee,



ORPHAN OMtflWRN'S DIMDUMION

A need, for special relief must be recognized when a decedent has
no surviving spouse but leaves minor children.

Th. Treawtu' recommn4d that an appropriate deduction be pro-
vided for parents' transfers to their orphan oh Idren.

UNIMCATION OF T5 STAT AND MIT TAXES

At presen, the estate and gift taxes are applied as two separate
taxes.This dual tax structure permits very large differences in tax
liabilities to arise among estates of equal size. The individual who
is fortunate enough to hold his wealth in forms which lend themselves
to distribution by gift during life rather than at death may employ a
number of major advantages available through the gift tax system. He
can take advantage of liberal gift-tax exemptions. For gifts in excess
of the exemption, gift tax rates are much lower than estate tax rates.
Then, after a lifetime of giving at rates that do go higher and higher,
the taxation of the individuaPs remaining estate starts over with a
new set of exemptions and with a whole new rate schedule starting at
lowrates.

Further, the gift tax rates are applied only to the net amount of
the gift, so that the amount used to pay the gift tax does not enter
the base;. the estate tax, however, is levied on the full value of the
estate which includes whatever amount is needed to pay the tax. Those
among other things, bring about significant reduction in the taxes
which such a in ividua Is property should bear. Other persons--
possessed of estates too modest to permit large lifetime gifts or
owning interests which cannot be disposed of conveniently or prudently
during life--are unable to make use of the special preferences inherent
in the present system.

The discrepancies in tax treatment can be great. For example:
A father dies and leaves an estate of $713,385 to his two

children and four grandchildren. The estate tax liability is
$213,385 leaving $500,000 for his heirs. However, under present
law, had the faher been in a. position to make gifts to his heirs
while he was alive-which many taxpayers are not in a position to
do-he could have given $500,000 to his children and grandchil-

* dren entirely tax free. To amcomplish this he could have given
$6,000 per year to each recipient for a period of 14 years.

The transfer at death of an amount equal, after tax, to $1 million
involves a tax liabilty at least 75 percent greater than if the family
were wealthy enough to accomplish the transfer half by lifetime
gift and half by a bequest at death.

The advantages of lifetinme giving over bequests at death are
more valuable the greater the amount of wealth involved. By
splitting $1 million worth of property between lifetime gifts and
bequests at death, the heirs will receive almt 15 percent more
than if the property were passed entirely in the estate at death.
But splitting property worth $5 million between lifetime gifts
and bequests at death will increase the amount available to the
heirs by as much as 37 percent.
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A further unfortunate result of our present dual-transfer-tax system
is the spawning of complexity and controversy. The separation of the
gift tax front the estate tax has necessitated the creation of elaborate
rules for determining which tax should apply to situations in which a
donor transfers property during his lifetime, but retains some interest
in it or some opportunity to recover it. Slight differences in the form of
such transfers often leid to substantial differences in the amount of
tax which must be paid.

The Treasury recnnmends full unification of the estate and gift taxes
into a single-transfer tax to accomplish the dual objectives of fairness
and reduced complexity. Under this unified transfer tax-

Lifetime rifts and transfers at death would be added together to
determined ie total wealth subject to transfer taxation;

A single exemption md a single rate schedule would be made
applicable to that total;.

The base of the gift tax would be grossed up to include the
amount of tax, paralel to tile treatment for estate taxes;

Appropriate rules would be provided to accomplish an orderly
and equitable transition to the new system.

ARRANGEMENTS FOR GENERATION SKIPPING

Present law encourages the establishment of complex arrangements
under which property is left in trust for succeeding generations. The
objective of these arrangements is to avoid estate tax by skipping its
application to the succeeding generation in the wealth-transfer
sequence. Under even more elaborate. arrangements, trusts may be
established to provide incomes for children and then for grand-
children, and so on, with the trust property ultimately going to great-
grandchildren, or Ieyond. Thus estate taxation can e skippid for
two or more entire generations. The enjoyment of the property by each
successive generation is not skipped--it is only the estate tax that is
being skipped.

The special tax advantages of this estate tax generation skipping
have several undesirable features. First, they are available to some, but
certainly not to all families. The wealthier the family, the greater the
opportunity for arrangements of this character. Evidence from a re-
cent study indicates that the use of generation skipping trusts is about
10 times as great among those leaving gross estates of $1 million or
more than it is among those leaving estates of $300,000 or less. For
those leaving estates Of $2 million or more, almost all the family trusts
were of the generation-skipping type.

The availability of this tax avoidance device creates an artificial
incentive for dispositions of a kind which would not otherwise be
chosen-frequently restraining the free transfer of property for a
considerable number of years. Finally, generation-skipping conflicts
with the fundamental principle of estate and gift taxation that wealth
should be taxed as it passes from one generation to the next.

The Treaur. reetommnd the imposition of a substitute tax upon
arrangements accomplishing the avoidance of transfer taxation for one
generation or more. This tax would be imposed at the time enjoyment
of the transferred wealth actually passes to each succeeding genera-
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tion. The tax would not be applicable to transfers-whether direct or
In trustwhich have heretofore become irrevocable.

BAThB D)U(flO3

Two of the major structural changes recommended-the taxation of
tion of assets transferred as a gift or at death, and the unfl.,

citon of the transfer taxes-will, over time, produce substantial reve-
nue yields under the rate schedules existing today.

T7W Treawq momuend that these revenue effects be counter-
balanced by a scheduled reduction of the transfer tax rates to take
place in month-by-month steps over a period of 10 years. After the
transition, the top transfer tax rate would be 65 percent compared to
the 7-percent rafse for the present estate tax. The remainder of the rate
shedule (except for the very low rates-Fstarting at 8 percent-at the
beginning of the scale) would be reduced commensurately by about 20
percent of the resent net Federal estate tax rates. The credit allowed
for State death taxes would not be changed from present law.

UZEPTX VONO0 0 0o~

Under present law there is a lifetime gift tax exemption of $80,000
plus an estate tax exemption of 60,000.

The Treasy womnd that an overall exemption of $0,000 be
provided under the unified transfer tax. Although this single exemp-
ion is numerically smaller than the present combined $9,000 exemp-

tion, this is more than offset by the recommendation for a complete
exemption of transfers between spouses which will reslt in a consider-
ably more liberal overall exemption structure than the present general
exemptions.

Print law contains an annual $8,000 per donee exclusion intended
to permit relatively small gifts (eg., C istmas and birthday gifts)
to be made free of tax. This exemption applies on an annual-bas
with respect to each donee, regardless of te number of donees This
$0 station should be retained to facilitate lifetime giving of
small gifted.

The aetw recommevd continuing the annual per donee exclu-
sion, at the present level of $3,000.

ULAUZATION OF PAYMENT RULES

In certain situations the nature of the assets comprising an estate
presents special impediments to the prompt discharge of the estate's
tax liability. Estat consisting largely or entirely of interests in
closely held businesses or farms are particularly likely to encounter
these difficulties when the decedent's heirs wish to maintain owner-
ship of the business. Present law affords insufficient relief for these
situations. The proposed rate reductions and the proposed full exemp-
tion of transfers to a spouse will do much to reduce or eliminate these
problems. Still, difficulties may remain in some cases.The Treaeu reomawnd that special provisions be adopted to
provide liberalized rules for deferred payment of death tax liabilities
in cases in which payment problems are present.
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III. CONCISE SUMMARY OF PROPOSALS AND
SUMMARY TABLES

INDIVIDUAL INCOm TAx

REL FO PERSON IN POVZEWI'

Liberl4cion of mdnimateuldard deduction
Under existing law, each taxpayer is entitled to a minimum stand.

ard deduction of $200 plus $100 for each exemption, subject to an
overall limitation of $1,000. This would be raised to $600 plus $100 for
each exemption, still subject to the same overall $1,000 linit.

This change will reduce taxes principally for taxpayers earning
wider $5,000 a year. It will eliminate all income tax liability for a
majority of taxpayers with poverty level incomes and materially
reduce the tax burden of the remainder.

Revenue loaa.--The annual revenue loss would be $1.1 billion.

LMINA2,ON OF UNACCEABE TAX ABUSES

A. Minimum individual income t"z
A minimum income tax would be adopted applicable to taxpayers

with significant amounts of excluded income. Individuals who receive
a subst ntial portion of their income from tax-exempt sources would
be required to pay a tax under a graduated minimum tax rate sched-
ule applied to their "expanded come base" if that minimum tax
exceeded their liability under present law,

The "expanded income base" for minimum tax purposes would be
the present taxable income expanded to include the fll6winaexcluded
items: the excluded one-half of long term capital gains, State and
local bond interest, percentage depletion in excess of the cost of the
property, and, ap iation in property donated to charity for which
a tax deduction is allowed.

Generally the minimum tax rates would result in a tax equal to the
tax under the normal rates on one-half as much income. Thus, the
minimum tax will not generally apply unless the individual's excluded
income exceeds hispresently inchidible income. In no case would it
a y to an individual whose "expanded income bass" is less than

About 40,000 taxpayers in the higher income groups would pay
minimum tax.

Revenue gain..--The minimum tax provision would increase reve-
nues by $420 million per year.
B. Allocatibm of dleductions

An, individual's nonbusiness itemized deductions would be allocated
between his taxable income and his major items of excluded income
with only the part allocable to the taxable income to be allowed as do-
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ductions. The excluded items to be taken into account in this computa-
tion are the same as those in the "expanded income base" under the
minimum tax: the excluded one-half of long term capital asins, State
and local bond interest, percentage depletion in excess of the cost of
the property and appreciation i property which is donated to charityand for which a tax dbiuction islal~lowed.

Allocation would not be required unless the taxpayer had at least
45,000 of the above-excluded items. Moreover, the standard deduction
would always be allowed without allocation.

This proposal would affect approximately 400,000 taxpayers, most
of whom have total income in excess of $20,000.

Revenue gain.--The proposal would increase revenues by $405 mil-
lion per year.
C. Correction of abu.s. of/arm tax rule by on/armera

The deduction of "farm losses" against nonfarm income would be
limited to $15,000 in any taxable year (but with the opportunity for
carrybacks and carryforwards of any excess to avoid imposing the
restriction where a large isolated loss is incurred in one year). The
limitation would be applicable to Individually operated farms and
to farms operated by a corporation or a partnership. This limitation
would not apply, however, in those cases where normal business meth-
ods of accrual accounting and proper capitalization of preparatory
and development costs are used by the taxpayer.

This proposal would affect about 14,000 taxpayers and would have
little or no effect on taxpayers earning less than $15,000 of nonfarm
income.

Revenue gak--The proposal would increase revenues by $145 mil-
lion per year.
D. Tawation of multiple trueta and accumulated income in truata

The existing "throwback" rule regarding the accumulated income of
trusts would be applied to all trust distributions without being limited
to the last years' income and without the various exceptions now
contained in t1e code. Some minor exceptions would be provided for
administrative convenience. The effect of this change would be to treat
all taxpayers receiving distributions from income accumulated by
trusts as if they had received the income over the years it was earned.
Credit would be given for taxes paid by the trust. Also, simplified
methods of computation would be provided. Where a trust is estab-
lished to accumulate income for eventual distribution to the grantor's
spouse, the trust's income would be taxed currently to the grantor.

Revenue gain.-These provisions would produce a gain of $70
million per year.

LIMITATION ON TAX BURDEN

3Nwiin individtwl inCome tax
A maximum tax would be introduced under which a ceiling would

be placed on the total tax imposed on the total income of individuals.
Under this maximum tax, the income tax could not exceed 50 percent
of a taxpayer's total income, measured generally in accordance with
the same expanded income base as is used under the minimum tax. A
taxpayer would have the option of paying this maximum tax if it were
lower than his regular tax under present law.
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The maximum tax would not gmo into effect so long as the temporary
10.percent surcharge is in effect1 It is estimated that-the maximum tax
would be used by about 12,000 high-income taxpayers.

Revenue loas.-The maximum tax proposal would result in an
annual revenue loss of $205 million.

INCRASED EQUIT AND SIMPLMCATION IN TREATMENT OF DZDUCONS
A. Liberdisation of genera standard deduction

At present the standard deduction is 10 percent of adjusted gross
income with a ceiling of $1,000. It would be raised to 14 percent of
adjusted gross income with a ceiling of $1,800.

The change would result in about 80 percent of taxpayers using the
standard deduction rather than itemizing their deductions. It would
principally benefit taxpayers in the $,000. to $15,000-income range.

Revenue los.--This provision involves an annual revenue loss of
$1.4 billion.
B. Reovion of chatable conWtriO i deduction

1. A lWawe of dedwfion in addition to standard deduction
The charitable contribution deduction is presently an itemized

deduction which is not available if the standard deduction is claimed.
Under the proposal the charitable contribution deduction would be
allowed to be claimed even if the standard deduction were used.

Revee loss.--The allowance of charitable contribution deductions
outside the standard deduction would involve an annual revenue loss
of about $440 million and affect 18.5 million taxpayers after the pro-
posed liberalization of the standard deduction, minimum standard
deduction and the proposed application of a 8-percent threshold
(discussed below).

8. Gha able deduction threshold
A limitation on deductibility would be imposed so that only those

contributions in excess of 8 percent of adjusted gross income would
be deductible outside the standard deduction. This threshold of 8 per-
cent would also apply to taxpayers electing to itemize all personal
deductions and not taking the standard deduction.

Revenue gain.-The disallowance of deductions under the 8-percent
level would increase revenues by $1.5 billion and affect 21.6 million
itemizers remaining after the proposed liberalization of the standard
deduction and minimum standard deduction.

J. Imr ae of deduction ceiing
Under present law, the maximum limitation on the charitable con-

tribution deduction is 80 or 20 percent of adjusted ro income, de-
pending on the recipient. The general 80 percent limitation on the
charitable deduction would be increased to 50 percent.

Revenue loa.--The effect of the proposal will be a $20 million rev-
enue loss and would generally benefit upper-income taxpayers who
make large amounts ol charitable gifts including those who would
lose the unlimited charitable contribution deduction discussed below.

4. Corren tion of certain ohatabl dedution abuae
(a) Avoidance of percentqgoe imitaton.se-Under present law, the

maximum limitation on the charitable contribution deduction does not
apply for the very small number of taxpayers who qualify for the



unlimited charitable contribution deduction. Also, tile percentage
limitations may be avoided under a special provision which ermfits the
creation of a 62-year trust for the benefit of charity resulting in the
exclusion of the trust's income from the donor's taxable income.

The unlimited charitable deduction option and the special 2-year
trust. rule would be repealed (the former after a 10-year transition
period). These taxpayers would be subject to the proposed 10-percent
Limitation.

Revenue gain.-Repeal of the unlimited charitable contribution de-
duction would gain $25 million after the 10-year-grace period has
expired. The revenue gain after repeal of the trust rule would be siall.
Repeal of the two special exemptions to the percentage limitation rules
would affect a limited number of wealthy taxl)ayers.

(b) Other oharitabk deduedkon alniw.
1. The charitable contribution deduction for a trust interest given

to a charity is based on an assumed actuarial calculation made at the
time the trust is created. Management of the trust property, however,
can be conducted with a view to favoring the interests of the non-
charitable beneficiaries and giving charity less than was assumed in
calculating the deduction. The proposal would restrict the deduction
to the amount that the charity actually receives.

2. With certain limited exceptions, a taxpayer can deduct the value
of appreciated property donated to charity without payment of the
tax that would be due had lie sold it. In cases where the gain realized
on sale would be taxed as ordinary Ifnomne (such as in the case of
inventory or section 306 preferred stock), the result for high bracket
taxpayers is that they can realize more after-tax income by giving the
propey to charity than by selling it and keeping the after-tax income
for their own use. This would be corrected by including in income the
amount of ordinary income which would have resulted on a sale of the
property at its market value.

3. Significant tax savings can be effected by selling appreciated
property to a charity for an amount equal to its cost. (tax basis). This
permits the tax-free recovery of cost, and at the same time a deduction
for the appreciation in value without the payment of tax on the appre-
iation.T'o, correct. this abuse, special rules'for the allocation of -basis

on these "bargain sale" transactions would be )rescribed.
These changes would affect only high bracket taxpayers. The rev-

enue increase is under $5 million.
1). Repeal of gasoline tax dedtctimo

Under existing law, taxpayers may deduct State gasoline taxes but
not the Federal gasoline tax. State gsoline taxes like the Federal gaso-
line tax are essentially charges for the use of highways and therefore
are more like a personal expense for automobile travel (such as tolls
etc.) than a tax. This proposal would eliminate this deduction. Such
repeal would affect most, taxpayers who itemize their deductions.

Revenue gain.-This provision involves an annual increase in reve-
nues of $810 million.
A'. ClonTtenoy of Ca, ital gait& td loss "1ds

Under present law, only 50 percent of net long-term capital gains
is required to be included in income (subject to a maximum alternative
tax equal to 25 percent of the gain). On ihe other hand, net long-term



capital losses may be deducted in full against ordinary income, up to
$1,000 per year, and the excess over $1,000 may be carried forward in
full and treated as a long-terin capital loss. To make the rules appli-
cable to long-term capital losses consistent and parallel with those gov.
.erning long-term capital gains, a change is proposed under which each
$1 of net long-term capital loss would offset only 50 cents of ordinary
taxable income, subject to the present $1,000 overall limitation on the
amount deductible in any I year.

If the total net loss for a year does not exceed $2,000, 50 percent of it
would be deductible a vainst ordinary ' income, with no carryover. If
the total net loss exceeds $2,000, a maximum deduction of $1,000 would
be permnitted for the current year and the amount of the loss in excess of
$2.000 could be carried overhand treated as a long-term capital loss in
the succeeding year.

In addition, the annual $1,000 capital loss limitation would be low.
ered to $500 in the ease of a married person filing a separate return.

Rev'enue gain.--The proposal would increase revenues an estimated
$60 million in the first year. As the backlog of existing capital loss
carryovers is absorbed under the new rule, the annual revenue gain
would increase to an ultimate level of about $100 million (at 1969
incoIIe levels) within about 6 years.
F. Liberalizatkm. of moving expense rde8

A tax deduction for employee moving expenses would be extended to
cover the cost of house-hunting trips temporary living costs at the new
location, and the commission or selling the house at the old location.
All of these items would be subject to a combined dollar limitation of
$1,500. At present, only the direct transportation costs incurred in a
job-related move may be deducted or excluded.

ie,'enne loss.--Th'is provision involves a revenue loss of $85 million
per year.

TAX TREATMENT OF THE ESWERLY

A special exemption would replace the various tax benefits now
available to the elderly (retirement income credit, exclusion of social
security benefits, additional $600 exemption) and their attendant com-
plexity. This special exemption would be available to all lower and
middle-income elderly regardless of their source of income, but would
not be available to higher income individuals where there is no need
for tax relief because of ago.

The dollar amount of the special exemption for single persons
would be $2,500. For married couples, the special exemption would be
$4,200. (Each age person would continue to receive the regular $600
exemption.) The income level at. which the special exemption begins to
phase out would be $"6,500 for single people and $11,500 for a married
couple. An additional special deduction would be provided for those
receiving nilroad retirement benefits.

Of the approximately 4.8 million elderly individuals who now pay_
income tax, almost 3.6, million would be either completely exempted
front tax or would receive tax reductions. The remainder-in the mid-
dile and upper brackets-would realize tax increases.

Rei'eni 1o88.--This proposal would result in an annual revenue loss
of $80 million.

o9
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VOLUNTARY WITHHOLDING ON INDIVIDUALS

There are frequently situations where an employer and his employees
may desire to institute income tax withholding on wages but are pre-
vented from doing so by the technical provisions of present law. To
correct this situation, wage withholding would be permitted in those
situations not now covered by the law (such as agricultural labor) if
both the employer and employee agree to such withholding.

CoRPORA INCoMz TAX

CORRECON OF ABUSE OF MULTIPLE SURTAX EXEMPTIONS

Corporations pay a tax of 22 percent on their first $256000 of income
and 48 percent on income over this amount. This exemption of the first
$25,000 of income from the general corporate rate is known as a "surtax
exemption."

The proposal would eliminate the ability of a controlled group or
chain of corporations to claim more than a single surtax exemption.
This result would be achieved over a 7-year transition period which
would allow the corporations ample time to adjust their affairs to the
new system.

The transition to this rule would be accomplished by a sliding scwe
of maximum limits on the number of surtax exemptions that may be
claimed by any controlled group of corporations. For the first yer the
maximum would be 500 exemptions; for the second year, 250; for the
third year, 100; for the fourth year, 50; for the fifth year, 25; for the
sixth year, 10; and for the seventh year, 5. Thereafter, no more than one
surtax exemption could be claimed by a controlled group.

Revenue gain.-This provision would increase annual revenues by
$235 million when the transition is fully effected.

CORRECON OF ABUSE OF MINERAL PRODUCTION PAYMENTS

The tax treatment of the extractive industries may be distorted
under present law by use of mineral production payments. Where the
owner of a mineral interest sells a caived-outp rduction payment, he
takes the proceeds of the sale into account as depletable income in the
year of the sale. By this device, the limitation on the deduction for de-
pletion may be avoided. Further distortion may occur because the
owner of the working interest excludes from income amounts used to
pay off the production payment, but claims a deduction for the ex-
penses attributable to the production payment. In ABC transactions,
the production pa meant is used as a financing transaction, but its tax
consequences are distorted because the owner of the working interest
excludes from income the amount used to pay off the production pay-
ment, but claims a deduction for the expenses attributable to the pro-
duction payment. In both cases there is a mismatching of income and
expenses which distorts the tax treatment of the extractive industries.

The proposal generally would treat mineral production payments as
loan transactions. As a result the ouiner of a mineral interest subject to
a production payment will take the income and expenses with respect
to the production payment into account in the same taxable year.

Revenwue gain-This provision would increase annual revenue by
$200 million.



To correct the fact that mutual savings banks are not paying the tax
which Congress intended they should pay as a result of the 1962 re-
form of the tax thatment of mutual thrit organizations, mutual sav-
ings banks would no Ionger be permitted to use the so-called 3-percent
method of creating tax-free reserves. Instead, their additions to these
reserves would have to be on the basis of actual experience or on the
basis of 60 percent of taxable income. Moreover, it would seem advis-
able to revise this 60-percent method of computing additions to reserves
for all thrift institutions in a manner which would merely reduce (in-
stead of eliminate as under present rules) the tax benefits involved
to the extent that the institution fails to maintain a specified level oi
investment in residential mortgages, while at the same time not inter-
fering with the institution's investment flexibility.

Riietnue gain.-This provision would increase revenues by $40 mil-
lion per year.

SIMPLFICATION OF TREATMENT OF SUBCHAPTER S CORPORATIONS

Theprovisions relating to so-called subchapter S corporations would
be revised so that the tax rules for these corporations and their share-
holders conform more closely to the rules governing partnerships and
partners and to make them easier and simpler to comply with. Con-
sistent with this goal of parallel treatment to partnerships, some of the
tax benefits now available to subchapter S corporations would be lim-
ited to those available to partnerships--for example the nontaxable
contributions that may be made to pension plans on behalf of share.
holder-employers owning more than 10 percent of the business would
be limited to the amount of such contributions that may be made to
self-employed pension plans on behalf of the owners.

TAx-Exzxrr OGANZATIONS

COMM ON OF ABUSES IN PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS
Approximately 8 years ago, the Treasury Department submitted a

report to the Congress concerning private foundations. The report
contained a series of recommendations to correct abuses which were
revealed in a thorough study of this area. The recommendations in
the r port are designed principally to prevent the creator of a private
foundation from utilizing the foundation's property for his personal
benefit, to require that property transferred to a private foundation
be devoted to charitable use wiithin a reasonably prmpt period of
time, and to divorce the philanthropic aspects of foundations from
their control and management of business. The proposals endorse
these recommendations. These proposals affect onl a minority of
private foundations and have no significant overall revenue effect

CURBING OF ABUSES IN' DEBT FINANCING OF ACQUISITIONS

Charitable organizations are acquiring business enterprises under
a technique which -has very favorable tax aspects for the parties con.
cerned. The exempt organization purchases the business, its oblige-
tion to pay being limited to a specified percentage of future profts.

I CORRECTION OF TREATMENT OF MUTUAL SAVINGS BAN
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Since the profits generated by the business are not subject to tax in
the charity s hands, it is able to pay an inflated price for the business.
The sellers realize capital gain on their profit, a result which has been
upheld by the Supreme Court in the 0la Bmon case. In accord with
bills considered in 1966 in public hearings by the Ways and Means
Committee, and reintroduced in revised frm in 1967, a tax would be
posed on the unrelated debt-financed income of exempt organiza-
tions to curb this practice. Although this would not have any imme
diate significant overall revenue effect, it would prevent substantial
future revenue losses.

EXPANSION OF TAXATION OF INCOME FROM UNRELATED BUSINESBES AND
FROM INVESTMENTS OF CERTAIN EXEMPT ORANIZATIONS

A. Unrelaed bu*iea income
Most types of exempt organizations are subject to income tax on

income from businesses unrelated to their exempt activities. This
proposal would extend this tax to certain exempt organizations to
which it does not now apply--churches, social welfare groups civic
leagues, social clubs, and fraternal beneficiary associations. This tax
would not apply to income from businesses related to the organiza-
tion's exempt fiction, such as an insurance business run by a fra.
ternal beneficiary association.
B. hnvesment income

The interest, dividends, rents, and royalties received by exempt
organizations are, for the most part, not subject to income taxes. This
exclusion is appropriate to those organizations which are exempt
because they ar rendering some service to the community as a whole.
There are certain classes of exempt organizations, however, which are
exempt on a theory of mutuality. Organizations such as social clubs
are operated solely for the benefit of members and any "profit" derived
from rendering services to members is used by the club for the ben-
efit of members and therefore represents merely a reduction to the
member of the cost of services rendered to him because the services
in fact cost less than the original charge. Where, however, a social
club has income from interest, dividends, rents, or royalties, this in-
come inevitably reduces the member's cost below the actual cost of pro.
hiding the purely personal facilities made available by the organiza-
tion. The proposal would tax social clubs and certain other membership
organizations on all income other than that derived from rendering
services to members.

REmnue gain.-These proposals would increase annual revenue
receipts by an undeterminable amount.

ESTATE AND Girr TAxES

TAXATION OF APPRECIATED PROPERTY TRANSFERRED AT DAI OR BY GIlFT

Under existing law, appreciated property may be transferred at
death without the imposition of a capital gains tax on the increase in
value. Additionally, the recipient of the property takes-its market value
at death as his tax-basis. Thus, the appreciation forever escapes incoetis
taxation.

'Revenue effects of the various propouals are discussed at p. 44.



It is proposed that a capital gains tax be imposed on the apprecia-
tion in assets transferred at death or by gift, with certain exemptions
and exclusions. The tax i€ould apply, however, only as to apprecia-
tion occurring after the date of enactment. Since every taxpayer would
be presumed to have a minimum basis in property transferred at death
of $60 000, only those with significant amounts of ausets would be
affected by this proposal.

TAX-FRU TRANSFERS WrW1N HUSBAND AND WIF

Presently, there is a 50 percent limltatign on the amount of property
which can pass tax free fro Ina husband to his wife at deat, with a
similar limitation on gifts. This limitation would be removed so that
up to 100 percent of property could be transferred between spouses
free of estate or gift tax. Additionally, the rules concerning the types
of interest in property which ma qualify for the marita-deduction
would be liberalized and simplified.

These revisions will be of benefit to smaller and medium-sized
estates and will be a considerable benefit to estates lacking liquidity.

ORPIIAN CHILDREN ' DEDUCTION

A deduction for property left to orphans of the decedent would be
provided, which would be $8,000 for each year of the orphan's agebelow 21.

UNIICATON O oirI AND FATATE TAXES

Under present law, there are separate progressive rate schedules
and separate exemptions applicable to the gift tax and to the estate
tax. A more equitable and uniform system of transfer taxation is
proposed. The gift and estate taxes Would be combined into one sin-
gle transfer tax with a single rate schedule and a single exemption.
The gift tax rates are presently 25 percent lower than the estate taxrates. The unified transfer tax would further equate lifetime and
deathtime transfers by providing rules for computingthe tax on life-
time transfers so that, in effect, the tax is paid out of the property
transferred, as is the case with transfers at death. Thus, the proposal
provides for computation of the tax on lifetime transfers by v-uing
the gift ("grossing-up" the gift) so as to include the amount of the
tax within the amount of the ift upon which the tax is computed.

Unification would generally increase the total transfer tax burden
for those taxpayers ith accumulated wealth at levels sufficient to in-
duce them to make large amounts of lifetime gifts.

TAXATION Or OPERATION SKIPPING ARRANGEMENTS

By means of complex legal arrangements property can now be
passed through to subsequent generations without the imposition of
a transfer tax in each generation. This procedure is commonly re-
ferred to as "generation skipping," and can be indulged in only by
those possessing considerable wealth. A special tax would be imposed
on "generation skipping" transfers of property which would serve
as a substitute tax for the tax that would'have applied if the property
had paid estate tax successively through each generation.
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EXEMPTIONS

Under present law an individual may give $,000 of property to a
donee each year without this either being counted as a gift or using up
any of the 80",000 lifetime exemption. A married person may double
these amounts. In addition, there is a separate $60,000 exemption
under the estate tax.

Whether a particular transfer to a relative is a gift or a discharge
of a support obligation is also a complex issue that comes out differ.ently under one State law as compared another.

The proposal would introduce , uniform Federal rule to designate
which kinds of property transfers are gifts and which are support
arrangements. The present separate exemptions for gift taxes and
estate taxes would be combined into one $60,000 exemption under the
unified transfer tax. The present $8,000 per donee exclusion would be
retained,

RATE REDUMONS

To counterbalance those assets of the estate and gift tax reforms
which increase revenues, significant reductions in the present estate
tax rates would be implemented in month.to-month steps over a 10-
year period. When the transition has been fully effected, the top rate
would have been reduced from 77 percent to 85 percent, with most
other rates reduced by approximately 20 percent.

LIBERALIZATION OF PAYMM RULES

The Internal Revenue Code presently has special provisions which
permit deferring the payment of estate taxes in cases in which the
decedent owns a closely held business These rules would be liberalized
to make their use mom readily available to estates which encounter
difficulty in immediately raising the funds necessary to satisfy estate
tax liabilities. These special rules would also be made applicable where
a capital gains tax is imposed at death on the appreciation in closely
heldbusiness interests.

This would help owners of small businesses and farms who desire to
leave the enterprise in family control.

REVENUE EFFECT OF STATE AND GIT TAX PROPOSAL

Most of the estate and gift tax recommendations will have revenue
effects that would change considerably over a long transition period.
Over this period the estate and Oft tax revenues would rim consider-
ably even if there was no change in the law. The most meaningful way
to describe the revenue effects of these changes, therefore, is to express
them as percentages of the expected revenue yield of the present law
estate and gift tax:

The unlimited marital deduction would initially cause a revenue
loss of about 18 percent of the present estate and gift taxes This loss
would decline after 10 years to about 10 percent.

Unification of estate and gift taxes would initially cause a revenue
loss, due to the new start for the gift tax, of about 1 percent of the
present estate and gift tax revenueN and after 10 years this would be
converted into a 5-pemront revenue gain.
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The generation skipping substitute tax would initially increase the
present estate and gift tax revenues by 2 percent. After 10 years
this increase would-be 4 percent.

The taxation of capital gains on transfer of appreciated property
b death or gift would initially cause a revenue gain equal to 6 percent
of present estate and gift tax revenues and rise toward 28 percent
after 10 years (as the prescribed valuation date becomes lesssil infant).

he estate and gift tax rate changes would after 10 years reduce
present revenues by 17 percent.

The other substantive changes would approximately cancel out
and would have no effect on present revenues.

The overall combined changes would reduce taxes on estate and
rift tax returns filed for 1970 decedents by about 7 percent and

increase these taxes for 1980 decedents by about 5 percent. Due to
the Iong period for filing estate tax returns, the revenue los in fiscal
year 197I would be below $100 million. It would be about a $260
million loss in fiscal year 1972.

OVERALL EFFEOTS OF REFORM PROGRAM

Table 1 (pt. 1) attached hereto indicates that the aggregate effect
of all the prowls, other than those dealing with estate and sift
taxs, would yield an annual net revenue gain of about $155 million.
The estate and gift tax proposals as shown in table 1 (pt. 2) involve
early annual net revenue losses of about $260 million. However, in
the 10th year after enactment the estate and gift tax proposals would
produce a revenue gain of about $860 million.

For individuals, the proposed income tax reform will go a long
way toward simplifying the problem of filling out the 78 million
tax returns each year. About 8.5 million filers will be taken com-

~letely off the tax rolls. More than 18 million filers will switch to
e standard deduction and will no longer find neces r s the record-

keeping and detailed accounting required by itemized deductions. This
will increase the percentage of Ilers using the simple standard deduc-
tion from 57 percent to 80 percent

The proposed reform will also go a long way toward removing
the Federal income tax burden on families in poverty. Of the 2.2
million poverty families paying tax under present law, 1.2 million
would come nontaxable, and the other 1 million families would
have their tax reduced.

In addition, the proposed reform program will go a long ay
toward making the tax system more fair and equitable by removing
tax abuses anc" defects. As a result there will be taxpayers with tax
increases as well as taxpayers with tax decreases. Overall, among the
78 million filers 44 million, or 56 percent, will have tax areases;
21 million, or r percent, will have tax increases; and 13 million, or
17 percent, will show no net change.



SUMMARY TABLus

ANRoTATiD TAB= Or OMNT3T8

Table 1 (pt. 1)-Summary revenue estimates for income tax provisions: This
table shows aggregate revenue changes (at 1069 levels of income) attrib.
utable to each major individual and corporate income tax proposal. Sub-
totals are also given for (1) all individual Income tax changes, (2) all cor-
porate tax changes, and (8) all Income tax changes, both Individual and
corporate.

Table 1 (pt. 2)-Summary revenue estimates for transfer tax provisions: This
table shows aggregate revenue changes (for 1970 and 1080 decedents) attribu-
table to each major transfer tax proposal. Revenue effects are also
provided for fiscal years 1971,1972,1976, and 1980.

Table 2--Overall effects of the individual Income tax reform proposals (1960)
levels) : This table Indicates tax changes resulting from all individual income
tax proposals combined. Tax changes are given by AGI classes (1) as dollar
amounts, (2) as percents of present tax, and (8) as percents of adjusted
gross Income.

Table 3-Revenue effect of major parts of the reform program related to Indi-
vidual income tax (1969 levels) : This table provides dollar amounts of tax
change, by AGI classes, for each major Individual income tax proposal.

Table 4-Tax change as percent of tax liability under present law of major parts
of the reform program related to IndivIdpal income tax (1900 levels) : This
table gives tax change as a percent of present law tax, by AGI classes, for
each major individual Income tax proposal.

Table f--Percentage distribution of tax change by income class of major parts
of the reform program related to Individuial income tax (1969 levels) : This
table distributes among AGI classes, on a percentage basis, the tax change
resulting from each major Individual Income tax proposal.

Table 8-Number and percent of tax returns affected by Individual Income tax
provisions of the reform program (1969 levels) : This table shows the num-
ber of returns (taxable and nontaxable) and the percent of returns within
each AG! class (1) which are given a tax Increase, (2) which are given a
tax decrease, and (8) which are unaffected by proposals relating to the
Individual income tax.

Table 7--Gainers (tax decrease) and losers (tax increase) from Individual in-
come tax provisions of the reform program by filing status and deduction
status under present law (1969 levels) : This table Indicates, by present law
filing status (joint returns/other returns) and by present law deduction
status (itemized deductions/standard deduction), the number of returns
with each AG! class which are given a tax decrease and which are given a
tax Increase by all proposals affecting the individual.

Table 8-Tax Increase and tax decrease from individual Income tax provisions
of the reform program, by filing status under present law (1969 levels):
Present standard and Itemized deduction returns combined: This table shows
by present law filing status (joint returns/other returns), but not by deduc-
tion status, dollar amounts of tax Increase and tax decrease within each
AGI class for all taxable returns.

Table 0--Tax Increase and tax decrease from Individual Income tax provisions
of the reform program, by filing status and deduction status under present
law (109 levels) : Present Itemized deduction returns: This table Indicates,
by present law filing status (joint returns/other returns), dollar amounts
of tax Increase and tax decrease within each AGI class for present Itemized
deduction returns only.
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Table 10-Tax Increase and tax decrease from Individual Income tax provisions
of the reform program by filing status and deduction status under present
law (1960 levels) : Present standard deduction returns: This table indicates,
by present law filing status (Joint returns/other returns), dollar amounts
of tax Increase and tax decrease within each AGI class for present stand.
ard deductors only.

Table 11-Tax status change in taxable and nontaxable returns under the reform
program (1900 levels): This table gives, by AGI classes, the number of re-
turns taxable and nontaxable both under present law and under the reform
proposals affecting the Individual income tax.

Table 12-Number of returns affected by major parts of the reform program
related to individual Income tax (1960 levels) : This table shows, by AGI
classes, the number of returns affected by each major individual income tax
proposal. A return may be affected by more than one proposal. Therefore the
figures are not mutually exclusive of each other.

Table 13-Number of Itemizers sifting to standard deduction under reform
program (1909 levels) : This table provides, by AM! classes, the number of
returns and the percent of returns who presently Itemize deductions and
who presently elect the standard deduction, the number and percent of pres-
ent law itemizers shifting to the standard deduction, and the number and
percent of itemizers and nonitemizers under reform.

Table 14-Number of itemizers switching to the standard deduction as a result
of major parts of the reform program related to individual income tax
(1060) levels) : This table lists, by AGI classes, the number of returns which -
switch from the standard deduction to itemized status as a result of each
major individual Income tax proposal.

Table 15-Number of taxable Individual Income tax returns, adjusted gross
Income, taxable Incomr, and tax liabilities by adjusted gross Income classes
at calendar year 1960 levels of Income: Present law: This table summarizes
the number of taxable returns, AGI, taxable income, and tax within each
AGI class under present law.

Table 16-Number of nontaxable individual Income tax returns and adjusted
gross Income: Present law: This table summarizes the number of nontax.
able returns and their AGI within each AGI class under present law (at
19 9 Income levels).

Table 17-Number of returns (taxable and nontaxable combined) by filing
status and deduction status under present law, 19i0 levels: This table shows,
for present law, the cross distribution of all returns according to both
filing status (joint returns/other returns) and deduction status (itemt~d
deduotions/standard deduction) within AGI classes.

Table 18-Number of taxable returns, by filing status and deduction status
under present law, 1969 levels: This table shows, for present law, the numn.
ter of returns which Itemize deductions and the number which elect the
standard deduction within each AGI class.

Table 19-Estimated changes In effective rates of transfer tax under the pro-
posed program by size of gross transfers during life and at death: married
transferors: This table displays the individual and combined effects of pro-
posed transfer tax revisions, expressed as differences from the effective
rates of tax paid under present law, by transferors who are married, for
'various side of gross transfers (bequests, gifts, and transfer taxes).

Table 2 -Estmated changes In effective rates of transfer tax under the pro-
posed program, by size of gross transfers during life and at death; non-
married transferors: This table displays the Individual and combined effects
of proposed transfer tax provisions, expressed as differences from the effec-
tive rates of tax paid under present law by transferors who are single or
widowed, for various sizes of gross transfers (bequests, gifts and transfer
taxes).
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TABLE I (PT 1).I-SUMMARY REVENUE ESTIMATES FOR INCOME TAX PROVISIONS

gin millions of dollar

Revenue

INDIVIDUAL INCOME.TAX OHANGES

,r In poverty: ULberalization of minimum standard deduction .........................Wele for pernitiono unoacefptble tax abuses:
Mnlmh 1m idivdua i 11 ............................................................
N editions ............................ .......

CorretIn of Auses by aufarmer of farm tax rules
a of multle trs end aumulatedIncomeIni us..................

!miltatlo. :ntax burden: Maximum lad vidual Income tax .........................................
" smpll cation and equity In treatment of deductions:

M =NIon of lmits of general standard deduction:Icrese ercentae or adJustedn gro Inome Imit ha 14 percent ...........................
Inres doltgross ncome ;1I s dol i N I ....... c b..e....... d....co........Rel nof ddt Is cont rlb n deuctio:

-1,130

AIlkMnoe of ductlon outside the standard deduction -.................................. -440
Diso deduction under IN 3S.prcent thrldd .................................. +1,4
e dedtion cellns to 50 p percent ........................................ .

e Ise tax m dofedy .. " i.0..................................siv 'cpia pin a oss r~s..

Total individual Incems tax donm ....................................................... -420
CORPORATE TAX CHANOES

tax ,bumn doa:

Toaleupretax exemptios.................................................. +J5
Niowne el mprvedk amnstao through.. red...io......nu...r........ nd.changes...n.charitable

TM-fr low rom of mutual unpbnk..........................

ddtionit ......................... .............. ..... . +400
Allowem Wo Ownved Wimn n tiotihro doctonlin nmb o itemkorundca s clia l'ab's
deductio ................................................. +10

Net rmven chanp for Inome tax provisions ................ ............ +155

I Atou we would n2 be eliminated until 10 years after enactment of the reform program, de revenuepinrofo 6ts elimnation Is $11at10 NI ls.d
,IsM s the e d revenue wh the tronson Is fully complex.

TABLE I (PT. 2).-SUMMARY REVENUE ESTIMATES FOR TRANSFER TAX PROVISIONS

Year of death

Percent of tax that would bedue under present law

Unlimited marital deduction ................................. -1-
UN atron........ ............................. .. pn

Suh& tax (for rationsipigaprxmtycceo)
Elate and slt tax rat change .................................................. 0 -17

Total state and lift tai ............................. ...............- 1$ -16
Capital pains on transfer by death or Ift ................... ..................

Total taner tax t ..changes.............................. -7 +5

N . Detalsa manet add totals bauem of rounding.



Expected yield, present law (billions) .................. 4. ad6A
Percentage chvante, In fiscal year revnues . -I.9 A-4.1
Revenue cnge (millions) ................. ... -$7 -006O 0 + 70

Note: Dtaills may not add to totals because of roundln&

TABLE 2.-OVERALL EFFECTS OF THE INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX REFORM PROPOSAL(1966 LEVELS)
(Dollar amounts In millionsl

Present law ' Percntage parent lw Tax chamgpo
A0l (in thousands of dollars) tax Tax change tax change A ir aA

o t ............................ 7-60lO~lS ...................... -

Ito1 .............................
itot,0on ov. ..... .................. lot,;

To0,81 .......................... .... 744, m ... & -I-7 .

Tax able rt rns
TIhe overall frexnuo loss of $50000000 differs from the $420,000,000 loss on tible bythe $40,000,000 difference

be. J1 and longtrun effect of tcpital M limitation provision and the P0,000, pin from current taation
of ft I 0 IInaome amccmulatod In cirtan trus.

334-892 0 - 89 - pt, I - S
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TABLE &-4EtVENUE EFFECT OF MAJOR PARTS OF THE REFOM PGMM RELATED TO IUNIOIIM.ML WCOME TAX (1M LEELS)

PART 1 OF 2 PARTM
sm-
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TABLE 3.--REVENUE EFFECT OF MAPOR PARTS OF THE REFORM PRO RELATED TO NODUA. COME TAX U19 LEOMM

PART 2 OF 2 PARTS

RovindTdi
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-- 0
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TABLE 4.-TAX CHANGE AS PERCENT OF TAX ABILITY UNDER PRESENT LAW OF MAJOR PARTS OF THE REFORM PMWGRAM EATD TO INUWUMA. INCOME TAX OS LEVUS)
I PART I OF 2 PAE[S

aid duioom ai tmodurdsin m li's smUdudm 3-Pdsuct w deim hdm lldmlSe

0fie3 ................................-- 358 ----------------------------- - + .1 -4 2 -L3 0
Sbo5 ------------------------------- 3. -1&2------------------------------ +.3 +.S -1.0SIi7 ----------------------------- ---. 7 -1.3 -L- -. 6 +1-- -.--O
73b10 ------------------------------- -. 7 - +.1 +05 - .8
101Sbi -------------------------------------------------------------- --- 3.7 +.S +L 4 -. 7 -

o5 . ..20.------------------------- ----------- --------------- -L9 +.5 +2.1 -. 7
O -----------. ft..................------------------------------------- -. 6 +.3 +2.9 -. 3

0b100 -------- ----------------------------------------------------- -. 1 +.2 +3.2 -. 1
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TotL ----------------------- --- L5 -. 3 -L6 +.4 +1.9 -. 6 0 0
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TALE 4.-T-Mi CINGE AS PERCENT OF TAX LIUtY UNDER PRESENT LR OF MAOS PRVS OF THE REFORM 9RO 81ATW TO NIDDWL INCOME TAX (19 LE S)
IWR 2 OF 2 PAMTS
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TABLE 5.-PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF TAX CHANGE BY INCOME CLASS OF MAJOR PARTS OF THE REFORM PROGRAM RELATED TO INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX (10 LEVELS)

PART I OF 2 PARTS

UbeaInsmof st ndald deduction Champs in hmid dedmom
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sto7 ------------------------------------------------ 18 33 ---------------- 10 4 12
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TALE s.-4PEC QEErAS D1STRIUTN OF TA CHANGE BY INCOME CLASS OF MAIOR PMTS OF THE REFO M PROGM REIRATED TO IIVIOM INCOME T. OM LEVELS)
PART 2 OF 2 PARTS
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TABLE G--NUMBER AND PERCET OF TAX REFUNIS AFFECTED BY INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX IROVISSONS OF THE REFORM PROGRAM (1560 LEVELS)

Nmvnlw oofs mPNaber ggstbuad

n as( tOosa kh t tatxz h tmt
AGIOn thouamds of doWs) Wlanmchanko dum e A th w o icams "f

0 m3-----------------------------------21,640 11,S6o 285 %.765 54 1 4
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7to10 --------------------------------------------------------------- 16,875 110 9,% S5 1 41 5B
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15*20 ------------------------------------------------------------- 3,151 21 1,54 18I5 1 62 37
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TABLE 7.-GAINERS (TAX DECREASE) AND LOSEiRS CAX INCREASE) FROM INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX PROVISIONS OF THE REFORM PROWAM BY FIING STATUS AND DEDUCTIOll STATUS UNOER
PRESENT LAW CUM LEVELS)
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TABLE &-TAX INCREASE AND TAX DECREASE FROM INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX PROVISIONS OF THE REECO PROWIAN BY FLUN STATUS UNDER PRSEIT LAW (1M0 LEVES)
PRESENT STANDARD AND ITEOZE DEDUCTION EURdeNS COMBINED
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TABLE S-TAX INCREASE AND TAX DECREASE FROM INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX PROVISIONS OF THE REFORM PROGRAM, BY RUNG STATUS AND DEDUCTION STATUS UNDER PRESENT LAW (1IM
LEVELS)6 PRESENT ITEMIZED DEDUCTION RETURNS
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TABLE It-TAX INCREASE AND TAX DECREASE FROM INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX PROVISIONS OF THE REFORM P GRAMK BY FILING STATUS AND DEDUCTION STAIS UNDERPRISENT LAW
(1M LEVELS), PRESENT STANDARD DEDICION RETURNS
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TABLE 12.-NUMBER OF RETURNS AFFECTED BY MAJOR PARTS OF THE REFORM PROGRAM MEATED TO INOVIDUAL INCOME TAX (6 LEVELS)

PART 1 OF 2 PARTS
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TABLE 2.--NUMBER OF V43UN AFFECiEO BY MAIR PARTS OF THE REFORM P1063 RELATED TO iNDIVIDUAL INCOE TAX (O LEVELS)

PART 2 OF 2 PARTS
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TABLE 13.-NUMBER OF ITEMIZERS SHMIFTNG TO STANDARD DEDUCTION UNDER REFOM PROGM (196 LEVSS)

(Numlber Of gretur in tbumedu
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TABLE 14.--MBER OF ITEMIZERS SWITCHING TO THE STANIDAND DEDUCTION AS A RESULT OF MAJOR PMrS OF THE RIFOR POMMG RELATED TO IWIIDIW. IWt)E TM
(1q9 LEVELS)

PART 1 OF 2 PARTS
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Numberof
taxable Adjusted
returns rOm Taxable Present

Adjusted rm Income lass (in tosands of dollars) (thousands) Income Ico I law tax

tol $'

To ........................ ......... ........ O m n . ... S S

to~ I;- 

I'

Total ........ I...................... 64,866 568507 369,01, 75,490

rFudes capital gains subject to the 25.percent alternative rate.o~x aftrcdldlts.

Note: FiPre do not necessarily add to totals due to rounding.

TADBL 16.-NUMBER OF NONTAXABLE INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX RETURNS AND ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME,
PRESENT LAW, 1969 LEVELS

AdJusted ross I lass
(In thousandsof dollas

Number of non. Adjusted
taxble returns Income

(thousads) (millions)

G~t: ...................................... ................. NPSt............................................ Anto ~1: 3.................................................................
oto Ito..............:: ........... ........... 1

50.................................... ........ 1
100 i nd over ............................................................... () 2

Total ................................................................ 13, 111 16,65

SLes than 500 returns.
Note: Flurs do not necessarily add to totas due to rounding.

ii
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TABLE IL.-NUMBER OF TAXABLE INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX RETURNS. ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME, TAXABLE

INCOME. AND TAX LIABILITIES BY ADJUSTED CROSS INCOME CLASSES AT CALENDAR YEAR 1969 LEVELS
OF INCOME-PRESENT LAW

(Dollar amounts In millions)



TABLE 17.-NUMBER OF RETURNS (TAXABLE AND NONTAXABLE COMBINED) BY FILING STATUS AND DEDUCTION
STATUS UNDER PRESENT LAW, 10m LEVELS

INumber of returns In thousndsj

AOI Standard and Itemized Pt(in th snds of Al Jo...O..r.Aldollars) All Joint Other All
sent itemized returns

Present standard returns
Joint Other All Joint Other

..o.........
tot. .......

oto 
5e...."100and over..."

Totl ...... 77,977 4, 524 32,453 33,849 27,719 6,130
1.0 .. 0.3

44,128 17,804 26,32

TABLE 18--NUMBER OF TAXABLE RETURNS, BY FILING STATUS AND DEDUCTION STATUS UNDER PRESENT
LAW, 10 LEVELS

(Number of returns In thousandsJ

AOI Standard and Itemized Present Itemized returns Present standard returns(in thousands of ...
dollars) All Joint Other All Joint Other All Joint Other

to. . 10079 9,017 875 219 9,3 1.s 71 8.361S "" i 7: 2,424 ?10 1 61to1.. '14 , ,19to ....... 1 12 , 1 03
o, i1 1And ~~~ ~ 2 ovr.. 9. O

Total ...... 64,866 41,16? 23,700 32,316 26,717 5,600 32o550 14,451 18,099

Present standard returns



TABLE 19.--ESTIMATEDCHANGES IN EFFECTIVE RATES.OF TRANSFER TAX UNDER THE PROPOSED PROGRAM. BYSIZEOF GROSSTRAHSFERS DURING LIFEAND AT DEATH; MARRIM TRUASFEOSt
IPecento gross trmnsfru

changes ina active ttsertax mins duel proposal to--f t re I. hImm tr -es taxes
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I The estimates In this table relate tothe cen of marie ta kyr survived by their spousm ' Thene estimates, repres" the miff to decedents who have uW~md the esmid mecitaldo-
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TABLE M-ESTIMATED CHANGES IN EFFECTIVE RATES OF TRANSFER TAX UNDER THE PROPOSED POGRAM BY SIZE OFGRSS TRANSFERS OUING LIFEANDAT)EATi; N.MAIED
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IV-A. THE CASE FOR AND DIMENSION OF TAX

REFORM: INDIVIDUAL. INCOME TAX

I NODUc Oi-Tol GOALS OF TAx RiORK

Our individual income tax system has developed geat disparity and
unfairness in the total tax treatment of individuals in lower, middle
and upper income ranges. This statement describes both the general
nature and extent of these disparities and inequities and also some of
the major reform proposals which help to correct specific problem
situations,

The disparities and inequities that have developed under the income
tax involve many problems: Among low incomes there is the problem
of burdens being mposed on people in poverty. Among middle in.
comes there is th e problem of a steadily increasing number of tax-
payers being thrown into the complexity of itemization and of grow-
ing disparity of effective tax rates due to extreme variations in the ratio
of-personal deductions to income. Among high-income taxpayers there
is the problem of the disparities and the unfairness that has developed
because of excluded items of income and also the combination of such
items with extraordinary personal deductions.

Tax reform is desired to promote four general goals: (1) keeping
tax burdens in line with the ability to pay taxes, (2) equity of tax
burdens among similar taxpayers and between dissimilar taxpayers,
8).tax simplicity, and (4) neutrality of the tax system in economic
eclsions.
The ability-to-pay objective is basic to our tax system. Factors which

are generally accepted as influencing taxpayers' ability to pay taxes
are incom% family size, and to some extent personal and business ex-
pens including those related to the earning of income.

The equity olijective is twofold: taxpayers similarly situated should
pay equal amounts of tax and di'similar taxpayers should pay un.
equal amounts of tax according to their different abilities to pay. And,
in keeping with the general progressive nature of our tax structure,
high-income individuals should pay a larger share of their incomes in
tax than is required of lower income individuals.

Tax simplicity is encouraged in instances where complex provisions
are apt to produce undesirable taxpayer errors which lead to incor-
rec locations of tax burdens, where the vast majority of taxpayers
can be spared computational and recordkeeping tasks without the
sacrifice of fairness, and wheretax administration can be made morph
efficient.

Neutrality of the tax system is an objective because it is generally
undesirable for special provisions of the income tax to influence the
outcome of economic decisions of taxpayers, since otherwise invest.
meant resources are misallocated where tax savings through special
preferences are considered.

(78)
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I. Low-INCOME TAxpAYzER

A. THE IMPOSrTION OF TAX ON THOSE IN POVERTY

A major problem of the individual income tax is that tax is imposed
on some people whose incomes fall below the poverty line. Since the
poverty line is established to measure levels of Income (according to
family size) which are barely sufficient to provide the necessities oflife
which every American family should enjoy, it is uestionable whether
individuals having incomes below this line have tie ability to pay any
income tax. Table 1 provides some data on the relation of incomes now
subject to tax and poverty levels of income, including estimates of the
number of families in poverty who are now subject Fo income tax.

The additional hardihip that the income tax imposes on people in
poverty is particularly severe for single individuals and for families
with less than seven members. Table Indicates that about one-fourth
of all single individuals with incomes under the poverty line pay some
income tax. The structure of the minimum standard deduction (MSD)
gradually reduces this taxable fraction as family size increases; how-
ever, it is not until families exceed six persons that the MSD affects
a virtual elimination of tax.

TALE li--BEGINNING TAX LEVELS AND POVERY LEVES

Eslnsed. number of poor
Poverty family units thousands )

minimum Income
standard levels 1969 Total Tsable

deducton

2 ................... ................ I JAM , ~ 6
.. ............................. .0 1~5

4: 40

Assumed tbe 6 e t above the NEW nonfarm poverty levels for 196,

Admittedly, the definition of any poverty line is arbitrary. The
widespread use of the HE W estimates which are cited in table 1
reflects a very general opinion that these are living standards below
which people ought not to have to live and, implicitly, it reflects an
opinion that imposing an income tax below these levels is harsh.

It is important to note that the poverty inconie definition is in
terms of total income, so that a single person with $1,000 of adjusted
gross income for tax purposes could well have other nontaxable in-
come, such as social security benefits, that put him above the poverty
level. Nevertheless, there are many people below the poverty line
whose only income is from work, and therefore taxable, and for whom
income tax is a serious hardship.

B, PROPOSED RELIEF TO LOW INCOMES: INCREASt IN TiE MINIMUM
STANDARD DEDUCTION

It is proposed to increase the minimum standard deduction from
$200 plus $100 for each exemption to $600 plus $100 for each exemp-
tion. The provision of existing law which limits the deduction to.



I Other deduction changes such as the liberalization of the moving expense deduction and the Increased ceiling applicable
to the charitable contribution deduction eliminate tax for a small number of returns. Returns whose tax status Is afected by
the smiscellaneous provisions are too few to separately show but are Included In the total column.

'Les than 500 r1tu1L
Note: Totals may not equal sums due to rounding.

IL M uox-INooxu TAxPAUm

A. Tilt EROSION OF TAX SIMPLNO IT

Shortly after the Congress extended the income tax to the broad
mass of the population, early in World War II, the deliberate de-
cision was made to reduce the complexity of the income tax system by
adopting a standard deduction which would apply to over 80 percent
of taxpayers. Two aspects of this decision are noteworthy. It meant
that for the great mass of taxpayers the recordkeeping and general
complexity of itemized deductions for personal expenses-such as
interest, taxes, medical expenses, charitable contributions, casualty
losses-would be avoided; also, to the extent of something like
average personal deductions, the variations in deductions between
otherwise similar taxpayers wouldn't count in changing the tax. For
most taxpayers only personal expense deductions over the average
would change the tax.

Two things have happened since: In the first place, average deduc-
tions have risen, with higher State and local taxes and greater home
ownership. Further, incomes have risen, while the standard deduction
has continued to ap ply only to the first i10,000 of income of a married
couple. The result lis been a progressive decline in the relative use of
the standard deduction, as shown in table 2 with an attendant increase
in the actual complexity of taxpayer compliance, and a greater spread
in effective tax rates for similarly situated taxpayers.

7.5

$1,000 would be retained. The effect of this p proposal would be to
make an additional 2.4 million returns nontaxable. Due to other pro-
posals, another 1.1 million people will be made nontaxable. The details
of numbers becoming nontaxable are shown in table IA. Of the 2.2
million poverty families paying tax under present law, 1.2 million
would become nontaxable. An additional 1 million families in poverty
would have their tax reduced although not completely eliminated.

TABLE IA.-NUMBER Of RETURNS MADE NONTAXABLE BY MAJOR TAX REFORM PROPOSALS

Ifhousands of retural

(1) (2) ' ) (4) (5)
Charitable

cOntributionsMinimum deditimo Rfv~dtsx
standard Standard outside J the Rrleot TO

AOl class deduction deduction standard of the
(in thousands of dollars) changes changes deduon elderly Proposals?

013..'".".'."..... ..............to ................... . 1
. .to ' . "......... .. 6........ .....

Total (all classes) ............... 2,360 5 560 616 3,490
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TABLE 2.-PROPORTION OF INDIVIDUAL TAX RETURNS WITH STANDARD DEDUCTIONS, SELECTED YEARS SINCE

1044 AND ESTIMATED IN PRESENT LAW

Percnt w Percent wib
Totl number of ROMistndard

Year returns (mMlIonM) deductions deductions

IM ................ 6...........0............ ....... -!.
Iestitd) L...... ....... oo..o.4

I It should be noted that the lower percent with Itemized deduction In 65 Was due to the Introduction of the
mInimum standard deduction In 1064.

Table 8 shows that, for taxpayers above the poverty levels up to
the middle-high bracket, there is now a considerable range of eff.
tive tax rates due to variations in the ratio of itemized deductions to
adjusted gross income (AGI). In the income ranges around $10,000 to
$20,000, the bulk of taxpayers are distributed over a range in which
the effective rate on the most favored is half the effective rate on
the least favored.



TABLE 3.&-P CENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF RETURNS BY EFFECTIVE TAX RATE CLASSES: PRESENT LAW TAX AS A PERCENT OF ADJUSTED GROSS USOM. BY SEECT AM
CLASSES, 1969 LEVELS

Efhctive ta aft lMs

AGI 0t.3 31S Sto7 7to10 10t12 121.14 14t116 16to.1 1829 20%o22 22124 2411.6 Mo28 251.39

I5to $3,8 s ........................ 4100.0
to bo 00 -- --- -- -- --- -- --- --..... 9...a -- --- --.- --- -- --- -- --- -- -- --- -- --- -- --- -- -- --- -- --- -- --
to -7600-------------------------- .4 2.7 20.2 76.7 ---------------------- --------------- --------------------------------

-4 s0.o... . ..---------------------- .6----------- 3.0 58.4 381-------------------- --------- - ----------
1010 .---------- 4 .0 39.s 55.0---------------------- ------------- ----

--1. . ..00-------------------------------- .6 L& 1S.4 5.7 30.4-------------------------------
40to 51 -0 --------------------------------- -------------- 5.31.9... 5.3 2 59-------------------- -- - --- ------------U 5,SOto ---00 ------------------------------------------------- .9 its 60.8 16 -------- -----

to 50.0 --------------------------------------------- - .1 19.8 37.9 36.2--------------------
SOOto --9.o .----------------------------------------------- 4.8 9.6 35.2 8.4 12 -------------------------
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Table 8 presents the distribution of effective rates on adjusted gross
income for a family of four persons, at various income levels. The
same pattern would appear for other size families or for single persons.
If all taxpayers were]umped together in these calculations, the spread
of effective rates would, of course, be quite wide. We consider, however,
that family size and income level are appropriate reasons for varia-
tion in effective rates.' Table 8 therefore was constructed to show a
selected group of similarly situated taxpayers who, based on income
and family size alone ought to be paying about the same rate of tax.
Similar results woula appear if we selected other family sizes and
other income levels.

These variations in rates arise due to itemized personal deductions,
These deductions are also a source of complication on the tax return.
Whether any taxpayer computes his correct tax depends upon his accu.
racy in recordkeeping and reporting, as well as upon his sophistica-
tion in knowing what is deductible.-Further, the itemized deductions
reflect at least some problems of tax policy. The homeowner gets the
advantage of deducting the interest on his housing investment and his
propery- tax, while the same expenses are borne by the tenant in his
rent without their being deductible. Without arguing that particular
itemized deductions should or should not be allowed, they should not
make so much difference in tax liabilities for people at the same income
level as the present variations in effective tax rates reflect.

IThis means that we consider personal exemptions and income splitting as appropriate
causes for variation In elective tax rates among peo pe with aimiar Incomes, even though
income splitting accounts for wide eetive rate differences between single and married
people at milddie-income levels. Our view Is based on the "ability-to.pay" criterion. if out
approach were otherwise, then income splitting would represent, as some contend, an Im-
portant tax preference to married couples, particularly at the middle-income range.
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Bo PROPOSED RESMRATION OF THE EFFEC8IVENES OF THE STANDARD
DEDUCTION

Because the standard deduction no longer properly serves its in.
tended purposo-to simplify the tax system for most taxpayers who
have average levels of deductions--and because this failure creates
unwarranted tax inequities between taxpayers who are able to itemize
their personal deducions and those who are not able to separately
itemize their deductions, it is proposed to expand the standard deduc-
tion and thereby restore it to its former relative position.

The proposed standard deduction would be equal to 14 percent of
AGI subject to a maximum of $1,800, compared to a 10-percent de.
duction subject to a $1,000 ceiling under present law. The larger
percent is in recognition that personal deductions have increased as a
fraction of income since the institution of the present standard de-
duction. The higher limitation reflects some of the increase in incomes
which has occurred since the present standard deduction was intro.
duced.

As a result of this proposal, about 80 percent of all taxpayers
would again be using the simplified standard deduction. (This com-
pares wih 82 percent who used the standard deduction when it was
introduced in 1944 and with 57 percent who would use it in 1969 in
the absence of this proposal.) Tiis means that for the vast majority
of taxpayers changes in tax liabilities resulting solely from variations
in the level of personal expenses will be eliminated for all but those
with extraordinary deductions above the general average.

Il. HOH-INOME TAxPAYES

A. uNFAmNS DUs TO DnwimFRNoeS I rrN EFFEIVE TAX RATES

Extreme variations in tax burdens exist among high-income tax-
pajrers because of variations in the tax treatment of income according
to its source. As a result, many high-income taxpayers are paying far
less than their intended share of the income tax burden, and others are
paying tax currently at very high rates.
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Effective Efective Efective

Effective rate on rote on rte on
Average rate on adjusted amended amended

Adjusted s Income class marginal taableo table adjusted
rate Income I ncome Income gr income

0to $51......0.......I.. 160 is. 7 4so ................ O4 1
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o :::::.......... 5.3.... 44.1
1.0 0 AR2 55r....5....... 44.3 3278

I Averagerate applicable totop dollarof Income table at normal and surtax rates.
Statutory tauble Income- gross income loss exemptions and deductions.

5 Statutorytadjusted gross Income.
.Statutor etxble income increased by items of excluded income. (Only excluded long-term capital gain. the largestsingle item o excluded Income. are Inclded in this computation, therefore the rates shown are slightly overtated as tom-

pared to table 4 where estimates are made as to other excluded items.r
I Statutory adjusted gross Income Increased by itens of excluded income. (Only excluded long-term capital pins, the

largest single item of excluded Income, are Included In this computatlion;therefore the rates shownare slghtlyovorsated as
compared to table 4 where estimates re made as toother uxcluded Items.)

The relationship between effective tax rates calculated on amended
taxable income and those calculated on other bases is shown in table 5.
From these data it is evident that for taxpayers with AGI greater than
$100,000, "effective tax rates" calculated on bases which exclude vari-
ous income items seriously overstate the proportion of income paid in
tax. For high-income individuals the -meaningful effective tax rates
are those calculated with respect to amended taxable income and
amended adjusted gross income. Since effective tax rates based on
amended adjusted gros income do not take account of personal deduc-
tions, which commonly influence the ability to pay taxes among high
incomes, effective tax rates sho -n in table 4 are based on amended
taxable income.

3 t-03 0 - 0. -PL I*
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The implication of the treatment of various income sources for
eating disparities and unfairness is brought out in table 4. This

indicates for various AGI levels the distribution taxpayers by the
effective rate of tax paid in terms of amended taxable income. The table
shows for taxpayers in various brackets of adjusted gross income the
proportions having various percentages of tax to 'inended taxable
ilncome,"-deflned or purposes of this table as taxable income (i.e.
after the personal deductions) increased by the exempt par of capital
gains, exempt interest, and excess percentage depletion. Tax as a per.
cent of amended taxable income is referred to as the "effective tax
rate."

Effective tax rates calculated in the above manner are more meaning-
ful than "effective tax rates" superficially calculated on either present
law taxable income or adjusted gross income. Both taxable income and
adjusted gross income are terms which arc incorporated into the tax
law. But so far as both exclude income from certain sources, neither
represents an income base which reflects a taxpayer's true economic
position or his ability to pay taxes.

TABLE 5.-RETURNS WITH TAXABLE INCOME, 186: MARGINAL AND EFFECTIVE TAX RATES
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A second drawback to the usual discussions of "effective tax rates"
is evident upon comparing the average effective tax rates computed for
each income class (col, 5, table 5) with the effective tax rates computed
on the same base in table 4. Table 4 is considerably more useful bemuse
it sho*s not one effective tax rate figure for an entire income class but
a range of effective rates and the percent of taxpayers in each incomeclass who pay rates within this range. These figures are necessary for
examing tax inequities withinia single income clam as well as inequi-
ties between classes.

lt will be seen from table 4 that for incomes up to $100,000 there is a
lear central tendency~. For each bracket there is a generally cmmon

rate and some variation above and below depending on special circum.
stances. In the $50,000 to $100,000 bracket this clustering of rates be.
gns to flatten but.

Above the income level of $100,000i however two patterns emerp.
A highly taxed class shows a grouping of high elective tax rates which
rise above 50 percent. For the highly taxed in the income groups above
$500,000, the effective tax rate ii most commonly in the range of 60 to
65 percent.

There is also a low effective rate group among the hi h-income group
who lay tax rates which are less on the average than the rates paid by
people in the income bracket from $50,000 to $100,000. In thi high-
income group the typical effective rate is 20 to 80 percent.
S. Eoclded income whiA operae. to' weuce efeotie tao rtea

Items of excluded income which work to reduce tax rates for high
incomes generall are, in order of importance, the excluded half of
long-term capital gins realized, interest on State and local bonds, de.
duotions for unlimited charitable contributions (largely unrealized
capital appreciation), farm "tax losses," depletion in excess of basis,
the excess of deductions for intangible drilling expnses over deprecia.
tons of oil wells, and income excluded for the a. Table 6 shows how
these factors combine to produce low rates of tax for the aggregate o
ktigkitWome tapxeye. Table 6 has some omissions because of the
difficulties of obtaining data on the distribution of the excluded in-come: Among the omissions are accelerated depreciation on building;
interest on life insurance savings; and employee fringe benefits such as
pension plans.
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Table 7 provides more detail on the hg income grup Whioh pay8
little or to tax. It is based on a 1 in 15 random sample of tax

returns in 1964 showing effective tax rates below 22 percent, where
effective rate is defined for selection purposes with a base of adjusted
gross income, adding the excluded part of capital gains and excess de-
pletion but not allowing personal deductions?

Since the data in table 7 are taken from actual tax returns, no
information is available on exempt items of income other than the
exempt half of long-term capital gains and excess depletion. Thus
the computation of effective rates and the following analysis is lim-
ited to an income base which includes only income from taxable
sources and these two items of exempt income. Of these remaining
items of income it is clear that the largest item in this picture is

_or the group as a whole, capital gains constitute about 55 percent
of the amend adjusted o income. The part of income which
does not consist of capital ins is virtually offset by deductions
(treating excluded percentage depletion income as a deduction) and,
thferefore, the tax actually paid is substantially the tax paid at the
alternative capital gains rate of 25 percent. this works out to an
average rate of 15 percent on the total amended adjusted gross income
because of the 25-percent rate on the capital gains portion and the
near zero rate on the balance. On the effective rate definition used in
table 4, that is, allowing personal deductions, this average rate would
be 21 percent. Table 7 presents a reasonably good picture of the large
segment of the high-income population shown in table 4 as falling
in the 20- to 25-percent effective-rate bracket.

It can be seen at this point that there are two kinds of problems
underlying the disparities in effective tax rates: (1) As table 7 brings
out great disparity arises because some kinds of income are subject
to low tax-rates; and (2) personal deductions taken on high-income
returns with large amounts of excluded income contribute to the bulk
of very-higl-income taxpayers having very low rates.

In table 7 it can be seen that the effective tax rate on income after
deductions for the low-rate, high-income taxpayers is only 21 percent.
The tax rate oil the basis of amended adjusted gross income before
deductions is even lower-15 percent-which is the rate paid by most
people in the $15,000 to $20,000 bracket.
3. The interrelationship of perRonal deductions and excl uded income

In the following analyses, further consideration is given to the
relationship between personal deductions and excluded income, esl)e-
cially the particular deductions for charitable contributions and
interest.

a. Personal dedtwtions in geynrel.--Table 7, discussed previously,
indicates the general problem. Broadly, the personal deductions offset
about 28 percent of the amended AGI. But out of the amended AGI,
about 40 percent was protected from tax because it was covered by
farm losses or excess percentage depletion, or was one-half of net long-
term capital gains. Thus, the personal deductions in fact were used

I The fact that these returns were selected on a criterion that makes no allowance for
personal deductions is not a drawback since we are at this point Interested in the income
eharacteristles of these people.
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against the taxable 60 percent of amended AG1. Thus, 40 percent of
amended AGI was taxed at a zero rate (that covered by percentage de-
pletion, net farm losses, and personal deductions), and the remainder
of amended AGI ($364 million) was capital gains taxed at a 25-percent
rate. (We could expect that there was also some tax-exempt interest
not shown in these data.) This use of personal deductions against
the more highly taxed income explains why the effective tax rate
on these returns was less than the 25 percent alternative tax rate on
net long-termcapital gains.

b. The Iointed caaritle cotribution dedwtion.-A particular
problem of personal deductions is the provision in present law which
limits the charitable deduction to 30 percent of AGI for most tax-
payers, but permits an unlimited charitable contribution deduction
to a handful of high-income taxpayers. Table 8 describes the situation
of 50 high-income returns in 1964 that had this privilege. (The total
number of eligibles was about 70, about one ten-thousandth of 1 per-
cent of taxpayers.)

T nts &-Data on $0 returas with AG! over $200,000 and charitable oontrlbu-
tlone over 30 peroct of AGI

[Dollar amount In millions)
Amended AGI -------------------------------------- $107

Including dividends ------------------------------------------- 78
Less excluded one-half of capital gains ------------------------ 17

Contribution deductions ------------------------------- 86
Other personal deductions ------------------------------ 8

Taxable Income -------------------------------------- 2.9
Tax before credits ------------------------------------- 1.9

Credits --- ---------------------------------------. 2
Tax after credits -----------------------------------

Efective tax rate on amended AGI ----------------- percent.. 1.7
Effective tax rate on amended taxable Income '----------------- do.... 1.8

'Amended gross Income is adjusted gross Income plum the excluded part of net long-term
capital gains, the exclusion due to percentage depletion, and for the group as a whole the
excess of farm losses over farm gains.

A Amended taxable income equals amended AOl less deductions other than the unlimited
charitable contribution deduction.

The amended AGI of these taxpayers was $107 million for which $88
million was capital gains and $73 million was dividends. The contribu-
tions deduction itse- .. was $86 million and the tax about 11h percent. of
amended AGI. Again the dividend figure is striking. The stock which
generated $73 million of dividends would presumably increase in value
in a typical year by $146 million, and this suggests a total income of
$220 million (after deducting the $33 million of realized ain already
included). The amount given away in contributions, Which on the
basis of prior analysis of unlimited contribution returns was mostly
in the form of appreciated securities, was about 39 percent of the
wealth increase o? these donors. (It is clearly appropriate to count
appreciation in assets held because the contribution deduction counts
appreciation in assets give'a way.) In substance the unilimited contri-
bution deduction provision works out to be a special device for using
the charitable deduction exclusively against the taxable portion of
income. The group as a whole enjoyed $107 million in realized income
from their holdings and an additional amount of about $113 million
of increase in wealth-or a total of $220 million. By giving away $86
million of their property, they almost completely escape tax on the
$107 million of realized income and still have a net wealth increase
of $27 million in addition to the untaxed realized income.
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TAmLs 9.-Data on 60 return* with AO over 1*00,000 and interest deductions

over 80 percent of AO
(Dollar amount In millions)

Amended AGI I ..... ............. . . ..... $M,.0
Including dividends --------------------------------- .4
Wages and salaries ............................................... 3.6

Less excluded half of capital gains .................................... 4.5
Interest deduction .............. 8
Other personal deductions ------------- ------------------------ 2.6

TUxable Income -------------------------------------- 4.8
Tax before credits - .------------------------------------ 22

Credits ------------------------------------------. 1
Tax after credits ------------------------------------- 2.1
Effective tax rate on amended AGI .......................... percent-. 10
Effective tax rate on amended taxable Income' ------------- do..... 20

'Amended adjusted grow Income Is adjusted gross Income plus the excluded part of net
long.term capital ains, the exclusion due to percentage depletion and for the group as a
whole the excess of farm leases over farm ains.

5 Amended taxable income quals amend AOI less deductions other than the unlimited
charitable contribution deduction.

e. TAe interest dedutMo.-Another case of extreme tax savings
from deductions is suggested by the data in table 9 which shows in-
formation on 50 high-income returns that had an interest deduction
of over 30 percent of AG. These returns had amended AGI of $21
million, of which $7 million was dividends. Again realized gains were
modest, only $9 million when their stock alone presumably increased in
value by about $15 million a year. These returns showed $8.3 million
of interest deductions, however. This, along with other personal deduc-
tions of $3.6 million offset entirely the ordinary income items. The
taxp ayers were, in edect, using most of their borrowings to finance the
holding of assets for appreciation and they paid tax only on the
nearly half of their income which was realized as capital gin, and
that at only a 25 percent rate. Their effective rate on realized income
was thus brought down to 10 percent.
4. Tho aspect of unreaized apprecdation in wealt

The 1 in 15 sample discussed earlier suggested that in addition to a
number of low effective rate returns there were also about 1,000 returns
of AGI over $200,000 that paid effective rates of over 50 percent. The
results for this group are summarized in table 10.1
TAoL 10.-Characteristics of an estimated 1,000 tax returns in 1964 with AOI

over $100,000 and effective ta rates oe 50 percent'

[Dollar amount in millions)

Amended adjusted gross Income' -------------------------- $867
(Including dividends -------------------------------------------- 184)
.Including wages and salaries -------------------------- 56)

'Based on al1In 15 sample.
The effective rate used for selection was tax over amended adjusted gross Income.

$Amended adjusted gross income Is adjusted gross Income plus the excluded part ot net
long-term apilgins, the exclusion due to percentage depletion and rthe group as a
whole the excess of farm losses over farm gasns.

1Again table 10 uses an effective tax rate definition on amended A01 I e not allowing
for !ersonal deductions. Since persnal deductions for this group are trivial the table would
be Ieehanged If the selection had been based on taxpayers wit gh effective rates on
amended taxable Income, i.e., after personal deductions.



T i 1O-(Ohor#erio o a eetim ted 1,000 t" retwhin 1964 with AGI
over $800,000 ad efleotfie t" rsat over 50 porce t-Continued

(Dollar amount In milionusI
L c luded o fct a ..................................... $4

Mue percentage depletion ------ ............... --- 0
Ret farm losses over pin a .............................. . 16
Contributions 18
Other personal deductsons --------........... 20

Taxable Income 3...........................-- 824
Tax before credits .................................................. 215

Less credits .......................................... --------- 8
Tax after credits -------------------------- : ----------- ............. 212
]Mective rate on amended AGI ... ....................... perewL. 58
Effective rate on amended taxable Income' --------------------- do.... 64

'Amended taxable income equals amended AOl less deductions other than the unlimited
charitable contribution deduction.

Ostensibly this group of high-taxpaying high-income taxpayers
paid an average rate of 58 percent on amended AGI, and 64 percent on
amended taxable income, the measure used i table 4.

Table 10, however reveals a striking feature about these high-tax.
paying individuals. Half of their AGI is from dividends, but remark.
ably little is realized as capital gains. Any cross section of stocks hold
in recent years would have shown almost twice as much appreciation
in value as dividends for an average year.

If it is assumed that this group had an average collection of stocks,
their total increase in wealth in a year like 1964, taking into account
stock appreciation, alone would have been about $723 million rather
than $367 million, and their effective tax rate on amended AGI would
fall to 29 or 31 percent on amended taxable income.

Since another quarter of the income of this group was from business
sources, it could well be anticipated that there was additional appre.
ciation associated with these business property holdings (includin
proprietorships, partnership interests, and interests in real estate ang
farms). It couldalso be expected that there was some tax-exempt
interest. The total wealth addition of this group could have been near
$1 billion, and the effective rate as low as 21 percent.
5. The atabili, of income patterns and eleotive tao rata

Section 1 of this analysis dealing with high incomes described theincome situation of 1 year. Experience indicates that high-income
taxpayers tend to show consistent income patterns, and thus consistent
efective tax rates year after year. Thus, the analysis in section 1 can be
taken as a picture of the behavior of high-income taxpayers who are
consistently either high taxpaying or low taxpaying.

The returns of a group of 80 taxpayers with high tax rates in 1959
and a group of 50 with low rates in 1959 were collected along with
their returns for the years 1958-1. All the taxpayers had AGI over
$150,000 in 1959. Ninety-four returns are classifie in table 11 accord-
lug to both their adjusted gross incomes and effective rates of tax.,
Each row within an AGI class grouping represents a single taxpayer,
with the digits 1-4 designatng the years 1958 through 1961, respec-
tively; thus variations in effective tax rates over time are shown wVen
a given taxpayer falls into more than one effective tax rate column.

I Taxpayers for whom records were not available for all 4 years of the sample periodwere omitted from this analysis. Presumably mlLnc records wore due to tapayer daths.rate group ror or to taxpayers were not complete. out of the low rateMroup records for four taxpayers were not complete.
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TABLE f-4 fIVEI RATES OF TAX PAID BY A SAMPLE OF HIGH.INCOME TAXPAYERS FOR THE YEARS
INS THROUGH 1911-TAX AS A PERCENT OF AMENDED AO 111159 AO CLAIS
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Among the high-rate group, there were 192 P ossible observations
(48 taxpayers for 4 years each . Only 83 observations showed effective
tax rates on amended AGI below 50 percent. Only 14 observations fell
below 40 percent, only I below 30 percent, and only 2 below 20 percent.

Among the low-rate taxpayers, out of 184 possible observations only
3 were above 80 percent and only 44 were above 20 percent.

This analysis properly does not take account specifically of par-
ticular taxpayers who in 1 year suffered a drastic decline in income
(and therefore in tax rate). The question at issue here is the adequacy
of the tax system in the way that it handles people with high incomes.
The data indicate that if people with high incomes are in the high- or
low-rate bracket in 1 year, they are apt -o remain there in other years.
6. Specif caaes of high-inconw, low-rate taxpayers

Cases 1 through 11 attached are drawn from actual tax returns and
were chosen to make more concrete the implications of the aggregate
data reflected in the previous tables.

Cases 1 through 4 are tax payers with total income from $6 million
to over $10 million each, who paid no income tax as a result of the
unlimited charitable contribution deduction. In cases 1 and 2 the
income was almost entirely from dividends and their dividend income
made it clear that each taxpayer must have had a very large amount of
unrealized appreciation. It would have been normal tax practice
in both cases to use unrealized appreciation as a means of making the
charitable contribution so that each of the taxpayers should havebeen
in a position to use every dollar of the dividend income for personal
expenses. In cases 3 and 4 the taxpayers had a considerable amount of
realized capital gain and in each case were able to completely avoid
tax by giving away far less than their full income.

Cases 5, 6, and 7 are all taxpayers with large amounts of capital gain
plus large itemized deductions. In each case they were able to tae
advantage of using the deductions agaiiit the included part of their
income so that their effective tax rate on total income was less than the
relative capital gains rate. This was carried to an extreme in case 7

where about 90 percent of the taxpayer's income came from capital gain,
and his total deductions were about half of the income, so he virtually
wiped out his tax, reducing it to three one-hundredths of I percent of
total income. In the particular case the deductions were primarily
interest deductions which were the cost of carrying assets on which
capital gains income was realized. Even though the interest cost was
only half of the total capital gain income, for tax purposes, he is per.
mitted to use the interest deduction to wipe out the half of capital gains
which is included.

Cases 8 and 9 indicate taxpayers with large percentage depletion
deductions. In case 8 the percentage depletion deduction by itself vir-
tually wiped out tax on a $1 million dividend income. In case 9 the
taxpayer's income sources were from oil and gas operations plus capi-
tal gains. At the same time the taxpayer reported a "loss" of almost $1
million from farming. It.would seem most likely that the farm loss
represented an extensive investment in farm assets which under the
applicable tax rules could be written off as current expenses.

Case 10 indicates that the successful real estate operator has signif-
icant sources of income from other endeavors and is able to shelter it
from tax by excess real estate deductions. Later the real estate oper-



ated at a "tax loss" is sold, and the resulting gain is subject to tax only
at capital gain rates.&

Case 11 reveals the typical farm loss. The loss is great enough to
insulate other income from tax while capital gains on farm assets in
this case over 75 percent on breeding cattle, indicate that the farm oss
is not an economic loss. Rather, it is an investment in an asset which
by its very nature appreciates but is subject only to capital gain rates
when sold.

CAss L.-Tapayer with unlimited charitable contribution deduction

Adjusted gros income --------------------------------------- $10, 822,622
Amended gross Income --------------------------- 10,829,028

Was and salaries ... ........ ..................... , 0
Dvdnds ---------------------------------------- 10,80,947

Interest --------------------------------------- 3,158
Capital gains (100 percent) ------------------------- 12,812
Other Income (net) ------------------------------- 6111

Total deductions -------------------------------- 10 950, 854
Contributions ' ------------------------------- 10, 50, 414
Interest --------------------------------------- 7,073
Taxes -------------------------------------- 147,831
Medical ---------------------- ------------------- 0
Other --------------------------------------- 289,036

Taxable income --------------------------------------- 0
Tax ---------------------------------------------- 0

Tax as a percent of amended gross income ----------------------- 0
Tax as a percent of amended taxable Income -------------------- 0
Tax as a percent of income paid by a single Individual at the poverty

level ($1,700) ----------------------------------------------- 0.0
'Adjusted gross Income plus the excluded part of net long-term capital gains and losses.
'Mostly appreciated property which represents an Increase In wealth.
SAmended taxable Income equals amended AGI les deductions other than the unlimited

charitable contribution deduction.

CAs 2.-Taegpayer tolt unlimited charitable contribution deduction
Adjusted gross income -0-----------------------------$507,596
Amended gross income ----------------------------- ,032,:512

Wages and salaries ---------------------------------- 0
Dividends ----------------------------------- 5,881,828
interest --------------------------------------- 1,783
Capital gains (100 percent) ------------------------- 49,t82
Other Income (net) ------------------------------- -931

Total deductions -------------------------------------------- 5, 953,380
Contributions ' -------------------------------- 5328,510
Interest ---------------------------------------- 205
Taxes ----------------------------------------------------- 142,510
Medical ----------------------------------------- 0
Other ------------------------------------------------------ 487,441

Taxable Income --------------------------------------- 0Tax . ------------------------------- 0

Tax as a percent of amended gross income ------------------------ 0
Tax as a percent of amended taxable income' -------------------- 0
Tax as a percent of income paid by single Individual at the poverty

level ($1,700) -------------------------------------- 9
'Adjusted " income plus the excluded part of net long-term capital plus and losses.
Partnership ad rental los.
Mo property whlh representA an Increase In wealth.
Equals amended AG I less deductions other than the unlimited

he ontribution deduction.
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CAsE 8.-T apayer with uNmI#ited charitable cotributios deduction
Adjusted gross Income ........................................ $4,772,058
Amended gross Income* 8, 225,075

Waes and salaries .......................................... r0,e000Dividends ------ ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- 1,281: M/

Interest -------------------------------------------------- 84,594
Capital gains (100 percent) 8.............. 0,906,084
Other income (net) 2........-, 678

Total deductions ----------------------------------------------- 5,206,718
Contributions' ............................................. 5,11, 404
Interest ---- 5620
Taxes 11,-820Medical ...... 1,869Other---------------------------- 2850

Taxable inome --- ------------------------------------ 0
TaxalIne-------------------------t---------------------- 0Tax ......... f . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . ..... . . . . ..... 0

Tax as a percent of amended gross income --------------------- 0
Tax as a percent of amended taxable income' .------------------- 0
Tax as a percent of Income paid by a single individual at the poverty

level ($1,700) -------------------------------------- 6.9
'Adjusted gross Income plus the excluded part of net long-term capital pins and loes.
'Mooly appreciated property which represents an increase In wealth.
'Amended taxable Income equals amended A01 less deductions other than the unlimited

charitable contribution deduction.

CASE4.--Twpayer with unlimited charitable contribution deduction

Adjusted gross Income --------------------------------- $4, 817,966
Amended gross Income' ---------------------------------- 511,008

Wages and salaries ------------------------------- i, 500
Dividends ---------------------- ----------- 2080,138
Interest ---------------------------------------- 746
Capital pins (100 percent) ----------------------- 4,887, 834
Other income (net) ------------------------------ 41,690

Total deductions --------------------------------- 4,55,682
Contributions ' ------------------ ------------- 400,614
Interest ----------------------------------------- 0
Taxes -------------------------------------- 465 86
Medical ---------------------------------------- 548
Other --------------------------------------- 24,12

Taxable Income --------------------------------------- 0
Tax ---------------------------------------------- 0

Tax as a percent of amended gross Income ----------------------- 0
Tax as a percent of amended taxable Income ' --------------------- 0
Tax as a percent of Income paid by a single individual at the poverty

level ($1,700) -------------------------------------------- 6.9
'Adjusted grow Income plus the excluded part of net long-term capital gains and losses.
.et artnership income ot approximately 80,000, pension income of $12,000, and farm

Ion of ,000.
5Mostly reciated property which represents an Increase in wealth.
'Amendd taxable income equals amended AOl less deductions other than the unlimited

charitable contribution deduction.



ss &.--TaspaW" with income over $ million and over $4 million tn capital
gains with large itemized deductions

Adjusted gross Income ------------------------------------------
Amended gross Income . ........... ..................--. ft

Wases and salaries ..............................Dividends --------------------------------------------------
Interest ...................................................
Capital pins (100 percent) .................... . ---.......
Other income (net)

Total deductions -----------------------------------------------
Contributions ........................ ......
Interest ..............
Taxes
Medical .--- -- - -- -- --- -- --- -- --- -- - -- -- -
Other ............

Taxable Income.............
Tax after credits ............

Tax as a percent of amended gross Income ..............
Tax as a percent of amended taxable Income'

$3, 281,093
i, 83, 068

21,418
224, 597

27,782
4,108, 551

053,6211,193, 872
748,177
52,605

270,287

111,457
2,085,421
1,031,218

10.3
24.9

Income level at which a single Individual pays 10.3 percent of his in.
come in tax ------------------------------------- 12,000

Adjusted gros Income plus the excluded part of net long-term capital gains.
'Amended taxable Income equals amended AOI less deductions other than the unlimited

charitable contribution deduction.

CAsz .--Taxpaycr with high capital gains and large itemized deductions
Adjusted gross Income --------------------------------- $659,878
Amended gross Income I --------------------------------- 95781

Wages and salaries ---------------------------------- 17,708
Dividends ------------------------------------ 258,089
Interest -------------------------------------- 09,394
Capital gains (100 percent) ------------------------- 561995
Other Income (net) ------------------------------- 28,595

Total deductions -------------------------------------- 390,108
Contributions ------------------------------------- 120,330
Interest ----------------------------------------- 247,800
Taxes ------------------------------------------- 14,29
Medical ------------------------------------- 0
Other ------------------------------------------- 13,340

Taxable Income --------------------------------------- 261,365
Tax after credits . ------------------------------------- 137,854

Tax as a percent 9f amended gross Income ----------------------- 147
Tax as a percent of amended taxable Income ' -------------------- 25.5

Income level at which a single Individual pays 14.7 percent of his
Income In tax ---------------------------------------- 6,800

Adjusted gross Income plus the excluded part of net long-term capital gains and losses.
AAmended taxable Income equals amended AGI leu deductions other tUn the unlimited

charitable contribution deduction.

OAss 7.--Tuepayer with high capital gains and large itemized deductions
Adjusted gross Income --------------------------------- $679, 405
Amended gross Income - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,284,718

Wages and salaries --------------------------------- 0,000
Dividends -- 8-----------------------------------------78
Interest --------- ------------------------------ 20
Capital gains (100 percent) -------------------------- 210,420
Other Income (net) ---------------------------- ------ 22,288

Total deductions -- --------------------------------- 66,419
Contributions -------------------------------- 8
Interest -------------------------------------- 587, M
Taxes ---------------------------------------- 85,401
Medical ---- ----------------------------------- 2500
Other-------------------------------------

Taxable Income ----- , -------------------------------- 238
Tax after credits ------------------------------------- 88
Tax as a percent of amended gross Income ................. .08



eN 5..-Tapayer with income over $8 miWon and over $4 mSlion opta1
gains with large itemized deduetione-.ontlnued

Tax as a percent of amended taxable Income5 I . . . . 08

Tax as a percent of income paid by a single Individual at the poverty
level ($I,700) .................................................. 0.9
I Adjusted grow income plus the excluded part of net long-term capital gains.
I Rental loss.
$ Amended taxable income equal amended AGI less deductions other than the unlimited

charitable contribution deduction.

CAs 8.-Taupayer with total income over $900,000 with more than
$800,000 of ex oes percentage depletion

Adjusted gross Income -------------------------------------------- $49,220
Amended gross Income I -------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 024,722

Salary -------------------------... . ...................... 50,000
Dividend -------------------------------------. , 022, 812
Interest ....................................... 76
Capital gains (100 percent) -------------------------- 2,519
Farm profit -------------------------------------------------- 10,688
Oil and gas operations before excess percentage depletion ' ------- -185,468

Excess percentage depletion -------------------------------------- 862, 04
Total personal deductions ------------------------------ 41,141

Contributions ----------------------------------- 9,964
Interest ------------------------------------------ 0
Taxes 4--------------------------------------4,112
Medic-- 90---------------2902
Other --------------------- 24,168

Taxable income --------------------- - --------- 8,960
Tax after credits ----------------------------------------- 89

Tax as a percent of amended gross income ----------------------- 0. 04
Tax as a percent of amended taxable Income ' 0.04

Income level at which a single Individual would pay $897 in tax ------ 8, 400
1 Adjusted gross income plus the excluded part of net long-team capital gains and excess

of percentage over cost depletion.
9 income from oil and gas minus exploration ad development, Intanible drilling, and

other costs.
$Amended taxable income equals amended AGI less deductions other than the unlimited

charitable contribution deduction.
CASE 9.-Taxpayer with total income over $1J million with more than, $860,000

of excess percentage depletion
Adjusted gross Income --------------------------------- $111,422
Amended gross Income ' -------------------------------- 818, 811

Salary --------------------------------------------- 0
Dividend ----------------------------------------- 42, 828
Interest ---------------------------- -------------- 2280
Capital gains (100 percent) ---------------------------------- 678,800
Farm loss --------------------------------------- 828, 571
Other business and partnership ------------------------- 69,290
Oil and gas operations before excess percentage depletion -.... 1,40,179

Excess percentage depletion ------------------------------ 86,644

Total personal deductions -------------------------------- 178,401
Contributions 0--------------------------------------8280
Interest ------------------------------------ ------ 19,457
Taxes ---------------------------------------- 95, 806
Medical ---------------------------------------------- 0
Other ------------------------------------------- 80, 82

Taxable Income ------------------------------------------ 0
Tax after credits ------------------------------------------ 0

Tax as a percent of amended gross income ------------------------- 0
Tax as a percent of amended taxable Income ----------------------- 0

Tax as a percent of Income paid by a single Individual at the poverty
level ($1,700) ------------------------------------------ .9
' Adjusted gross income plus the excluded part of net long-term capital gains and excess

of percentage over coat depletion.
' Income from oil and gas minus exploration and development, intangible drilling, and

other costs.
I Amended taxable income equals rmended AGI less deductions other than the unlimited

do* p'it ' I , ,r~nntrW-.ft,%n d 1llO4|!"s
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CAss 10-Taapaie with total income over $1.4 mfl x with more tan $860,000
ot real teo deductions is ezres of rral estate income

Adjusted gross income ..................... $3 000
Amended gross income I -000

salary ............ .................................. .. . .. 0,000
Dividend ..... ... 22l,000
Interest ------------------------------ 23,-000
Capital pins (100 percent)$ 1,1 , 000

Total Income before excess real estate deduct --.. 1,433, 000

Real estate deductions In excess of real state Income .... - -8-- , 000
Total personal deduction. ........... 41,400

Contributions ............................-- , 000
Interest ... ... . . 5,50G
Taxes .......... .. .... 1,200
Medical . .......- , 700
Other ..... 0

Taxable income c ome----------------------------------........... 0
Tax after credits ..................................... 0
Tax as a percent of income paid by a single Individual at the poverty

level ($1,T00) ----------------------------------------- 0.9
'AdJusted gross Income plus the excluded part of net long-term capital gains.
*Nearly %, or about $762,000, of thesw capital gains were attributable to sales of

real estate.
CABs 1.-Taupaler With Total Income Over $700,000 With a Farm Lose of More

Than $450,000
Adjusted gross Income ------------------------------- $38, 37
Amended gross Income ------------------------------------ 288,119

Salary ------------------------------------------ 0
Dividend ---------------- --------------------- 16,297
Interest ------------------------------------- 193,192
Capital gains (100 percent) ' ------------------------ 408, 365
Other business and partnership ----------------------- 30,349

Total Income before farm loss -------------------------- 78, 203
Farm loss- --------------------------------------- 450, 04
Total personal deduction ... ,--------------- 362

Contributions ----------------------------------- 3,162
Interest ----------------------------------------- 0
Taxes ------------------------------------------ 0
Medical -------------------------- 0
Other ------------------------------------------ 0

Taxable Income ----------------------------------- 5175
Tax after credits .. ------------------------------------- 0
Tax as a percent of Income paid by a single Individual at the poverty

level ($1,0) ------------------------------------- 6 9
'Adjusted gross Income plus the excluded part of net long-term capital gains.
SCailtal gains attributable to fam assets exceed the total capital pins Just lightly

becauIe minor lows were reported on the sale of non-farmn assets.

B. MAJOR PROPOSALS TO IMPROVE, EQUITY AMONO IIIGI-INCOME TAXPAYERS

1. Minimumnto
In rcopition that high-income taxpayers with large portions of

excluded income are not paying a fair share of tax, it is proposed to
introduce a minimum tax under which those with more than half of
their incomes from excluded sources would pay tax according to a
graduated minimum tax rate schedule. This minimum tax would have
the effect of placing a 50-percent ceiling on the amount of an individ.
ual's total income that could enjoy tax-exempt status. In computing
his minimum tax base, the individual would be allowed all of his de-
ductions. Moreover, in lieu of these deductions, he may elect a special
alternative $10,000 standard deduction, if this would be more advan-
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tageous to him. Thus the minimum tax would apply to any individual
whose tax-exempt income exceeds his income from taxable sources and
whose total income exceeds $10,000. The bulk of the tax increase under
this provision comes from taxpayers with more than $1 million of in.
come each year. The total number of returns involved would be 40,000.
0. Allocation of deductions

Taxpayers with excluded income enjoy an unwarranted double bene-
fit from that income: No tax is paid on the excluded income and per"
sonal deductions are used to offset income from taxable sources. To
remedy this it is proposed to require taxpayers to allocate their non-
business personal deductions between income from taxable sources
and income from nontaxable sources. This proposal would affect about
400,000 taxpayers, although it would rarely affect any returns with
adjusted gross income of-less than $50,000.
3. Removal of the unlimited charitable contribution deduction

it is prolmsed that the unlimited charitable contribution deduction
be repealed after allowing a 10-year grace period out of consideration
for those who have relied on the present law provision. This affects
only about 100 taxpayers.
4. Maximum tax

It is proposed that no individual be required to pay more than
one-hal of his total income (including presently taxable income plus
the major items of excluded income) in income tax to the Federal
Government. This would be accomplished by the introduction of an
optional, alternative maximum tax. About. 12,000 high-income, high-
rate taxpayers would be affected.
5. Taxation of appreciated a88et8 transferred at death

It is proposed to revise the tax treatment of the transfer of appreci-
ated property at death by making such transfers subject to the income
tax. Since this propsa concerns transfers of property at death, it
is related to proposals in the estate and gift tax area and is discussed
in the Case or and the Dimensions of Tax Reform: Estate and Gift
Tax.' IV. OVERALL EFFECrS OF PROPOSALS

The accompanying charts illustrate in summary fashion both the
e ity problems associated with our present tax law atid the overall
effects of the reform program on tax equity.

Chart 1 shows the present distribution of persons paying various
different effective rates of tax for income classes above $5,000. For this
presentation taxpayers are classified according to their "amended
adjusted gross incomes"--adjusted gross income plus certain items of
income excluded from tax; and effective rates of tax are defined as tax
paid as a percent of "amended taxable income"-amended adjusted
gross income less all deductions allowable under the reform program.'

Two facts are clearly illustrated by this chart. First, individuals
similarly situated in income often pay strikingly dissimilar rates of

I This Income classifieation and effective rate base have been selected so that chart I will
he consistent with chart 2. Items of excluded Income which are added to AG! to produce
amended adjustM gross Income are one-half of long-term capital gains, percentage depletion
claimed after full recovery of basis. unrealized appreciation of property donated to charity,
and tax-exempt Interest. Deductions allowed under the reform program exclude the deduc-
tion for olne tax and, for certain taxpayers, exclude those deuctions allocated to exempt
Income. Allowed deductions Include the expanded standard deduction.
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tax. For example, while almost two-thirds of those with incomes in
the $600,000 to $1 million class pay an effective rate of tax between
20 percent and 30 percent, a sgnificant number (about 5 percent) pay
rates less than 20 percent, and a larger.fraction (about 7 percent) pay
rates in excess of 60 percent. The remaining one-fourth of the returns
in this income class p~ay rates ranging. from 80 percent to 60 percent.
Although some of this rate dispaity is expected due to the range of
income represented within the class limits, the significant number of
returns falling into high and low rate extremes is not an expected re-
suit of the present law marginal tax rate schedule, which is constructed
so that similar rates apply to roughly similar levels of income.

The observed variations of rates within income classes are due both
to variations in the amount of income excluded from tax and to varia-
tions in the amount of personal deductions claimed, although rate dif-
ferences resulting from variations in deductions do not appear as severe
as they would if rates were computed on an income base which did not
already exclude deductions.

A second problem underscored by this chart is the fact that equal
rates of tax are often paid by taxpayers with marked differences in
income. For example, most taxpayers with incomes in the $20,000 to
$50,000 income class pay rates between 20 percent and 80 percent.
Most taxpayers with incomes between $500,000 and $1 million also
pay rates of 20 percent to 80 percent; however the latter group has,
on the average, about 20 times the income of the former group.

TAX IMEQUITIE ILLUWIMATED BY THE PERCEiP F URM INI RAC
IN=3 CLASS PAYPO VARIOWB DIF'AT S O TAX

(Present tax law applied to 1969 levels of Income)
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Another way of examining the favorable treatment of certain higher
income returns is to observe that almost 5 of every 10 returns with
income ranging from $50,000 to $500,0 pays an effective rate of tax
less than 30 percent, while almost 7 out of every 10 returns with in&
come from $500,000 to $1 million and about 8 out of 10 returns
with income in excess of $1 million pay an average rate of tax lower
than 30 percent. This is clearly contrary to the expected results of a
tax rate schedule which is nominally progressive.

The proposals--although not all specifically aimed at altering effec-
tive rate inequities--taken together have major effects on both hori-
zontal inequities (unequal tax treatment of like incomes) and vertical
inequities (equal or perverse tax treatment of unequal incomes). The
degree to which the proposals improve overall tax equity can be meas-
ured by comparing chart 2, which shows the distribution of effective
rates of tax by income classes after the proposals, with chart 1. Be-
cause the proposals are not designed (I) to eliminate any specific
class of deductions (other than the gasoline tax deduction) or (2) to
apply regular rates of tax to income currently exempt from tax, some
apparent inequities still exist. However, by achieving the goals of
each specific proposal-namely to correct major abuses-the overall
picture of tax equity is greatly improved.

Primarily because of the expanded standard deduction and the in-
stitution of the charitable deduction outside of the standard deduction,
the rates paid by lower middle income taxpayers would be more
nearly homogeneous; taxpayers paying rates greater than 20 percent
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are fewer under the reform program than under present law for in-
come classes up to $20,000. At the same time those with higher incomeswho pay rates as low as 20 percent are substantially reduced in
number.'

The dramatic increase under present law in the proportion of those
paying Jess than 80-percent tax rates as income rises is eliminated3r the proposals. Although the proportion of those with incomes
between $500,000 and $1 million and who pay rates less than
80 percent is still somewhat higher than the same proportion in the
$50,000 to $500,000 range, it is nevertheless sharply down from
the present law situation (approximately 5 out of every 10 taxpayers
compared to 7 out of 10). And, more important, the trend no longer
continues into the highest income: the ratio of somewhat more than
1 out of 10 individuals earning more than $1 million and paying
tax rates of less than 80 percent compares favorably with the 8 out
of 10 ratio under present law.

Although a few high-income individuals continue to pay extremely
low rates (those with little or no excluded income and large itemized
deductions), no taxpayers have an effective rate greater tian 60 per-
cent. This reduction in the incidence of extreme rates, both high and
low, considerably improves the overall picture of horizontal equity-
fairness among those with like incomes. And the reduction in the
low-rate incidence for high incomes and the high-rate incidence for
low incomes similarly improves vertical equity-fairness between
those with unequal incomes.

IV-B. THE CASE FOR AND DIMENSION OF TAX
REFORM: CORPORATE INCOME TAX

The corporate income tax is generally described as requiring that
corporations pay taxes at a 48-percent rate on their total net income
as net iiiwome is usually defined for business purposes. (We leave
out of account the temporary 10-percent surcharge.) This is what
would happen if there were no surtax exemption, no special capital
gains rate, no special deductions or exclusions and no investment
credit. Table 1 provides estimates of the effective tax rates actually
paid by corporations, as a group and for several industries. The table
recognizes the regular corporate rate of 48 percent in the first column.

With the allowance of a surtax exemption for the first $25,000
of income but with corporate chains prevented from obtaining mul-
tiple surtax exemptions, the effective rate of all corporations would
be 45.8 percent, as shown in the second column. The third column
shows that with allowance of the investment credit the effective rate
would be 48.4 percent. This rate may then be compared with the
lower tax rates on total net income that are actually being paid,
shown in the fourth column of table 1.



The reduction in the effective rate from 43.4 percent for all corpora.
tions to the actual rates in the fifth column is due to special provisions
for computing taxable income which make taxable income less than
total net income for the industries and activities benefited. The follow-
ing are the principal special provisions involved, and their average
effect on tax rates for all corporations combined:

Percent
Effective tax rate on total net Income allowing only the appropriate surtax

exemption and Investment credit ------------------------- 43.4
Reduction In effective rate due to-

Excess percentage depletion ---------------------------- 2.2
Excess exploration and development cost ---------------------. 4
Tax-exempt Interest ----------------------------------. 9
Capital gain rate and definition ---------------------------------- .8
Excess bad debt deduction of financial institutions ---------------. 6
Multiple surtax exemptions -----------------------------. 8
Excess depreciation on buildings -------------------------. 5
Western Hemisphere Trade Corporation deduction ---------------- .2

Total reduction -------------------------------------- 5.9
Actual effective tax rate on total net income -- ----------------- 87.5

The analysis is based on 1965 data, the latest for which tax return
data are available. It might be noted that at 1968 profit levels a change
of I point in the effective rate means $800 million of revenue and a
change of 0.1 point means $80 million. More detailed information
basic to table 1 is given in table 2, which also indicates the effect of
various provisions for some industry groups. The issues raised by
these special provisions are best explained by some discussion of indi-
vidual industries.

90
TALE I.-TAX RATES ON CORPORATE TAXABLE INCOME COMPARED WITH ACTUAL TAX RATES ON TOTAL NET

INCOME FOR CERTAIN CLASSES OF CORPORATIONS 1965 DATA
(In percent]

Tax without Tax with Tax with
surtax surtax surtax

exemption exemption exemption
and without and without and with Actual tax Actual tax
investment Investment Investment on taxable on total net

credit credit credit Income Income

All industries .................. . .48 41 42Petroleum ......................... 4
Other mineral industries ........... 4.
Lumbar...................... 48 45.3 NA 20Commercial banks................ 48 4-.1
Mutual savn banks .............. 48 34.3
Savinp and n associations ....... 48
Other manufacturing .......... 48 41 .9 4



For amomb In Mii1.
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industris Petileua industries Lumber boo bsot cmlt ,

Total net income ..................................................... $797U Sht $952 $52 $381 $55 $3,511

EJ.SSSPVCSs ---------------de------s-- 4,038 2,M5 305------ I -------- 527
Ta-xm tIli I ----------------------- .5 4 2 1 10612 9 75

Excess bad debt dedocttm ....................................... 1,167 -------------------------------- 507 119 541 ---------
Sdepmtlo o W bu --dng -------------------------------- 950 1 0to - - ....... IS

bzsseponiom n eeomn costs- ------------------ -- -700 560 20--------------------------------------------------- 25
W.I -130 1 traded dU ------------------------------ 346 141 54 - -------------------- ----------A

r euab table income as reported- ............................. . 70.40 3,30B 51 541 2,206 24 317 36AN
Tx that would be paid encept for prfaestial treutmest of calblwlsand

multiple surtax ampmoo.. . .... 30,745 1481 244 223 957 1o 18 1 s445
Beeits from taxation of capital g ans at prdsaela --l t......... 572 35 13 63 a 2 2 1518ene t ffrom multiple sa ata e m tloons.-----------------------------2225 .----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 25

Equals actual tax paid to Unitd Status ad foreign g610umMts ---...... 29,948 1,446 231 180 931 8 12 1622

As percent o taxable income as reported: Actual tax -a Ito United
Sites and forelgn g o v rn m nts I 4 -------------------- 3 43L7 40.S 3.L6 42-2 341 31L 7 4'44

As percent of total net income: Actual tax paid to United States and
frw oeutl------o---er----m ents--------- 37.5 21.1 243 20.5 24.4 L3 1M.5 433

Total mauatrqeacltdinx perlu- rfnn adlme
2 90 peen of deopletin deduction as=utetobe an excess a oM othWEals dpltIoIn. doth let run

ti could be less as ownrs of new mines and waf iswud ha,. lowerwetdeui and thus
more unrecoVeed cost wo cos dapietion,

'Excuestile - et com&ca -aks metbans.an savuall d lees asacetess
4 50 pe.rIet epleaftle and detogpment e aetrsumed ID ble i sm of dreciatius.
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1. EXnrMvw IMSr"Mu

Companies doin several kinds of business have to be put in one
industry classification representing their principal business activity,
as indicated in the tabulations of corporate tax return data on which
tables 1 and 2 are based. Companies classified in the petroleum business
(oil and natural gas) report 60 percent of the depletion claimed on
corporate returns. Firms characterized as mining other than oil and
natural gas report less than 10 percent of the depletion, and about 80
percent is claimed by corporations in other industry classifications.

The effective tax rate for the petroleum industry is 21.1 percent, as
shown in tables 1 and 2. For mining companies other than petroleum
and natural gas, the effective tax rate is slightly.higher, at 24.3 percent.
These effective rates are not always fully descriptive when it is recog-
nized that the tax returns from which they are drawn include both
extractive and nonextractive operations and, in general, do not indicate
the appropriate allocation between the two activities. It is possible, for
example, for an integrated company to. earn income equally from
extraction and processing and pay effective tax rates of zero and 46
percent respectively, and show an overall effective rate of 28 percent.

The overwhelming bulk of the special tax advantage for companies
engaged in mineral extraction arises from percentage depletion, which
is properly called a special deduction because it results in receipt of
nontaxable Income after the investor has fully recovered his cost. In
the petroleum area it appears generally that W percent of the percent-
age depletion deduction allowed is in excess of %hat would be allowed
as cost depletion. The revenue loss due to the excess of percentage over
cost depletion for all extractive industries is $1.3 billion, of which
$1.1 billion is due to corporations and $0.2 billion to individuals. (The
revenue effect would be larger during a transition period.)

The tax treatment of certain capital costs to bring a mineral deposit
into production is also significant. These costs may be deducted as
current expenses in calculating taxable income rather than spread
over the useful life of the property. These costs include the intangible
drilling costs for gas and oil and the costs of developing other mineral
properties. Under present law, these costs are deductible without
affecting or limiting the percentage depletion deductions. Under cost
depletion, the expensing of intangible drilling costs would reduce the
amount to be recovered through cost depletion. The revenue cost of
expensing intangible drilling costs is $300 million a year, of which
$240 million is due to corporations and $60 million to individuals.
In money terms about 80 percent of the tax relief for extractive in-
dustries goes to the oil and gas industry, and the other 20 percent to all
other minerals.

A Treasury study on the taxation of extractive industries is going
forward and should be available during the next session of Congress.

2. TIMBER

Timber growers are permitted to claim capital gains treatment on
the portion of their income which can be attributed to the increase in
value of trees while the trees are growing and before they are cut.
As a result of this special provision, companies in the lumber and wood
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products industry (excluding furniture) have in the aggregate "capital
gains" which amount to about half of their net income.1 (The ratio
for corporations as a whole is below 5 percent.) This benefit alone
would reduce the tax of lumber companies about one-half if all of
the income arose from the increased value of trees; the reduction would
be one-fourth if half of the income came from appreciation of tree
values and half from logging, sawing, and distribution. The final
effective tax rate of 29.6 percent comes out about two-thirds of
that paid by other manufacturing corporations.

The capital gains and thus the tax savings are concentrated in a
small number of large companies. In 1965, the last year for which tax
return data are available, the 16 largest corporations in the lumber
plywood and paper industries with assets over $250 million reported
84.8 percent o? the long-term capital gains reported on all the 13,251
coroate returns in these industries. Five companies alone reported
51.8 percent of all these long-term gains, of which one company re-
ported $108 million of capital gains, or 24.4 percent of the total claimed
by the entire industry.

The estimated revenue loss of this capital gain treatment is $125
million a year of which $100 million is for corporations and $25
million for individuals.

A Treasury study on the taxation of timber is going forward and
should be available during the next session of Congress.

3. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

Three special features reduce the effective tax rates for commercial
banks, saving and loan associations, and mutual savings banks. In the
first place, each category of financial institutions has a special bad
debt reserve provision quite unrelated to its actual loss experience.
The ratio of allowed bad debt reserves to actual losses is considerably
larger for savings and loan associations and mutual savings banks
than it is for commercial banks, although the amount of the allowed
deduction is large in absolute terms for commercial banks. The rev-
enue loss due to the current bad debt reserve provisions is $600 million,
of which $250 million goes to commercial banks.

Another feature that reduces the effective tax rates of banks is the
fact that they can take full deductions for the cost of obtaining de-
posits which in effect are borrowed funds but they then invest some
of those funds in assets which are excluded from corporate taxable
income. Interest on tax-exempt securities is fully excluded, while divi-
dends on corporate stocks are largely excluded under the corporate
dividends received deduction provision. With respect to these invest-
ments the banks thus obtain a double benefit. This feature is important
for both commercial banks and mutual banks. The revenue cost is about
$600 million.

These financial institutions also receive preferential treatment on
long-term capital gains and losses on securities. They receive capital
gains treatment on net gains, as do other taxpayers, but may treat net
losses on securities as deductions from ordinary income, a treatment
not available to other investors in securities. he revenue loss due

I Some pins from the special tax treatment of timber go also to firms In the paper
Industry.



to the non-parallel treatment of these gains and losses, based on the
experience of 1961 to 1966 averages $50 million.

A Treasury study on the taxation of financial institutions is going
forward and should be available during the next session of Congress.

4. RuL EsTATI

Present law provides considerable, but not easily measured, benefits
r corporations owning real estate. The benefit arses because tax do-

Sreciation deductions f6r real estate are excessive in relation to actual
epreciation and also because a large portion of the recovery of exes-

sive depreciation at the time of sale is taxable as a capital gain. The
revenue cost of the excess of accelerated depreciation over straight line
depreciation is $750 million of which $50 million is for corporations
and $250 million for individuals.

A Treasury study on the taxation of rea estate is going forward
and should be available during the next session of Congres.

5. Tix-Exmnr ORGANIZATION s

Another area of corporate tax reduction is that of exempt organv-
tions and businesses owned by exempt organizations. There is no basic
for a general revenue estimate here because the whole matter hon what organizations one thinks ought to be tx exempt and, if te
organization is to be taxed, how funds secured by the organization and
amounts accumulated or expended for the purpose of the organization
are to be treated.

Some organizations whose overall purposes may justify exemption
from income tax may operate businesses at aprofit unrelad to their
exempt purposes. In such cases, unless the tax exemption is retructed
to the nonbusiness activities, tax revenues are reduced and taxpaying
businesses are placed at a competitive disadvantage.

6. FOMON-EARxD BusiNEss INOoX

Profits of foreign subsidiaries of U.S. corporations are generaly
not taxable in the United States until the profits are repatriated as
dividends to U.S. parent corporations. Profits of foreign branches,
however, are subject to U.S. taxes in the year earned, whether or not
the branch profits are repatriated. Further, the special exemption from
"gross up" in relation to the foreign tax credit for subsidiary dividends
of companies in less developed countries provides a tax advantage to
U.S. corporate parents of those companies in certain situations. In
somewhat the same category are provisions which (1) reduce the tax
of certain U.S. companies primarily in the natural resource area,
operating in the Western hemisphere, or (2) deriving most of their
income from U.S. possessions. These several provisions together re-
duce revenues by $320 million.
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IV-C. THE CASE FOR AND DIMENSION OF TAX
REFORM: DEATH AND GIFT TAXES

I. DEcmToN oF PREiNT LAW

ESTATE TAX

The Federal estate tax is levied upon the transfer of property at
death. In the normal case, the rate of tax is not affected b the amount
of the transfers already made by the decedent during his lifetime. The
tax is levied upon the total value of all the property in a decedent's

te. The gross estate includes in general, the property owned
bya decedent at he time of his deai, p us certain prpery trans.
ferred during his life in which he retained an interest at the time of his
death, and property transferred in contemplation of death. The
tax is imposed upon the taxable estate; that is, the gross estate less al.
lowable deductions and exemptions..The estate tax is progressive, be.
cause the tax rates increase as the size of the taxable estate becomes
larger.

An estate tax return must, be filed by the estate of every U.S. citizen
or resident whose gross estate at the date of death exceeds $60,000.
In general, the return (and any tax payable) are due within 15 months
of the date of death, although an extension of time may be granted. If
the-estate consists largely of an interest in a farm or closely held busi.
ness, the estate may elect to pay the tax attributable to that farm or
business interest over a period of up to 10 years.

The executor or administrator of an estate may elect to value the
property in the estate either as of the date of the decedent's death, or
as of the "alternate valuation date" which is I year after death. How.
ever, the property sold prior to the alternate valuation date is valued
at its sales piice. The alternate valuation date provides relief to an
estate which contains property that declines in value during the year
subsequent to the date of death.

The deductions and exemptions allowed for estate tax purposes
include an exemption in the amount of $60,000, and deductions for
funeral expenses, administration expenses, aims against the estate,
mortgages or indebtedness where the full value of the mortgaged or
encumbered property is included in the gross estate, certain State and
foreign taxes, losses, charitable transfers, and certain bequests to a
surviving spouse. The $60,000 estate tax exemption insures that no
one leaving an estate of $60,000 or less will be subject to estate taxa-
tion. In addition, if a decedent has taken full advantage of the avail-
ability of the marital deduction, no tax is due unless the estate exceeds
$120,000. There are no percentage limitations on the charitable con-
tribution deduction for estate tax purposes. However, the amount of
the charitable contribution deduction may not exceed the value at
which the donated property is included in the gross estate.

A marital deduction is allowed for property passing to the decedent's
surviving spouse. This deduction is limited to 5 percent of the"adjusted gross estate," which is defined, in general, as the gross estate
minus the allowable deductions (and after elimination of any com-
munity property included in the gross estate). The deduction for
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charitable transfers and the $60,000 exemption are not required to be
taken into account in computing the adjusted gross estate.

Four credits are allowed against the estate tax liability. The most im.
portent of these is the credit for State death taxes. The maximum credit
allowable for State death taxes is expressed as a percentage of the
decedent's taxable estate in excess of $40,000. The effect of this credit is
to permit the States to obtain substantial death tax revenues which
would otherwise be collected by the Federal Government, without in-
creasing the total death tax burden on their citizens.

Credit against the estate tax is allowed for "ft taxes paid by the
decedent on transfers which were made 4y him during his lifetime, but
which were included in his gross estate because the transfer was incom-
plete or because it was made in contemplation of death. The amount of
this credit is limited to the amount of the gift tax paid with respect to
the property included in the gross estate or the estate tax paid with
respect to such property, whichever is smaller.

In order to prevent the imposition of successive estate taxes on the
same property within a brief period, a credit is also allowed for all or
part of the estate tax paid with respect to property transferred to aparticular decedent or his estate, from another decedent within 10
years before, or within 2 years after the particular decedent's death.
This credit is a vanishing one, since it is reduced by 20 percent for each
full 2 years separating the dates of death of the two decedents.

Finally, a credit is allowed for foreign death taxes with respect to
property situated in a foreign country which is subject to both United
States and foreign estate taxes. The credit is limited to the lesser of
the United States or the foreign tax attributable to such propery.

OF1' TAX

Gifts during life are a natural alternative to gifts at death, especially
for wealthy individuals who can afford to give away a substantial part
of their property during their lifetime without impairing their stand-
ard of living or making use of funds needed for emergencies. Conse-
quently, the taxation of gifts during life is a natural companion to the
taxation of gifts at death. For this reason, Congress developed a system
of Federal gift taxes shortly after the introduction of the Federal
estate t ix system.

Like the estate tax, the Federal gift tax is imposed upon transfers of
property from one person to another. The tax is a liability of the person
making the gift and is based upon the value of the transferred prop.
erty. Unlike a gift at death, the amount of a taxable lifetime gift does
not include the tax on that fift.

The existing tax on lifetime gifts is cumulative, that is, the applicable
tax bracket is determined by taking into account the sum of all tax-
able gifts made since enactment of the law in 1932. The tax to be
paid in any 1 year is equal to (1) the tax on the aggregate of all
taxable gifts made since 1932 'less (2) the amount of tax on the aggre-
gate gifts made up to the be inning of the current taxable year. In
determining (1) and (2), gift tax rates in effect in the current tax-
able year are applied. Consequently, the tax is determined by apply-
ing the current tax rate whicb is applicable to the donor's bracket to
the gifts made during the year.



In computing the amount of "taxable gifts" in any 1 year, the first
$8,000 of ifts to each recipient may be excluded, if tihe donee receives
a present Intorest in the donated property. This is the so-called "per
done" exclusion. Where a spouse arees to treat gifts made by the
other spouse as having been made one-half by each, a maximum annual
exclusion of $8,000 per donee is available.

In addition to the annual 'zpr donee" exclusion, there is a specific
exemption of $30,000 of total lifetime gifts to all donees. This exemp-
tion may be claimed in full in a single year or, at the taxpayer's
option, over a number of years until the full $30,000 exemption is
exhauste.A married person's specific exemption is increased to
$80,000 if the other spouse agrees to treat gifts as having been made
one-half by each.

Certain deductions are also allowed in computing the amount oftaxable gifts. Gifts made to charitable organizations may be deducted
in full. In addition, one-half of the value of gifts between a husband
and wife may be made tax-fre& This marital deduction corresponds
roughly to that allowed for estate tax purposes.

II. GzNEAL BACoKRNom

The estate and gift taxes comprise a significant element in the prog.
ressivity of the overall Federal tax system. Estate and gift taxes com-
bined constitute only 2 percent of Federal tax receipts, but they play
a much larger part in the progrewivity structure of the tax system.
Roughly, the rogressivity element of the individual income tax can
be defined as tie revenue raised by that portion of the rate schedules
in excess of 20 percent. In 1965 this element was $5 billion, while total
estate and gift tax liability was $2.7 billion. Studies of the association
of wealth and income indicate that estate and gift taxes are involved
almost exclusively with families with annual income of over $20,000.
Thus the estate and gift taxes are probably responsible for about one-
third of the net progressivity in the U.S. tax system.'

However, an analysis of the estate and gift tax system which has
developed over the past 45 years reveals many features of the system
which run counter to the basic functions of that system.

These features have produced erratic results i the sense that the
burden of estate and gift taxes is much heavier on some forms of wealth
holdings and on some forms of transfers than on others. The principal
problem, therefore, in the present estate and gift tax system is horizon-
al equity, that is, the unequal treatment of wealth holdings of com-

parable size as the result of different patterns of transfer of those
holdings. The different patterns are the consequence of differing farn.

I At the lower end of the Income scale the income tax Is progressive due to the personal
xemptuons A number oo studiee, however, suggest that this progression In the income taxJum. about offstsg the r~erssvity of sales aid property taxes, Imvig the overall tax

sstem as a whole roughly proportional up to income of $10,000-$20,000. we can thus
tInk of the upper Income progressivity as the net progreesivity.

The extent of the not proressivity contributed by the corporate tax Is not fully clear,since this depends mostly on the extent to which the tax ts shifted.
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ily desires or needs as to the patterns of wealth accumulations and dis-
positions. As a result, a number of individual large estates have actual
lower tax burdens than many middle size estates.

IlL Spncno Dznrs iN ce PRESENr TRANSFER TAx Sysrrz

A. N ONTAXATION OF APPRECIATION OF ASSETS TRANSFERRED AT DEATH
OR BY OUT

The failure to see clearly that the estate and gift taxes are not substi-
tutes for income taxes has led to adoption of rules with regard to prop-
erty transferred at death which subverts the goal of income taxation.
If a person accumulates income during life from taxable sources
(wages, dividend , interest, rent, and unincorporated business profits)
he pays a tax on the income as earned, and the balance of accumulated
after-tax income may still bear an estate tax at the person's death if
the accumulation is large enough. The estate tax and its companion
gift tax are essentially separate levies which in the normal case fall
on wealth accumulations after income tax.

With regard to capital assets the law has failed to recognize the
necessarily separate character of estate taxation on the one hand
and income (capital gains taxation) on the other. It has not treated
the transfer of appreciated property at death as an occasion for im-
posing a capital gains tax, but then has given property, which has
been transferred at death, credit for having been through the estate
tax "mill" in the form of a stepped-up income tax basis which pre-
cludes any income tax on the appreciation in the hands of the testator.

Thus, a wealth holding that has grown to $1 million by appreciation
in value has no income tax under present law, but only an estate tax.
The same accumulation from wages and dividends would have paid
both an income tax and an estate tax. Clearly, equity between various
forms of wealth accumulation is not achieved under present law.

Data available readily indicate the scope and impact of this lack
of equity in the present tax system. A 1 in 15 sample of high income
taxpayers shows that there were about 1,000 returns with adjusted
gross income (AGI) over $200,000 that paid effective tax rates of
over 50 percent in 1984. The results for this group are summarized in
table 1.1

t Table I uses for sample selection purposes, at effective rate definition on amended AG!,that Ia, adjusted gross Income plus major-Items of excluded Income (other than appreciation
In wealth). Since personal deductions for this group are trivial the table would be little
chaned It the seleton had been based on taxpayers with high elective rates on amended
taxabe income, that Is, after personal deductions.



TAou 1.--Characteriatice of an eshmated 1o000 to return in 1964 with
AOl over $2Q0,000 and effective tao rate. over 50 prcent"

(Dollar amounts in millions
Amended adjusted gross Inome' I-6*

(Including dividends ................... $184)
(Including wages and salaries ----------------------------------- $50)

Less Excluded % of capital gains ..---------------------------- $4
Excess percentage depletion ------------------------------- 0
Net form loose over gains -------------------------------- 0
fntributlons --------------------------------------- $1
Other personal deductions ---------------------------- $

Taxable income --------------------------------------- $324
Tax before credits --------------------------------- 21

Less credits - ------------------------------------------
Tax after credits ----------------------------------------$2
Effective rate on amended AOI (percent) ------------------------ 58
Effective rat on amended taxable income (percent)' ---------------- 4

t Based on a I n 15 sample.I The el etive rate used for selection was tax over amended adjusted gross income.
I Amended adjusted gross income Is adjusted gross income plus the excluded part of net

capital pns the exclusion due to excess i wreentage depletion, and for the group as a whole
the excess of tarm leases over farm gains. Tax exempt interest and appreciation of property
donated to charity should also be Lcluded In this income but were not available from these
sample data.

4 Amended taxable Income equals amended A01 less deductiona.
Ostensibly this group of high-taxpaying, high-income taxpayers

paid an effective tax rate of 58 percent on amended AGI, and 64 percent
on amended taxable income.

Table 1 however, reveals a striking feature about these high-tax.
paying individuals. Half of their AOl is from dividends, but remark-
ably little is realized as capital gains. Any cross section of stocks held
in recent years would have shown almost twice as much appreciation
in value as dividends for an average year. (Dividend rates have been
around 3 percent while appreciation in value in the 1960's has been
at a rate of about 6 percent. A 6-percent appreciation increase is
expectable in the aggegate because ultimately common stock is a
claim on corporate profits, and these profits in the aggregate grow
at the rate of money GNP, about 5 percent to 6 percent a year.)

If it is assumed that this group had an average collection of stocks,
their total increase in wealth in a year like 1964, taking into account
stock appreciation alone would have been about $723 million rather
than $367 million, and their effective tax rate on true income would fall
to 29 percent or 31 percent on income after deductions. (In 1964, as a
matter of fact, appreciation in value was about five times dividends.
This was a year of unusual stock price movement, however. There-
fore, to avoid distortion an assumption of appreciation equal to two
times dividends is used. Realized gains are subtracted from this ap-
preciation to get the appropriate adjustment to find the total wealth
increase. It also would be reasonable to assume that taxpayers facing



marginal rates of 60 to 70 percent on dividends would have tried to
select stocks with higher than average appreciation to dividend ratios.
No explicit allowance is made for this 1ast factor.)

Since another qmrter of the income of this group was from business
sources, it could well be anticipated that there was additional apprecia.
tion associated with these business property holdings (including pro-
prietorships, partnership interests and interests in real estate and
farms). It could also be expected that there was some tax-exempt in-
terest. The total wealth addition of this group could have been near
$1 billion, and the effective tax rate as low as 21 percent.

It is typical for returns that show high or low effective tax rates in
one year t have a similarly high or low rate in other years. It could
be expected, therefore, that those taxpayers who have high income
from dividends and do not realize gains follow this investment
strategy year after year, and depend upon unrealized gains as a way
of building wealth. Thus, most of these high tax rate cases have in
fact relatively low rates, since under present law such capital apprecia.
tion at death forever escapes income tax. (It is irrelevant that this
wealth may be subject to estate tax, since the estate tax also falls on
income accumulated after income tax.)

These people cannot be regarded as paying at relatively high tax
rates unless steps are taken to close the escape of appreciation in value
at death. The apparently highly taxed group includes a number of
salary earners who presumably have untaxed fringe benefits not in-
cluded in these figures which would further reduce effective rates.

Turning to statistics for the aggregate of high-income taxpayers,
an alternative estimate of appreciation in assets over realized gains is
appropriate. This estimate is based on aggregate data which indicate
total appreciation tends to be about three times realized gains, and thus
the excess of appreciation in 1 year over total realized ins in that.
year is about, twice the realized gain itself. Table 2 uses this estimate bv
assuming that for each income class the annual addition to unrealized
appreciation is twice the volume of realized gains for each class. (It
should be noted that while this technique provides the best overall
estimate of excess appreciation for the aggregate of high-income tax-
payers, it. is clearly inappropriate for estimating excess appreciation
for the special group of taxpayers included in table 1 who report dis-
proportionately small amounts of capital gain and hence pay super-
ficially high effective rates of tax.)

Estimates of other income exclusions for the aggregate of high-
income taxpayers are also included in table 2. It wi ibe seen that these
inclusions bring the effective tax rate to the area of 15 percent for all
returns over $100 000 AGI and to about 10 percent to II percent for the
returns with AGI over $1 million. In each class the unrelized appre-
ciation is about equal to all other income sources put together.
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TABLE ..- FACTORS REDUCING TAXES FOR TAXPAYERS WITH HIGH ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME OF $100,00 OR
OVER, 1967 LEVEL

IOollar amounts in millions

All over $100 000 to 1 0t o0
8100,00 $M00 .00 1 0 end0ove

Total income-broadest definition I ............. $1,620 $21,245 $4,175 $6,400Personal deductions (taxes, interest charitablecessrisonuns, e) but not Including the unlimited
charitable contribution ............................. 2,350 1,o00 260 290

Available total income (Including appreciation In
wealth) .................................... 29,470 19,445 3,15 6,110

Less averae annual appreciation on capital asets (in
excess of pins realiid) that will not be sold during
lifetime .......................................... 35,00 9,040 X,6

Amended taxable income ...................... 14,370 It 40 i
Lou one-half of capital gins on assets actually sold.... 3,77 26075
Less exempt interest on State and local bonds ..........Less deduction for unlimited charitable contribution..... IR 1t
Less farm "1tax losse""......................... 1 1010
L excss percentage depletion .................. 60 25 25
Lossexcess of deduction for intangible petroleum drilling

expenses over deprciation of oll wells ............... 45 1 is 1s
Lu exclusions for e ged .......................... 0 (1) 2)
Taxable income . a................................... 70 7 905 00 6Tax' ...................................... 47 35 490
Tax as percent of taxable IncomeT""............... .1
Tax as percent of available total income ...............
Tax as percent of total income ........................ .... 3

' After deduction for proper business expenses but including unrealized appreciation In wealth.
I Although the figures shown in the table are total depletion, they approximate the amount of excess percentage depleton

since the bulk of claimed depletion is In excess of the recovery of basis.
$Nligible.

Thh tax figure reflects the lower alternative rate applicable to realized capital pins, the retirement income credit,
and other credits.

Table 2 included as income the increase in wealth arising from the
increase in value of securities, since, if one individual increases his
wealth by earning wages and using the proceeds to buy securities and
another by having the value of his securities rise, they both could end
up with the same securities. The wealth increase from appreciation can
hardly be a different kind of thing than a wealth increase from wages
if they can end up in the same investment. Whether or not it would-be
a practical scheme to tax gains as they accrue it is still a useful indi-
cator of the burden of taxes in relation to wealth increases to show the
tax actually paid in relation to total income including accrued gains.

It is apparent that the present system of not taxing appreciation on
assets transferred at death has serious defects:

The present system is grossly inequitable and substantially im-
pairs the progressivity of the tax structure.

At least $15 billion a year of capital gains fall completely out-
side the income tax system.

From an economic standpoint this inconsistent income tax treat-
ment may produce unnatural holding patterns as older investors
become locked into appreciated assets to avoid income tax that
would result from the sale of those assets.

A more uniform tax treatment which does not produce pressure
either to hold or to sell could be achieved by first imposing the income
tax on appreciation on property passing at death, and then allowing
that income tax so imposed as a deduction from the taxable estate for
estate tax purposes. The estate tax would then be imposed upon the
balance with the result that the transfer tax would be imposed on he
same wealth base regardless of whether the wealth has been accumu-
lated from earned income or from capital appreciation.
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B. INTERBPOUSAL TRANSflRM

A number of problems arise because of the present 50 percent marital
deduction:

1. The present marital deduction is limited to one-half of the prop-
ery transferred by a decedent to a surviving spouse. This means that
there may be a substantial tax on property which is intended to provide
for the old age of the surviving wife. This adverse effect is primarily
felt by widows whose husbands leave smaller estates. Based on a spe-
cial study of 1957-59 returns, 50 percent of husbands with estates
under $600,000 transferred property to their surviving spouses in
amounts which exceeded the allowable marital deduction for Federal
estate tax purposes. In contrast only 14 percent of husbands with
estates over $1 million transferred property to their widows in amounts
exceeding the marital deduction. Thus, the transfer tax burden, under
present rules, falls relatively more heavily on the widows who are most
in need of funds to sustain themselves r the balance of their lives
than on widows who receive substantial amounts of wealth unreduced
by taxes on the husband's death.

Table 8 indicates the period by which estate taxes are accelerated
under present law by taxing one-half of the family property in the
estate of the first spouse to die. Correspondingly, it demonstrates the
distribution of the benefit that would be derived if all estate taxes were
deferred until the death of the surviving spouse

TaBL &.-Period of widows srvvlng their husband t

widows
Years after husband's death:

1 ------------------------------------------------------- 94
2 ------------------ ------------------------ 88
5 ------------------------------------------------- 78
10----------------------------------------------------- 520 ---------------------------------------------
80 ------------------------------------------------- 9

NoTe.--This Is based on data from matching estate tax returns. The data were smoothed.
2. Extension of the marital deduction to only 50 percent of the

property transferred to the surviving spouse favors the wealthy who
can provide for the old ae of the surviving spouse with the amount
exactly equal to the marital deduction. The balance of the property
can then be passed onto the next generation untaxed on the death of
the wife. Less wealthy persons however, who must make the entire
estate available to provide for the surviving wife, are required to pass
property onto the children in a form which incurs a tax on the entire
estate upon the death of the wife. This disparity of tax results is
counter both to progressivity and equity.

Table 4 demonstrates that present rules primarily impose the double
tax on small estates. The study of the 1957-59 returns further bears
this out Approximately 63 percent of husbands with adjusted gross
estates in excess of $1 million made property available to the surviv-
ing wife in an amount in excess of the allowable marital deduction,
but in a form which enabled that property to escape estate tax lia-
bility on the death of the wife. On the other hand, only 27 percent of
husbands with estates under $500,000 could transfer property to their
surviving spouses in an amount in excess of the marital deduction in a
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form which gave the wife the economic benefits of the property but
avoided subjecting that property to estate tax on her death.

TABLE 4.-PATTERN OF BEQUESTS OF MARRIED DECEDENTS

Percent of adjusted gross esta
Prpe leftOurgt outrgtlt t

Outdht pouse not Bequests to
Marital bequests to under marital spouse In

Gross Transfer Class (Thousands) deduction to spouse deduction trust

Bow M30 . . . . 6 71.5 ] 10.6
,0 an oer ............................ "8.1 413 0. 10.3

3. The present 50 percent marital deduction produces extremely
arbitrary results where the spouse in whose name the property is held
is the last to die. The maximum tax benefits are realized under present
law when the estate is split equally between the husband and wife. (The
combined tax on two separate $500,000 estates is $253,000; the tax on
a single $1 million estate is $308,200.) Present rules permit this result
to be achieved only by means of lifetime gifts by the spouses, with
resultant gift taxes because only half of the property can be transferred
tax free. Further the present system provides an incentive for such
transfers which in some families might well not exist in the absence of
these tax provisions.

4. Present rules with regard to interspousal transfers provide maxi-
mum benefits to extremely complex transfers and forms of ownership
that bear little relationship to economic realities with respect to control
and enjoyment of the property. The Federal Government has no real
interest in whether the husband or the wife controls the passing of
the property to the next generation; it need only be concerned that all
of the property is subject. to tax at the time it finally leaves the hands of
the older generation and moves onto the younger generation.

C. THE EXISTENCE OF SEPARATE ESTATE AND GIFT TAXES

1. Oharateristics of preset dual tax structre

(a) Two separate rate 8tdrtures.-The estate tax utilizes a progres-
sive rate structure operative on property transferred at death. The ift
tax also employs a progressive rate structure to tax lifetime transfers.
However, the gift tax is imposed on the cumulative total of property
transferred during lifetime entirely without regard to property trans-
ferred at death. Similarly, the estate tax progessive rate structure is
operative only on the transfers at death entirely without regard to
transfers during lifetime. Thus the person making transfers during life
is subjected to a tax based on one set of progressive rates, but the
property he transfers at death is subjected to a new and very low
beginning set of rates.
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(b) Lower gift tax ratesi-In addition to the fact that persons who
can transfer wealth during lifetime get to start at the bottom of two
separate rate structures, the gift tax rates are substantially lower than
the estate tax rates. The following tables 5 and 6 set forth the present
estate and g'i tax rates. The tables reveal the marked preference
accorded lifetime gifts as compared to the same gift transerred at
death.

Tum 5.--Federl etate lao rates
If the taxable estate Is: The tax shall be:

Not over $5,000 -------------- 8% of the taxable estate.
Over $5,000 but not over $10,000.... $150, plus 7% of excess over $5,000.
Over $10,000 but not over 20,00 .... $500, plus 11%1 of excess over $10,000.
Over $20,000 but not over $30,000- $1,600, plus 14% of excess over $20,000.Over $30,000 but not over $40,000 --- $3,000, plus 18% of excess over $30,000.
Over $40,000 but not over $50,000 .... $4,800, plus 22% of excess over $40,000.
Over $50,000 but not over $60,000. $7,000, plus 25% of excess over $50,000.
Over $60,000 but not over $100,000... $9,500, plus 289 of excess over $60,000.
Over $100,000 but not over $250,000.. $20g700, plus 809 of excess over$1o00o.
Over Ms,000 but not over 00000, 82% of exe over$0,00. 2o fexesoe
Over $500,000 but not over $750,000.. $145,700, plus 85W% of excess over

$500,000.Over $750,000 but not over $1,000,000.. $288,200, plus 87% of excess over
$7w0,000.Over $1,000,000 but not over $1,- $325,700, plus 89% of excess over

250,000. $1,000,000.
Over $1M250,000 but not over $1,- $423,200, plus 42% of excess over

0,00. $1,25,000.
Over $1,500,000 but not over $2,- $528,200, plus 45% of excess over

000,000. $1,500,000.
Over $2,000,000 but not over $2,- $753,200, plus 499 of excess over

500,000. $2,000,000.
Over $2,500,000 but not over $8,. $998,200, plus 589 of excess over

000,000. $2,500.000.
Over $8,000,000 but not over $,. $123,200, plus 56% of excess over500,000. $3,000000.
Over $8,500,000 but not over $4,- $1,543,200, plus 59% of excess over

000,000. $,500,000.
Over $4,000,000 but not over $5,- $1,838,200, plus 68% of excess over

000,000. $4,000,000.
Over $5,000,000 but not over $,- $2,468,200, plus 67% of excess over

000,000. $5,000,000.
Over $6,000,000 but not over $7,- $3,188,200, plus 70%1 of excess over

000,00. $6,000,000.
Over $7,000,000 but not over $8,- $3,838,200, plus 789 of excess over

0o00,00. $7,000,000.
Over $8.000,000 but not over $10,- $4,M8.200, plus 76% of excess over

000,000. $8,000.000.
Over $10,000,000 ------------ $6,088,200, plus 77% of excess over

$10,000,000.

334-I2 0 - 63 - pi I - 9
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TA .--6.-Ped*W gif ta rate#
If the taxable gifts are--

Not over $6,000.... . .
Over 5,000 but not over $10,000 .....
Over $10,000 but not over $20,000....
Over $20,000 but not over $80,000...

Over $80,000 but not over $40,000...

Over $40,000 but not over $50,000 ....

Over $50,000 but not over $,000 -....

Over $60,000 but not over $100,000...

Over $100,000 but not over $250,000..

Over $250,000 but not over $500,000..

Over $500,000 but not over $750,000..

Over $75,000 but not over $1,000,000.

Over $1,000,000 but not over $1,-
250,000.

Over $1,X0,000 but not over $1,.
500,000.

Over $1500,000 but not over $2,.
000,00.Over $2,000,000 but not over $,-
0A,000.

Over $2,500,000 but not over $8,.
00000.

Over $3,000,000 but not over $8,. 4

00,000.Over $3,500,000 but not over $4,. $
000,000.

Over $4,000,000 but not over $5,. 4
000,000.

Over $5,000,000 but not over $6,. $
000,000.

Over $6,000,000 but not over $7,.
000,000.

Over $7,000,000 but not over $8,. $
000,000.

Over $8,000,000 but no over $10,. $1
000000.

Over $10,000,000 ---------------

rhe tax shall be--
2 4% of the taxable gifts.
$112.50, plus 5% % of excess over $5,000.
$875, plus 8%9% of excess over $10,000.
$1,200 lus 10%% of excess over$20,O.
$2,250, plus 18 % of excess over

$80,000.
$8,000, plus 168% of excess over

$40,000.
$5250,t us 183% of excess over

$7,125, plus 21% of excess over
$60,000.

$15,525, plus 22Y % of excess over
$100,000.

$49,27, plus 24% of excess over
$250,000.

$109,275, plus 26Y% of excess over
$500,000.

$174,900, plus 27'%% of excess over
$750,000.

$244, plus 29j% of excess over
$1,00,00.

$817,400, plus 314% of excess over
$1X20,00.

$96,160, plus 881% of excess over
$1,,500oo

0O4,900, pjus 8683% of excess over
$20006000.

1748,050, plus 89% of excess over
$2,500,000.

947t,400, plus 42% of excess over
$&~0001000.

1,157,400, plus 44%% of excess over
$3500,000.

1,378,450, plus 47%% of excess over
$4,00,000.

1,851,160, plus 50ol% of excess over
$5 ,00,000.

2, M60, plus 529% of excess over
$6%0001000.

2,88,650, Plus 54%1% of excess over
$7,000,000.

8,426,150, plus 57% of excess over
$8.o000,000

1,60,150, plus 5731% of excess over
$10,00,o0o.

S. Effect. of dudi tare qaetm
(a) Ifte p .- Thepreent disparity -between the tax on property

transferred during lifetime and that imposed on property transferredat death is excessive from the standoint of tMax equity. The magnitude
of the favoritism in present law tothose that can afford" lifetime gifts
can be seen by comparing gross transfers of $1 million at the top of the
estate and gift brackets. At death the 77 percent top rate app lies and
only $230,000 is transferred to the beneficiary. If this is transferred
during life, the top rate is 57.75 percent which.is applied to the gift
not including the tax. Thus a transfer of approximately $634 000 could
be made, the beneficiary getting almost three times as much because
the transfer is made during life,
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The data show that little use is made of lifetime rifts by those with
smaller accumulations of wealth. Rather, lifetime gifts are used by the
wealthy to take advantage of the lower gift tax rates, the exemption
granted to lifetime gifts, and the smaller tax base that applies to life.
time transfers as compared to deathtime transfers. Table I shows that
the wealthy transfer a little more than 10 percent of their total wealth
accumulations during lifetime. On the other hand, those with small
accumulations of wealth transfer less than 2 percent of their property
by neans of lifetime gifts. Put in another way, table 8 shows that 52
percent of those with arg estates make gifts during lifetime. How.
ever, only 10 percent of those with small estates made lifetime trans-
fers. These data demonstrate that the present disparity between the tax
treatment of lifetime gifts and deathtime transfers confers a very
substantial advantage on the wealthy, because the tax advantages of
making lifetime gifts become increasingly greater as the size of wealth
accumulations increase. The preferential gift treatment thus serves to
confer enormous benefits on those whose situation -permits utilizing
lifetime gifts-generally those who are so prosperous that they do not
depend on this wealth and the income it yields for living expenses and
security.

TABLE 7.-GROSS TRANSFERS AT DEATH AND DURING LIFE, ALL DECEDENTS, 1957 AND 1056

(Dollar amounts In thousands

Number of
decedents

making
Total rnkedar.

amount of table trans. Nonchdr-
Number of gross fe durinEeste en trainers lIe table gfts paid bequests by Ate

1967:
Sma l l ........ 2
Medium .... 10 11"i 50 1 1 , A
Medium r ........ 98 4100 A2960 0

Small ............ 471 56,318 48 12'5079OMediu .......... 5 1 1
Lrge.. 1,137 2.70C9 3 1893 21,06 1,43,

Source: Special progrm study, 1957/-5; table printed In Cad Sboups Federal Estate Gift Tam.

TABLE &-GROSS TRANSFERS DURING LIFE AND AT DEATH# PERCENTAGE& ALL DECEDENTS, 1957 AND 195
IDollar amounts In thousands

Nonchadtlable lifetime gifts Taes
Gitt tax pol Estate tax

as e- a Pid ap-
Amount of Number d Asa pecent- o conte of n

Number of grs states ageol grs ritable clarItable
Estat siz decedents transfr repoting trphes g~t bequests

10.0F I to 1 0.3 L 4
L.g....... it ,87 o 1
Smal............. 471 5"318 10.2 27ed'um ........... of4 , 536 30.9 4.7 4:t
Large ............ 1,187 2,7069 55. 8 .0
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(b) Pressures to use certain pat terna of dieposith.-Not only do
the foregoing effects produce inequity for taxpayers with relatively
smaller wealth holdings but also they operate as powerful pressures
to make particular family dispositions, even though an entirely dif-
ferent disposition might be desired for nontax reasons.
"g(a) Cop ity.-The present dual tax structure also produces a
"ay" area in which extremely complex rules have developed. In

many situations both gift and estate taxes are incurred, with a credit
being given for the gift taxes paid. This hybrid form of tax treatment
results from highly refined concepts of what constitutes "ownership"
for tax purposes, concepts which are often necessary to prevent gross
evasion of the estate tax and to recognize the economic reality of
property control and enjoyment.

(d)T wO sets of exemptions.-Two sets of exemptions are provided,
one for transfers during life and a separate one for transfers at
death. Thle person whose holdings and family disposition patterns
permit lifetime transfers can thus arrange to use both exemptions,
whereas a person with different holdings or disposition patterns may
be able to utilize only the exemption or deathtime transfers.

(e) Different tax base.-The gift tax is imposed on a different and
smaller tax base than is the estate tax. This results from the fact that
the estate tax is paid, and properly so, out of the property transferred
whereas the gift. tax is paid out of other property of the donor. Thus,
the amount used to pay the gift tax is removed from the transfer tax
base, although this result does not apply in the case of the estate tax.
For example, if a taxpayer dies with an estate of $10 million, the
estate tax is $6,088,200 and the heirs will receive slightly less than $4
million. If the entire estate were transferred prior to death, the tax-
payer would be able to transfer slightly more than $7 million, retain-
ing approximately $3 million for payment of the gift tax on that
amount. In this case, 75 percent more of the wealth can be retained by
transferring it before death than if it were to be held until death.

As noted above, tables 7 and 8 demonstrate that the advantages con-
ferred on lifetime giving as compared to deathtime transfers--lower
rates, additional exemption, and smaller tax base-are utilized by the
wealthy much horse than by persons with modest estates. This is be-
cause the present system is structured to increase the tax benefits that
result from lifetime gifts as a person's wealth increases.

D. GENERATION SKIPING

For the estate tax to be equally distributed, it should apply to the
entire amount of property available for distribution from one genera-
tion to the next generation. However, under present law, enormous tax
savings can be realized by the wealthy by transferring property
through several generations in a form that will avoid tax upon the ex-
piration of each intervening generation. Thus, a donor can set up
a trust providing for ultimate disposition of his property to his great-
grandchildren. His children and grandchildren can be given the bene-
fit of the income from that property and, indeed, the property itself
under specified circumstances, without any transfer tax being imposed
as the children and grandchildren each succeed to the enjoyment of
the property. Persons of relatively modest means are usually not able
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to take advantage of these tax-skipping transfers. As a consequence,
the great-grandehildren of the less wealthy receive their property re-
duced by transfer taxes as it is passed through each generation, where-
as great-grandchildren of the wealthy receive the property undimin-
ished by transfer taxes.

The data bearing on generation-skipping transfers are sun arized
in table 9. Those decedents whose gross estates were under $300 000
made transfers to persons, outright and in trust, amounting to 4.4
billion; of these transfers, only 9.4 percent are estimated to begenera-
tion skipping; among decedents with gross estates of $1 million or
more, however, 25.4 percent of transfers to persons were generation
skipping. This marked tendency of wealthier decedents to more fre-
quently utilize generation-ski pping transfers, particularly in trust,
can be further illustrated by the following comparison: Among hus-
band decedents with estates below $500,000 who bequeathed to family
trusts, 77 percent bequeathed to trusts that were not generation skil-

ing; but among husband decedents with estates over $2 million who
ueathed to family trusts, only 25 percent bequeathed to trusts that

were not generation skipping, and 60 percent made their trust bequests
entirely in generation-skipping form.
TABLE 9.-PROPORTION OF TOTAL NONCHARITABLE TRANSFERS SKIPPING A GENERATION. BY ESTATE SIZE

AND TYPE OF DISPOSITION

1oil0r amounts In millionsJ

Generation skipping transfers'
Total Not in trust In trust

Nonchad.
Gross estate Gross Transfer table Percent rcent Percent

szjnfo.trendfersI tax transfers of no. oall* of non.
sand, o charitable charitable charitable
dollars) (1) (2) (1-2) Amount transfers Amount transfers Amount transfers

Under 300....... $4,574 $2 $41 $410 94 $ . $
40I1,0 W 533 1 17 3. 7 1.1,000 handover H. 1

Total value of noncharitable transfers made during life and at death plus the amount of transfer taxes paid.
A special study prepared by IRS Identified remaindermen of trusts as children, grandchildren, reat Vrndchildren.

other relaives and nonrelatv (sas well as additional categores not here relevant ih as charity, brothers and sisters,etc). Thua. the bequests to lineals could be cleay distinguished between generation l and others For other,
relatives and nonrea yes it was necessary to look te disposltionas te lineals to estimate the 1ike portion of bequest
to other relatives and nonrolatives that we generation skpping. With regard to direct bequestseollneala the potonthat
was generation skip ng was 5 percent below $300,000, 10 percent from 300,000 tot $00,000, and 15 percent a&bve
$1,000,000. For trust reaindennen the orion generation skin amon lineals was 33 ierent below $300,000, SO
percent from $300,000 to $1,000,000, and 76 percent above $1,000.000

Source: IRS. "Special Tabulation on Estate and Gift Tax Returns. 1957-."

E. CHARITABLE TRANSFERS
Present rules with respect to estate and gift-tax treatment of charita-

ble transfers produce inequity and tend to reduce progressivity. Pres-
ent artificial rules of I Iea ownership permit the creation of split
interest trusts whereby the donor or an estate can obtain a present
deduction in an amout in excess of that which the charity will actually
receive from the gift or bequest. For example, a donor may contribute
property to a trust requiring the payment of income to a charity for
10 years and the remainder to the donor's family. Under presentlaw, the amount of the allowable deduction would be determined on
the assumption that the trust will earn 3 percent a year which will
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be paid to charity and that the present value of such periodic pay-
ment8 may be determined by discounting the anticipated payments
at 8A percent. In fact, however, the trus may invest the property
in the common stock of corporations pursuing a policy of retaining
earning rather than distributine dividends so that the perodic pay-
ments To the charity are far less Than the 81-percent return assumed.
In such circumstances, the trust property is clearly being invested for
the benefit of the donor's family to the detriment of the charitable
interest.

In addition, under present rules, the'operation of the charitable de-
duction can increase the amount of the marital deduction simply by
the form in which the transfer is cast. Thus, a person can transfer
property to a charty, retaining complete enjoyment and control of
the property for his lifetime. While this property is included in his
estate for estate tax purposes, the only effect is to increase the amount
of property that can pass tax free under the marital deduction. There
is no increase in estate tax liability because the full value of the chari-
table transfer is deductible for estate tax purposes.

F. STATE TAX RATE hIlUOTURU

Present estate tax rates in many respects run counter to progressiv-
ity. The rates move from 8 percent to.25 percent for the first $50 000
of taxable estate. (See table 5.) Yet, the rates do not go higher than
82 percent until a taxable estate of $500,000 is reached. To be con-
sistent with progressivity, the estate tax rates should be spread in
more uniform brackets on taxable estates up to $500 000.

In addition, the structure and level of rates shouId be examined
in light of changes to deal with other problems so that the overall
burden on transfers, including that involved in any change in.the
income taxation of appreciation transferred at death, is appropriate.

G. ILLItTI) ESTATES

Estates which contain farms or closely held businesses sometimes
encounter difficulty in finding the cash needed to pay the Federal taxes
which become due shortly after death. This can result in different
disposition patterns than would have been selected had sufficient cash
been available to pay the Federal tax on the transfer at death. These
problems can be alleviated by permitting tax free interspousal transfers
and by easing rules for payment of taxes for estates consisting largely
of farms or closely held businesses.

IV. SrW c REroRM PRoMsLs

A. TAXATION OF APPRFM AON OF ASSS" TRANSFERRED AT DRATH OR

An income tax on appreciation in value of property transferred at
death or b ift woufdf be i . Generally, gais (or losses) on
assets held atdeath would be sUbect to a tax as long term capital gains
(or losses) ; however, appreciation and depreciation in value occurring
before the date of enactment would not bI considered. Any income tax
due on such gains would be deductible in computing the transfer tax
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base (i.e., the value of the estate). The exclusions that apply to the
unified transfer tax (unlimited marital deduction, orphan exclusion,
and charitable exclusions) would also apply to exempt gains on prop-
ery transferred to those beneficiaries. In addition, a "minimum basis
rule" is proposed which would generally exempt appreciation from
tax in smaller estates. Data on the operation of the proposal. for taxing
appreciation on property transferred at death or by gift are set
forth in table 10, which show the effects of the prop6l after full
implementation.

TABLE 10.-OATA ON THE OPERATION OF THE PROPOSAL FOR TAXING GAINS AT DEATH, INI1

Netcaptal
pins tax

Net capital a percent
Percent of Appreciation pins tax of present

Economic estte estt of as percent as percent aw Mate
das(lnthouunds pprecIable Percentof of economic Of economic tax after
ofddl) assets' upprecition estate estato 4 credits

0toto................... 62 20 11. P. U.0
IOOtO2.................. 67 22 . 1.4
200to400 ................ q7 4 !. l

i................ffin, ............... m

' Assume an effective date of Jan 11970.
1lncludes stock, real estate, trust Inrts, and oncorpore busm ats. The economic estate Is ge estateless debts.
Ti takes lo account the observed parms that ar istlion rates and holdlg period ar higer at th upper

wealth levels plus som shifting asset composition. (E., ti personal residence with a lew appecio rate Is mo
Impt at ow wealth levls)

'Titakes lnto account 4 flctors: (a) the tendency for applicable capital In rates to be hilhr at upper wealth levels,
(b) the deduction for contributions which is hilher at upper wealth levels (4) the deduction olm ital bequsts which Is

atilower wealth levelsansd (d) the deduction ofthe capital Ipins axagalnst the salate tox(t 100 AMe) which
faoevaluable at hIgher wealth levels.

B. TAX-RM TRANSFERS BETWEEN HUSBAND AND WI1

The present 50-percent limitation on the marital deduction for trans-
fers to a spouse would be removed, thus permitting transfers between
spouses to be made free of transfer tax. The marital deduction would
alo be expanded to cover gifts of income interests. These changes
would greatly simplify the transfer tax law by recognizing that most
married couples regard themselves as a single economic unit within
which individual title to property is not significant and by eliminating
transfer tax consequences from shifts of property within that economicunit.

C. UNIFICATION OF ESTATE AND OIT TAX1E.

Instead of the present separate gift and estate taxes, a single cumula-
tive tax rate schedule would be applied to all transfers of property
whether made during life or at death. This would include a smg e ex-
emption for all transfers during life and at death. Table 11 shows the
tax change due to elimination o the present double exemption accorded
lifetime and deathtime transfers.
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TABLE 11.-TAX CHANGE DUE TO UNIFICATION UNDER A 510000 EXEMPTION, ALL DESCENDANTS

Unmaedi Uu111ai
ea trausfer clm Prmtof hrentol Onm.. transfercam Pornt of Pront of

(in fmusnds of dollars) tax treawr (In tWunds of dollars) ta trander

IWIOZOO ...... 1.... , c ............
.. ........... o o~o ........

t o........ ... ORs or oo...........

D. TAXATION OF GENERATION SKIPPING

A substitute tax would be imposed to reach certain transfers which,
by passing property to a distant generation, presently avoid the taxes
which would have been imposed had the property passed outright to
each intervening generation.

L RATE R UCTION AND RUIsION

Reductions in the present level of estate tax rates are proposed which
would take place in month-to-month steps over a 1O.year period' The
new single set of rates would apply both to lifetime and deattime
transfers. In addition, structural revisions in the width of the brackets
would be made to improve the structure of the rate tables (see table
11A). Chart I shows the relationship between the new unified transfer
tax rates and the present separate estate and gift tax rates.

TABLE 1IA.--TUCURAL REVISIONS OF SELECTED ESTATE TAX BRACKETS

'20 protofra,.ose Fsdtl lr
Taxable staes bracket (in touunds of dollars) rate vedvUon danll New rate

30101o ............... : ............................ 18 ...... :T1

o .......................................... 14.40t .........................................

250 to 350.................................. ......... i
3501to500................................... I .4+
5001to750 ................................... 3$ 1 1 2
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Ao IBALIZATION OF PAYMENT RULES

Provision is made for liberalization of the present rules governing
the deferral of payment of transfer taxes in cases where estates in.
elude interests in a closely held business or farm. Special deferred
payment provisions would also apply in these cases to the capital gain
tax incurre as a result of transfer of appreciated property at death

0. TINNIOAL EVISIONS

There are a number of technical revisions dealing with the taxation
of powers of appointment, jointly owned property, life insurance,
employee death oeneflts, deductions and disclaimers.

V. EnWs OF PROPSALS

The effect of the proposals on transfers of property by gift or at
death are summarized hi tables 18 and 14 for married and nonmarried
transferors.



TABLE 1. ESTIMATED CANES IN EFFECTIVE RATES OF TRANSFERTAX UNW THE PROMM PROGRAM, BYSEOFOUSS1TR1SFUSURING UFE AND AT DEATH; MAIW TR S

IPenoftsraUemdr

Cchews b emve traIe- ta ras de t papes I,-
-UMN Plof -meirns- Incoms. fau 0of bus

hoIrei I uerM'gtpos
duea'la Sellt

Eret-d, Comi-lul Provide Tax ae Tol -tUK o
Sketrmetuuaol t xraleider afedlec s orT imitud dmufiof, Ui dIomsid Taxe an mra

Wea"atesft(i #w law pupose marma timelmbaner 1W dab d tax- iscaeseducaed*pkIgMob a# del..f) p Ra.edce rawes ToW deductonS' at deah bass paes detlhrem tair tuner

Below 100............
100 te200 ............
200 to400 - ----- ---

6 1.000............
1,000 .. .0 ..........2s. to ............

3000 to 5000 .............
000 and over........-

0.3
2.1
7.4

118
14.6
17.2
20.6
22.3
22.2

+0.6

-1-3
-. 9

+1.6
+2.6

-. 6
-L2
-L6
--2.2.-2.9
-3.2
-3.3

-0.1
--L0
-3.7
-4.6
-4.3--3.7
-2.4
-1.3..I.4

-0.2
-L6
-4.8
--. 2
-6.4-.6.5
-5.8
-5.3
-4.0

+0.1

--. 9

+L2
+L5
+L8
+L9

(4)+0.2-I.4

+L-2
+L6
+L9
+2.2
+2.5

-+0.7
+L4
+2.4+4.5
+45.1l

+61
+5.6

+0.2
+2.7

+7.3
+6.9
+6.9+6.0

+1.3
+2.0
+42.2
+2.5
+2.7
+2.4
+2.4
+1.3

+.8
+2.0
+2.2
+3.0+3.2

faclltste a commperlbo of the pIpon p Ogrmwt prea ata lbitesre -td atth.
anteswyede 9 es&idrf

sevewhel. be simeller, the Indicated dere NWge. due I* the euels Of all prie
kfmm j ds fro tH m humdtrns tax bee ani the d1eaelgo of the dab eof st.

m bobeel data for velning approelaoe of peoputs v i fsed at death.

'Theesethebs repeI tthosvtq tedecedeatsw am sfzed theullled mIta deduc-
tecdesto The t0ldtsso their servivi apsemes, averaged aheM marr ied
plisit, Itlsweiltdosslutie ps~otteumtbetwo spouhes rudatheal w, elm sauslmyida

Mr ther jolAt admmmosupp1.suhsqesat im tradmwl ~ of**pomssetheIee
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TABLE 14.--ESTIMATED CHANGES IN EFFECTIVE RATES OF TRANSFER TAX UNDER THE PROPOSED PROGRAM BY SIZE OF GROSS TRANSFS DURING UFE AND AT DEATH; NONMARIW

Mperced of vta UhsUj

Chans in eleciv- teder t rs duets poipod to:

Combined Provide Taxon lckude mbstl ltax ea
Elfeclive tax elects of unliuled apprecdated semambmnm o*lpplngtisa rS

Sine al grows tansfes during , and at deth rats Under propod Marili trainers Unif tras
(in Iomands of dollars) viugItlaw program Reduo rat Total deduCtion2 at death ties Disomued emn plad

Below 100--------------------------------------
100 to 200 ..............................................
200 to 4 M - - -- - - -- --...............................
400 to ............................ ...........
600 to 1.000 --------------------------------------------1-.to . .OW........ .........................
ks00 and over ----------------------------------

L.18.8
16.7
21.9
24.0
26.4
28.4
33.0
39.7

+L 0

+1.3
+2.4
+13.2
+4.1
+3.4

-a.1-2.4
--4.2
--4.4
-4.8
-4.9
-4.9

-5.4
--6.6

+L5+13.1
+13.5
+13.9
+4.7

+15.8
+6.9+&6I

-I)0.2
i.3
-. 4
-. 5
-. 5
-. 6
-. 7
-. 8

+1.4
+2.4
+2.7
-3.0+13.4
+3.8
+3.9
+4.2
+3.7

+0.1
+.9+L I

+L3
+L 8
+2.2
+2.5
+3.4
+3.6

1+0.3

+1.3+1.4.
+1.8.

+2.3
+L6
+3.S

0+0.7
+L7
+2.6
+2.9
+3.7
+4.6
+.3
+7.0

I Th odtm"tIn his latal lafte to alyers well as Wtido and widowers. To laxed elisaru sgaIdecdeincuded Inthlsll Thais slrI M uuoothesmd
facilitates aoprl of the p NRopoed prom wt rsn law tax IabMlie are evaluated at ame s putwhlrebthe somwbreahfmllwe psmrlasfntbeasilt
di. =Ww".1whinotaylenrt thrf aehmrhifnt hrdeatmvbhnidFdco i ltm iuhdeath. ther combined wealth wbe* md at the lowest posble marginal tra r x theby

5 Thsestdlmp rpesentthe savingsataIne 'by wildows and w ido wers who, have utilized the maximizing the net Inherliac of their succemors.
unlimited m-te deucIonI' for 9atispousel transfers to divide the family wealth ino 2 soera$el Lanes tha 0.05 pecet

0


